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We will always remember
Mr. Jim Chesbro

"My father never sought attention for his own artistic knowledge and brilliance; rather, he spent his days in A 10 trying to teach it."

-Jamie M. Chesbro

Growing up, I remember watching my father come home from West. He and his full briefcase would walk through the door with an amused look of bemusement.

"Hey Dad, what's up?"
Waving his hand as though he were swatting flies of frustration he would say, "Aw son, you don't want to know." Then he would swat the fly again. He was frustrated with a chronically broken printer, a leaky ceiling, and a troublemaker, but he usually beat the janitors to school in the morning. The truth is my father loved teaching and after a few minutes of swatting flies he would describe to me a student who flirted with expulsion. He would tell me about the domestic struggles, outlandish hair, and body piercing. Then with a subtle grin of gratification he would look at me and say, "But he made the damnest project this afternoon in photoshop. The kid really has talent."
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Ryan Scagg has no problem looking back on his four years at West just as long as he doesn’t have to pose for anymore yearbook pictures.

Senior Andrea Herrero looks back and declares that her past four years at West have been most memorable.

Joe Stanzilis and Stephen Beri demonstrate their own version of leaping towards their new future.

how the years change us...
I’ve decided to throw caution to the wind, and at the risk of sounding like a benevolent old grandfather or a cheesy afterschool special, I now present my one line of heartfelt advice:

Do something pretty while you can.

Much luv,
Yianni
Kournadas

I’d do high school all over again ‘cept maybe I’d do more homework. But I don’t regret a second of those four years. So many bad things, so many beautiful things have happened. Laughing at corny teacher’s jokes, soliciting the opinions of my peers. There’s a chance I just might miss all of that.

~Jackie
Walton

I will miss you all. I wish you the best of luck and I hope that none of you end up living in a van down by the river!

~Lew
Gorman

Throughout highschool all our actions and experiences have contributed to who we are. In 20 years we may not remember every detail, of out days at West, but the people we knew and the battles we won will still be affecting our everyday lives.

~Nicole
Portik

Taking the leap.

A look back on all that we have accomplished together as a school.

Twelve, sometimes thirteen and fourteen years ago, our parents led us reluctantly into our first years of school. Each year became tougher, and we never thought we would make it to the next level. Yet, here we are. Everyone has made it through some of the most crucial years of their lives. We have all experienced some of life’s hardest lessons, whether it be a loss of a loved one, or one of the recent encounters with terrorism. No one could prepare us for all the things we have encountered throughout the years, but the point is we have survived and come out on top. As we finish up another year of our lives, we can look back on all that has helped us to grow as individuals and appreciate what we have accomplished. So allow yourself one more look back before you leap into another chapter of your life.

Danielle Schwartz and Laurie Kaplan are all smiles when it comes to looking back on their high school experience.

Alexy Still obviously has no fears about leaping out of West and starting a new life.
Top left: Alex Stith leaps at the idea of graduating this year. Top right: Maureen Murray looks back with happy memories. Bottom: Chris Hutchinson and Ben Saltzburg ponder the meaning of life during study hall. Right: These seniors show their skateboarding skills as they leap from the West stairs.

Top 10 things we’re looking forward to after graduation
1: Freedom
2: Meeting new people.
3: Spending time with old friends.
4: Leaving Cherry Hill.
5: Going to college.
6: Leaving West.
7: Getting married.
8: Starting a career.
9: Getting our own places.
10: Leaving home.

Mike Imbesi almost hits his head on this ceiling as he takes a leap in the cafeteria.

Alanna Blitz and Andrew Maggio look for a way out of their Physics Quiz.

Linh Mac and Samantha Pruna smile and reflect upon their West memories.
What scares you the most about leaping forward into a new chapter of your life?

"Whether I will be able to achieve all of the goals that I have set for myself."
~Kate Wojcik

"Whether I am and will continue to make the right choices for my life and future."
~Mitul Kanzaria

"I am afraid of the uncertainty of leaving my family and friends for my new life at college."
~Chelsea Gnesin
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A Look Back Before You Leap

I was recently looking at a yearbook from the 1970's. After scanning the student section, I naturally turned to the principal's page. The thought occured to me: Who read these words? Were they meaningful to that reader? I could not help but feel that every principal must think of his or her message to the graduates as a legacy, a lasting moment in the ever-changing life of a school.

As a permanent memory, this year's Rampant reflects those of you who, during the past four years, have participated in Cherry Hill West's many activities. But it also mirrors those of you who, for varied reasons, chose not to become involved. For everyone, though, its images focus on youth at the dawn of adulthood, reminding us of best friends and of a time when life was just beginning to get complicated. A high school yearbook often seems determined to be the one item surviving life's moves and transitions. In sad times, it wants to remind us of those who have passed on. In happier moments, it seeks to boldly boast about what our world considered fashionable and to proudly present us as we embraced those fashions. Most important, perhaps, a yearbook wants to remind us of who we were before we went forward. Your Rampant, will, I hope, serve these functions for you.

These words are my legacy to you, the class of 2002: Whenever you read my message, please know that I continue to urge you to pause and look at who you were. Always keep what you remember as good; discard the rest. And as you leap forward, may your memories of West provide security. May your yearbook bring you peace. Whenever you re-read my message, know that I am hoping you are still taking care of yourself and of those who share the world with you.

Good luck always!

George
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New Administrator Mr. Timothy Carroll

Mr. Carroll is a first year administrator here at West. He began working at West over the summer and is close to completing his first year. Previously Mr. Carroll was a teacher and taught many different grades, including first, second, third and fifth. His move to West has been a big jump for him. Mr. Carroll likes interacting with the students in every grade level, working with the teachers, and having lunch duty sixth period. Mr. Carroll has had many accomplishments this year, including encouraging freshmen to stay after school for extra teacher help, solving everyday problems, and surviving the Senior class trip.

New Administrator Mr. Joseph Coppola

As the Assistant Principal for English and History, Mr. Coppola has made it his goal for the teachers and students to recognize the importance of writing and their accomplishments in writing concerning both areas of study. A twenty year veteran of the Cherry Hill School System, Mr. Coppola came to West four years ago from Carusi after teaching ten years at East. The diverse West community was a draw for Mr. Coppola and he enjoys interacting with the different groups of kids. Another positive experience Mr. Coppola has had here at West has been the variation of teaching styles.

New Administrator Dr. George Franks

Dr. Franks is in his thirteenth year of education. Dr. Franks received his B.A. degree in Biology from Glassboro State College and his M. Ed. and Ed. D. degrees in Educational Administration from Wilmington College. Dr. Franks taught science and math at Saint James High School and Penns Grove High School for nine years prior to becoming an administrator. Prior to his arrival at West, Dr. Franks served as assistant principal at Cherry Hill’s Carusi Middle School for one year and assistant principal at Pitman High School for two years.

New Administrator Mr. Louis Papa

Scheduling is on the agenda for new administrator, Mr. Papa. Besides coaching, teaching, and dealing with disciplinary matters. Mr. Papa has been working on creating a new schedule for the school and a new scheduling procedure for seniors. Mr. Papa is also proud of his twenty-two physics students and the successful completion of revamping the entire West technology department. Mr. Papa’s favorite thing about West is the students and the teaching interaction in the classroom.
Board of Education

From right to left top row- Mr. Lucious Harvey, Mrs. Cindy Trubin, Mr. Keith Herman, Dr. Morton Sherman, Mr. James Johnson, Mrs. Donna Cohen
From right to left bottom row- Mrs. Jeanette Lummis, Mrs. Patricia Koper, Mr. John Galie, Mr. David Oberlander
Dr. Kosloff is ready for his close-up.

It's a wnderful IB World for Mr. Lee.

Mr. Patterson Master of Woodshop.

"Did you see that Dive?"

Raise your hand if you know how to use a calculator!
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Mr. Conte and his Calculus AP class.
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Not Pictured

Brian Drury with statistics student Benny Lam.
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These four guys do some last minute cramming before their Geometry test. Problem number 1: How does this kid’s hair stand up like that all day?

A mid-day snack of Werther’s candy and a Snapple gives these girls the energy to make it until 2:30.

Jamil Morgan is only a sophomore but he already knows how to work the camera...even while in science class.

Unfortunately Pete Zuckerman has a few more years of classes to sleep through until he graduates.

These three friends know how to work together to perfect their batch of chocolate chip cookies. And what better way to test their cooking abilities than to sample them hot out of the oven.
George Meyer ponders over the chances of passing a test tomorrow.

Kristen Woods can’t wait for the weekend.
Barbara Doose daydreams about Friday night.
Sam Thatch will soon learn why people told him not to drink the water.
MATTHEW LEWANDOWSKI
JOSH LIEBERMAN
CORY LIGHTCAP
ANDREW LINCOLN
BRIAN LIND
MEGAN LIPINSKI
PHILIP LORODA
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ANDREW MANGELS
LIZA MARIANNI
AMIEE MARSHALL

THEODORE MARSHALL
SYRENA MATTOLO
DANIELLE MAUGER
SAIED MAZAHIRI
JEFFREY MC BRIDE
THOMAS MC CARGO
MATTHEW MC CLOSKY

DAVID MC ELROY
KATHLEEN MC GEE
KEVIN MC GINNIS
CANDIS MC LEAN
SHANE MC LOUGHLIN
STEPHEN MC MICHAEL
KATHRYN MEITY

LORENA MEJIA
CARL MRCHINSKI
PHILIP MEDALIAS
ADAM MIGANO
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LINDSAY MILLER

SAMANTHA MILLER
NICOLE MOORE
DAYWANE MORRIS
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KEVIN MOTA
RYAN MOTA
BRIAN MOY
JONATHAN MOYA

Jason Colby knows that he has only three years to go until he's a senior.
Who says you can't have CD players in school.
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EDITHA SACDALAN
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JOHNNY SENG
KUSH SHAH
MATTHEW SHANKER
SCOTT SHANNON
JENNIFER SHEHAN

WILLIAM SHIN
MARCUS SHORE
RUSSELL SHORE
JACQUELINE SHOUKRY
ALEKSEY SHUBAYEV
TATYANA SHUBAYEVA
AI NIA SHVARTBURD

CRAIG SILVERSTEIN
ELINA SIMANAS
KARINA SIMKINS
AMY SLATER
BRANDI SMITH
JACLYN SMITH
JOSEPH SMITH

AMANDA SMYTH
URI SNYDER
STEVEN SOCHANACHAK
RENEE SOLMED
ALICJA SOLOMON
JI NA SONG
ELIZABETH SOSI

MARIO SPINA
AMANDA STARKE
BRYAN STEVENS
CANDICE STEVENS

SAMANTHA STILL
WYATT STRUTZ
LAUREL STURM
ELIJAH SUTTON

The key to surviving freshman year is paying attention in class
Class of 2005 Government


Above: It's always fun to be in the Government homeroom.

Right: Members are hard at work, planning their next event.
Activities

The Freshman Government is working hard to turn the Data Match into a successful event.

The members of the government are discussing ideas for the next fund raiser.

Above: All the members are hard at work.
Left: The advisor and the officers are preparing to make an announcement.
Below: Finally, the Data Match forms are in.

The government of the Class of 2005 has always enjoyed working with others at Cherry Hill High School West. In the four years our class has here, we anticipate that our contribution and our impression on our school will be of cooperation among the grades, as well as between students and faculty. We have begun this journey when we worked with the class of 2004 to make our homecoming float. We enjoyed cheering on our school athletes and eating pies on the pep-rallies. We have also been marketing the "WEST IS BEST" buttons to the students, teachers, and family members, and made contribution to the holiday food drive.

Additionally, we look forward to many more pep-rallies, fund raisers, and homecomings. And many more victories for West. We look forward to our Sophomore Cotillion and our Junior Prom. Our confidence is continuously bolstered by achievements like our "Freshman Newsletter" and a Freshman Link on the school website.

We are confident that we can show that Cherry Hill West is best, because of its diligent students, its careful instructors, and its capable administrators. As we go from day to day in this school, our confidence grows still. We are sure that we can cooperate to make a difference, and to prove that West is Best!
Getting a good grade always brings a smile.

Tim Basford and Joe Kilgallon would rather do this than sit in class.

MICHAEL ADAMS
ANTOINETTE AGUILAR
JENNIFER ALAM
JESSICA ALEMI
MAX ALEXANDER
AFZAL ALI
THOMAS AMBROSE

DOUGLAS ANTHONY
CIARA AYCOX
CHRISTIAN BACHELER
STEPHANIE BAD'TORFF
DANIEL BALSAMA
ASHLEE BANNISTER
CHRISTOPHER BARTH

TIMOTHY BASFORD
ANDREW BELICA
CHRIS-TA-RENDE-ER
JORDAN BERGER
ADAM BERMAN
VALERIA BERRIOS
MASCA BERTRAND

JOHN BEST
ASHLEY BINGHAM
MICHAEL BIRN
APRIL BLANDFORD
ERIC BLITZ
SAMANTHA BOYDEN
DUSTIN BONITATIS

DAVID BOSCH
MEGAN BOSCH
JESSICA BOWMAN
TIMOTHY BUBSER
SHANTI BUFFINGTON
CHRISTOPHER BILSAK
JOHN BURLAGE
Jeong Moo Eun knows that he'll ace the test.
The Count of Monte Cristo is due tomorrow.
Tim Bubser knows he has lots of homework tonight.
She knows she should have studied for the math quiz.
Class of 2004 Government

Front Row: Hannah Girer, Katie Matlack, Lauren Sogal, Dara Smith, Melissa Mignogna, Cassidy LeTourneau, Josh Koffer, Katie Cronobber Row 2: Bobby Sanborn, Kirsten Farkas, Heather Hargis, Daniella Cordisco, Alex Dilba, Amy Chick, Lisa Phuong, Eric Blitz, Vanessa Tortoreto Row 3: Ms. Pugh, Christine Meyers, Ashley Santure, Natalie Poole, Kelly Howard, CJ Bulsak, Adam Berman, Christopher Saffos Row 4: John Jardel, Tommy D'Ambra, David Fletcher, Gary DeTurk, Edward Tsygansky, Danielle Korte, Nichole Carvin, Max Alexander.

Above: Dan, Melissa, Kirsten, and Ashley take a break at back to school night.

Right: Melissa, Ashley, and Cassidy get down and dirty at the carwash.
The Pep-Rally

Caitlyn, Jesse, and Chris stuff their faces, while racking up points for the class.

Michelle shows she's got school spirit.

The sophomores try to tug their way to victory.

CJ Bulsak makes sure to get every bit of dirt off the car.

Above: The 2004 officers, Jade, CJ, Eric, and Gary stop to smile for the camera.

Below: The sophomores and Juniors joined forces and made this great float for the homecoming game.

The class of 2004 started the year off by coming together to aid in adopting Stuyvesant High School in New York. The class raised over $580 in the two hours that Back to School Night lasted. The class government continued to work together to complete four class fundraisers before winter break, in addition to completing all plans for the cotillion. The class is looking forward to planning a class trip and working together on more fundraising ideas. Stay informed with the class of 2004 by accessing our link on West's webpage.

CLASS QUOTE

"The only thing you take with you when you are gone is what you leave behind."

John Allston
Julie Mitchell and Mike Tily go home after a long day.

Kulmuy Khasse should know better than to drink the school water.
Miguel Bosch knows that he should have cut school today.
Jeff Chambers is always happy when school is out.
Justin Lamanna is not planning to eat any of these cookies.
Class of 2003 Government

Row 1: Jenny Judge, Alexandra Decker, Cynthia Mellitz, Casey Santangelo, Josie Gray, Carina Contreras, Jill Jones, Jenna Gately, Alaina Carl
Row 2: Christina Feldman, Julie Rothman, Stella Pressman, Holly Hill, Rina Lebowitz, Angela DeSantis, Deanna Chambers, Shari Brown, Jenny Kopil
Row 3: Derek Lipinski, Samantha Bowen, Amy Evans, Seo Lin Choi, Lori Hollins, Jessica Cybulski, Jay Sholly, Chris Mucci, Amanda Lomborg
Row 4: Brian McGinnis, Jen Gerson, Niki Jiral, Mary Slater, Eric Mosson, Chris Howard, Augie Conte, Anthony Badaracco.

Above: Jen is thinking of new ideas for a fundraiser.

Right: The advisor and Loni are addressing the government.
Members

Lindsay, Shari, and Casey are happy to help out in the Junior Government.

Soo Lin, Carina, Jossie, Holly, and Carolyn always have fun in Government homeroom.

The Juniors are pleased with their collaborative effort on the Junior-Sophomore Float.

Rona is setting up a discussion on the next fundraiser.

Above: Jen finally remembered the idea she had.

Below: Jay is looking forward to another discussion in Junior Government.

The Junior Class Government contains a large group of students that are dedicated to making the Junior Class successful and fun. Advised by Miss Staffin, the Junior Class Government holds fundraisers such as football concession stand, holiday gift-wrapping at the Moorestown Mall, and an annual car wash. Additionally, they have initiated special events like TGIF night, which has been a successful, annual event, for the Junior Class since the freshman year. This event incorporates both a dance and an open gym, providing West students with a fun filled Friday-night activity. The money raised from all of these efforts will be used to support this year’s Junior Prom at Lucien’s Manor in Berlin, NJ, and next year’s Senior Prom, as well as our Senior Class Trip. The members of the Junior Class Government are enjoying their third year of high school and will continue to work hard to make this the best class government ever.
Chelsea Gnessin is extremely focused when it comes to completing her latest job.

Left to right: Julia Makotsky, Ed Strojan, and Ashlee Strojan discuss their latest topic in Forensics.

Members work on solving their club's latest issue.

Left to right: Cassie Pierce, John Shimchick, and Rinno Choi have spent a lot of time together thanks to being involved in A-CHORD and all of its functions.

Andrea Herrero (left) and Julie Strasser have spent many hours working on the yearbook with Mrs. Savidge's guidance.

CLUBS
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CLUBS
Yearbook began last year with Mr. Chesbro, and ends this year with Mrs. Rickansrud, Mrs. Savidge, and Miss Amoroso as the advisors. No one could have predicted what was to happen in the course of a summer, just as no one could have expected these three women to so willingly accept a job with such an unknown amount of responsibility. As Editor I would like to thank these three women who have become not only advisors to the staff, but our friends. So many changes occurred this year, from the way we made the yearbook, to the type of problems we were faced with, but miraculously enough, we finished the yearbook, and here it is.
Writing captions is harder than many people think.

Meghna Desai can't believe that we actually have made all our deadlines!

Rosalba Tabile (left) and Monica Montiel organize layouts for the performing arts section.

Julie Strasser works on correcting proofs for the baby ad section of the yearbook.

Allison Sargent fights with the computer to finish her page.
Aspects: Left to right.

Renaissance: Left to right.
Row 1: Mr. Davidson, Sandy Haynes, Danielle DiTizio, Mital Kantaria. Row 2: Swathi Rathee, Monica Lauv, Myra Choudhry.
Shop West: Left to right.

SADD: Left to right.
Science Club: Left to right.

Ceramics Club: Left to right.
Forensics: Left to right.

Rotary Club: Left to right.
Teamwork on the newspaper staff makes the process much quicker.

As the deadline approaches the newspaper staff edits their articles for the third time.

An editor gives the final approval for an article.

The newspaper requires extensive use of computers.

Lions Roar: Left to right.
is the foreign language literary magazine which showcases the writing efforts of the French, Spanish, Italian, and Latin students at West. Original artwork and photographs are also a part of this endeavour. This activity is open to all World Language students from level 1 to level 5. Previous language students are also welcome.

The special VISIONS homeroom meets each day in room E-39 with their advisor Ms. Anna Merlino. Students who cannot be part of the special homeroom are also encouraged to join as there are after school meetings too.

Thus far, VISIONS had a kick off party to begin the year, as well as participating in the SGO pumpkin contest. They will also have two field trips this year, as well as our work on the publication. Come and join VISIONS!

Left to right: Iris Howley, Ms. Anna Merlino, Joseph Madres, and Amanda Orliner are all smiles when it comes to working on West’s foreign language literary magazine.

Left to right: Iris Howley and Amanda Orliner are two friends who work together to make this magazine a success.

Left to right: Editha Sacdalan, Dean Porch, Ms. Anna Merlino, and Kevin Chin are just some of the people who make up the backbone of VISIONS.

Gennady Roterman gets a thrill out of writing for VISIONS.

Visions: Left to right.
French Club goes to the theater, restaurants and travel to Canada and France on a regular schedule! Bienvenue aux francophones!

French NHS

Left to right:  

Left to right:  
Spanish NHS

Left to right:

Left to right:
The club poses for a group shot.

These members of Italian Club show off their dancing skills.

Left to right:

Italian NHS

Left to right:
Latin NHS

Left to right:

Greek Scholars

Left to right:
Russian Club enlightens students on the Russian lifestyle. Everything including the language, food, culture, and movies are discussed. Members do not have to be Russian inorder to join, but we do have a few students who speak Russian fluently. This is an extra perk which makes our club that more interesting and enjoyable. So please come out and join us...we always have a good time!

These guys know that it's all about having fun, especially Alina Shvartsburd and Elina Simanas.

Russian Club truly has a diverse group of members who all add their own flavor to the club.

Alina Shvartsburd is one of the fluent speaking Russian members.

Russian Club: Left to right.
These three members of African-American Culture Club work together with the guidance of Mr. Lee to organize their club's latest event.

African-American Culture Club: Left to right.

Mr. Lee is always open to suggestions from the club's members.
Asian Culture Club:
Left to right


Sam Chun, Grace Pae, Gabrielle Pae

quotable quotes

Working on the mural has brought us together and made Asian Culture Club a great experience for us.
Thomas Edison

quotable quotes

The mother of invention is 99% perspiration and 1%

inspiration.
Stage Crew:
Left to right


Sam Miller, Class of 2005

quotable quotes

Building things...taking things apart... stage crew lets me excercise my imagination.
Sound Crew:
Left to right


Lighting Crew:
Left to right

Eco Club is hard at work trying to protect our environment and feed the hungry animals.

These girls are not sure what's worse...the sticky peanut butter, or rolling their peanut butter covered hands in birdseed.

Casey Cowan is all smiles when it comes to helping the environment.

Eco Club: Left to right.
Mock Trial

Swathi Rachoor (right) feels passionate about the discussion.

Mock Trial members ponder a case.

Matt Kodrasov studies how to argue his side.

Mock Trial: Left to right.

Future lawyers Swathi Rachoor and Meghna Desai.
Nothing but smiles can be seen on these chorus members' faces.

Left to right: Tara Halpin, Reid Briglia, Stefani-Ann Milanese, Lauren Berkey, and Erin Riley pose for a Kodak moment.

Left to right: Jen Dahan, Mike Janove, Skylar Cole, Tony Owings, Priscilla Williams, and Toby Thomas relax before a performance.

Christina Groh and Jessica Fast are great friends both on stage and off.

A-CHORD: Left to right.
Varsity Club: Left to right.

Trainers Aides: Left to right.
Row 1: Amany Elswey, Giselle Cantillo.
Kids get to meet Tigger.

West students visit with Santa Claus at FOP

Starstruck kids meet their favorite Teletubbie.

Santa gives out presents to all the good little children.

West students relax after cleanup.

SGO: Left to right.
Will Rodeffer can almost see the music.

*Poetry of Popular Music*

Jackie Walton singing along.

Will Dean: a man of many faces.

Shannon Durning and Dan Pagano love the antics that go on in the POP homeroom.

Erin Rockhill is not fully awake for this early meeting.

Poetry of Popular Music: Left to right.


Mr. Howe takes the job of analyzing music very seriously.
TRAINER'S AIDES
Left to right:
Row 1: Abby Motson, Jessica Lepetich.

LIBRARY COUNCIL
Left to right:

NURSE'S AIDES
Left to right:

SCIENCE LAB AIDES
Left to right:
Row 1: Alex Cowperthwaite, Marc DaCosta, Marjorie Stout. Row 2: Sarah Kim, Jason Ackrivo, Kevin Pang.
STUDENT ACTIVITIES OFFICE AIDES

Left to right:

B-1 OFFICE AIDES

Left to right:

B-3 OFFICE AIDES

Left to right:
Row 1: Marjorie Stout, Danielle DiTizio, Myra Choudhry. Row 2: Mr. Davidow, Maurice Mazahreh, Monica Laux.

E-23 OFFICE AIDES

Left to right:
GUIDANCE AIDES

Left to right:

AV AIDES

Left to right:

COMPUTER TECHS.

Left to right:
Row 1: Kim Wan, Alex Wrase, Taylore Wallace. Row 2: Bryan Quigley, Chun Wing Lam.

WEST WEB WEAVERS

Left to right:
Master player Dwayne Reed (left) anxiously awaits his opponents next move.

And returns his opponents move with an equally good one.

Mike Edgein moves his chess piece in a scoring position.

This game requires a great amount of concentration.

Chess Team: Left to right.
Row 1: Lenny Levin, Sagar Gandhi, Manthan Gandhi. Row 2: Mr. Herman, Dwayne Reed, Kevin Becker. Not pictured: Reggie Reed

A photo by Dylan O'Hearn 10th grade.
The Distributive Education Clubs of America has more than one hundred members at Cherry Hill High School West. Students participate in regional, state, and international competitions in events ranging from sports marketing to finance and credit. This marketing club has various social, civic, and economic goals. Activities range from a fashion show and Employer Appreciation Luncheon, to DECA day at Six Flags Great Adventure.
The DECA officers from left to right: Sean Rainey, Amanda Fredericks, Vanessa Vodges, Larry Agbottah, Dominick Itzi, Nicole Dippolito.

Left to right: Matt Miranda and Gary Lee participate in the fashion show.

Sean Rainey takes control at one of the DECA meetings.

These DECA members are working diligently on a solution for one of their projects.
Graduation is a club run by seniors and their advisor Mrs. Melleby. Throughout the year the group raises money by selling school clothing and accessories at football games, school organizations, and during some lunch periods. All of the money goes to putting on an all night celebration for seniors on graduation night.

Ryan Cunningham, Dan Spatucci, Evan Graham, Nakita Wheeler, and Min Kim look spectacular in their Project Graduation gear.
John Fox, Beth Lang, Dan Spatucci, Jeff Hainsworth, and Shawn Taylor work together to make the program a success.

Evan Graham, Jessica Polk, Nakita Wheeler, Ashley Sikorski, and Monique Lewis pose with their fearless leader, Mrs. Melleby.

Mr. Munyan fraternizes with the Project Graduation crew.

The members of Project Graduation all showed their support by selling things at this year’s Homecoming Game.

Lauren Harris, Katie Saia, and Ashley Skierski rolled up their sleeves and got to work for the seniors.
These guys joined Dance Club so they could work on their new moves and become the next N’SYNC.

Dance Club is truly one of the largest clubs with the most diverse group of members. While it's all fun and games to Jessica Polk, Ms. Bowen knows how hard it will be to organize all of these people!

Nakita Wheeler knows how to work a crowd.

Dance Club: Left to right.
Top picture: TJ McDowell's noseslide looks like he is standing on air. Middle picture: John Burlage precariously balances himself on the edge of the bike rack. Bottom picture: Peter Cherifane uses the bike rack as a skateboard prop as he performs a boardslide.

Mike Ippolito dangerously attempts an ollie down six stairs.

Doug Anthony sears through the air with incredible height and balance.

Skateboard Club: Left to right.
JROTC teaches students (our cadets) that it is never too late to be successful. We teach students to reach within themselves and find that they can overcome any obstacle. There is no obligation to enter the military; they are only obligated to themselves. The ultimate goal is to motivate our cadets to be better citizens. Our curriculum presents opportunities to learn self-discipline, self-motivation, respect for authority, teamwork, problem solving and creative thinking, interpersonal and communicative skills, both career and personal development, and the principals of fellowship and leadership. We also cover other areas of teaching good character. We have extra curricular activities such as the military ball, color guard, drill team, and physical fitness teams. Basically, JROTC is a leadership training program with a curriculum that fosters development of attributes that will make anyone more competitive in any job market.

TAKE THE CHALLENGE!

AFJROTC: Left to right.
Manthan Gandhi and Ryan Cotter have become great friends through ROTC.

Chief Gargas works hard and plays hard.

Ryan Cotter working his way across the obstacle course.

Amanda Romano, Lenny Levin, Tara Kahn, Chuck LeTourneau, Devin Wilcox, Manthan Gandhi, Ryan Cotter, Scott Rykiel, Jen Bolli, Mark Bonifacio, and Dave Polland pose with their numerous awards.
Football, every high school's most popular sport, is all about guys getting physical.

Talented cheerleaders make half-time at West's football games exciting.

Volleyball is a sport that truly requires a vast amount of concentration and determination.

Nobody realizes how much of a role balance and stability play in completing a successful shotput.

Nobody is going to score against this group of defenders.

SPORTS
1. A close call indeed. 4. The players crowd the pitcher's mound. 6. Chris Hutchinson runs for first base. 8. Jeff Potter walks to the dug out.

2. Jason Bentiglio takes a long lead and gets ready to steal a base. 3. Evan Graham tag s first base. 5. Mike Caruso watches the game. 7. Angelo Marchiano throws a hard pitch to home plate. 9. Jeff Potter gets a walk. 10. Scott Gans watches the game intently.
Coach Sarno studies the play.

The 2000-2001 West baseball team showed excellent skills on and off the field this season. Batting, running, pitching and playing the field are just some of the skills the team excelled in this year. This year's seniors, Chris Hutchinson, Jeff Potter, Evan Graham, Scott Gans, John Fox, Sean Davis, Ian McLoughlin, Dave Radziak, Rick Kleine, and Jeff Sochanchak will lead the team this year to another successful season.

1. Good sportsmanship is part of the game.

3. Tim Basford throws the ball long. 4. Scott Chick throws a pitch. 5. Nick Tocco is up to bat.

Team Picture: (First Row) Chris Hutchinson, Rick Kleine, Scott Gans, Zach Smith (Second Row) Scott Chick, Mike Chapman, Tim Hutchinson, Mike Caruso, Ried Brigila, Evan Graham, Ian McLoughlin, Mark Diesbo (Back Row) Bill Sleeth, John Fox, Tim Querns, Tim Basford, Sean Davis, Jeffery Potter, Chuck Perry, Jeff Sochanchak, Coach Gary Sarno

The Junior Varsity Baseball Team.
Hit or Miss

This year’s softball team was a real hit, with only two senior starters on team the young players have not only improved their softball skills but they have also improved the team record. With only three wins in 2000 this year’s team has more than doubled last year’s record. Overcoming a difficult last season these young players have really stepped up to the plate.

Seniors, Siobhan Scullin and Kristina DiGiralamo have both achieved First Team Olympic Conference status. Not to mention, sophomores Sheena Moessner and Amanda Lomberg have also achieved First and Second Team Olympic Conference status. Second year Coach Mr. Lou Papi had a big influence in turning this year’s team around, and their success has really shown.

1. Alaina Cara takes a minute to scratch her nose in the outfield before throwing the ball.

3. After an amazing hit, Shannon Fontanilla rounds the bases with incredible speed. 4. Lisa Greer runs for the ball. 5. Brenda Joslin casually stretches as she awaits the umpire’s call.

Team Picture: (First Row) Alyssa Kozak, Alaina Carrol, Jennifer Judge, Aliaa Yeager, Allaine Cueto. (Second Row) Coach Snyder, Lauren Hood, Katie Thompson, Kim Fox, Julie Rothman, Ashley McShay, Jessica Kleeman, Lizzie Yurtleh

Team Picture: (First Row) Jackie Stone, Christine Stalderie, Kristine DeGiralamo, Shannon Fontanilla, Lisa Greer, Theresa Hrvnak (Second Row) Assistant Coach Dave Gurst, Kelly Richardson, Brenda Joslin, Jess Hebben, Siobhan Scullin, Sheena Moessner, Alison McKenzie, Amanda Lomberg, Head Coach Lou Papi
1. Amanda Lomberg is determined to beat the throw to home plate. 5. Jackie Stone’s stance makes her sure to field the next ball.

2. Lisa Grear gets a firm grip on the ball before she executes the play. 3. Fielding grounders are Kelly Richardson’s specialty. 4. Theresa Hrvinak’s powerful swing sends the ball into the bleachers. 6. Brenda Joslin waits on third base for her teammate to hit her home. 7. Sheena Moessner’s throws always hit their marks. 8. Amanda Lomberg uses all of her might to power the ball from center field to home plate.
The girls lacrosse team went into the season with the courage of a lion and the strength of its roar. Captained by Ashley Childs, Katie Herrero, and Jillian Tymchy, the team's quick pass and fierce shooting led the team to many goals. They also demonstrated great pride and sportsmanship on and off the field during their 4 and 11 season. The season ended with high hopes of improving on an already great team next year.

Honors went to Ashley Childs, Laura Topf, and Katie Herrero who played in first team All Conference. Jillian Tymchy and Elizabeth Lind played in second All Conference. Jillian Tymchy and Katie Herrero played in the Senior All Star Game.

Team Picture: (First Row) Kirsten Thomson, Marissa Wisniewski, Vicki Jamrogowicz, Jillian Tymchy, Allison Williams, Cindy Mellitz, Dina Hughes. (Second Row) Coach Heidi Brunswick, Stephanie Yellin, Natalie Foode, Ashley Childs, Jackie Banta, Laura Topf, Elizabeth Lind, Katie Herrero, Carolyn Dumser, Danielle Stone. Head Coach Robin Schwartz. (Third Row) Elizabeth Holm, Corinne Rollin, Amanda Still, Lindsey Ford, Kara O'Rourke, Christine Meyers, Lindsay Childs, Angela DeSantis, Elizabeth Coulter, Sarah Littleal.
Golf

Jon Keck gets ready for the winning shot.

The dedication and the focus of the golf team has been impeccable this year. Joey Kilgallon’s excellent performance in the Division Championship has been a highlight for the team. As a freshman, he has potential to become a state champion. The whole team has shown great love and enthusiasm for the sport. It is evident that the commitment and determination they have will bring future pride to West.

1. Joey Kilgallon, practicing the perfect putt.

3. Mike’s golfball finds its home. 4. Mike sizes up the shot. 5. Time out on the links with Mr. Owings.

Team Picture: Front Row: John Jardel, Garrett Earthman, Mike Nicely. Second Row: Jon Keck, Joey Kilgallon, Andrew Maggio. Mike Foster.

Lots of holes in one helped Joe Kilgallon become MVP.
1. John Greenstein bumps the ball.
4. Matt Nufable sets the ball up.
6. Ellis Reyes hits another great serve.
8. Flynn Kaplan passes the ball.

2. Lou Gorman jumps for the ball.
3. Mike Biren leads the team to victory.
5. Another perfect serve.
7. Boris Smoover intently watches the game.
9. Waiting for the return.
10. Sagar Gandhi sets the ball.
Boys Volleyball

Coach Sweeten discusses the last play with the referee.

The 2001 IHSAA Volleyball Team continued the team's history of winning along with the achievement of a significant first. The team became the first in South Jersey to defeat the Cougars of East, ending their 107-match unbeaten streak with an exciting 5-game victory in the first week of the season. The team was led by seniors Dan Troungcao (outside hitter), Curtis Long (setter), Boris Smoijer (middle blocker) and Jordan Taormina (middle). The team advanced to the "Sweet 16" of the state tournament, making it the fourth straight year for such an achievement, compiling a 16-6 record by season's end.

1. Gary Lee practices his passes.

3. Dan Troungcao sets up the net for the game. 4. Keep your eye on the ball. 5. Matt Miranda tries to save the ball.

Team Picture: (First Row) Matt NuFable, Gary Lee, Lew Gorman (Second Row): John Greenstein, Curtis Long, Flynn Kaplan, Matt Micanda, Josh Trubin (Third Row) Coach Sweeten, Marc Miranda, Jordan Taormina, Boris Smoijer, Dan Troungcao

Team Picture: (First Row) Joe Vu, Mike Bien, Steve Young (Second Row): Sagar Gandhi, Eric Yoon, Nikolai Kodes, Ryan McClure (Third Row) Coach Brown, Dan Long, Eric Carrera, Ellis Reyes, Mike Farreny, Sam Chun
And they are off...
The 2000 - 2001 Girls Track Team left their opponents in the dust this season. The quick and nimble girls of West have beaten East 2 years in a row and hope to continue this successful tradition. Breaking records and qualifying for state meets have also become traditions for the West Girls Track team. Seniors Tara Lemalu, Lisa Goins and Laura Heenan broke two school records each this season. Senior Lisa Goins and sophomore Theresa Hansel also qualified for state meets. Besides running hard at West, the girls' track team are making the West community proud by participating in spring training meets in Florida and Virginia. Even Mickey Mouse couldn't keep up with the capable and swift West runners.

3. Heather McIvaine fights her fatigue as she finishes the race. 4. Tara Lemalu makes throwing the javelin look easy! 5. The West girls stick together.

West Girls Track — standing still for a change.
First Row: Katie Hallowell, Ashley Altman, Marie Steinert, Jessica Angeleri, Caitlyn Quigley, Heather McIvaine  Second Row: April Blandford, Kristen Loney, Caitlyn Fletcher (captain), Katrina Dreyer, Jessica Lind, Olga Sudakova, Tamieka Mays (captain)  Third Row: Coach Grossi, Laura Heenan, Cheryl Becker, Monique Lewis, Madryia Graves, Cat Mayer, Stephanie Mostekovicz, Jill Bednarchick, Maura Heenan  Fourth Row: Tara Lemalu, Laura Heifet, Coach Larry Terry, Lisa Goins, Lauren Goodwin, AnaMaria Davalog, Teresa Hansel, Kim Chambers, Jackie Sleeth, Tara Lemalu

The Sensational Track Seniors Super Stars!
Laura Heifet, Kristen Loney, Laura Heenan, Cheryl Becker, Olga Sudakova, Monique Lewis, Jessica Lind, Lisa Goins, Jackie Sleeth, Tara Lemalu

Dusty Kopenhaver
1. Marie Steinert eyes the finish line around the bend. 3. Olga Sudakova digs deep during the race.

2. Senior Lisa Goin gets some serious hang time as she leaps over the hurdle. 4. Monique Lewis stretches for another inch from her high jump. 6. Senior Laura Hoeman shows her endurance on the course.

5. Jessica Lind is all alone in first place. 7. Caitlin Fletcher's winning strategy is to stick to the inside. 8. Heather McIlvaine fights her fatigue as she finishes the race.
1. Cary Gaul exercises extraordinary strength and endurance while racing around the track. 4. Joseph Madres carefully plans his next throw of the javelin. 6. Lee Aquino is all smiles when he leaves the competition in the dust. 8. Although Brian Engler's fatigue is starting to show, he adroitly finishes the race.

2. Harrison Miller is anxious to cross that finish line. 3. Captain William Sleeth sprints over the open field on his way to victory. 5. William Rodefer relaxes against a hurdle while mentally preparing for the next race. 7. Dr. Scholl's should have taken care of these shoes before the race. 9. Jason Atcheson is a hurdle ahead of the competition. 10. Coach Joe O'Donnell encourages the runners to better their times.
Boys Track

1. Colin O'Neil propels himself through the course.

2. "Make it short, Coach Britton, we've got a race to run."

3. West Runners achieve first and second place! 4. With a look of determination, John Bead shoulders ahead of his opponents. 5. Christopher Stone believes he can fly and shows it with his pole vaulting skill.


Sprinting towards Success
The 2000-2001 Boys Track Team met with many successes this season. Captains Amin Bardouri, William Sleeth and Jason Jennings led the team to victory. One proud success of the medly team was coming in fourth place at the East Coast Rally. Whether it be the high jump, pole vault, or discus throwing, the West Boys Track Team ran their way to the top this season.
The Boys Tennis team has experienced a year of growth. With a lot of practicing, this team of young players has had an outstanding year. Player Mike Zeitz won the back singles draw at the Camden County Tournament. The team looks forward to a new year of hard work and success.

Girls Tennis

Practice and persistence have paid off for the 2001-2002 Girls Tennis Team. While following a rigorous schedule of games, the girls managed to surpass many competitors this season. The team’s 11-10 record led to the team’s participation in the State Tournament which has been a tradition for West tennis for fifteen years in a row!

Individual players also contributed to the team’s success. Junior Zelsa Montoya made the All Olympic Conference team and was the 2001-2002 Most Valuable Player. Team cheerleader, Margot Ricci won the Varsity Club’s Award for Team Spirit and Michele Pettek received the distinction of the Most Improved Player. The West Tennis Players made West proud!

Varsity Team Picture: (First Row) Toni Montoya, Swathi Rachoor, Zelda Monteoya, Sandy Huiyh, Cora Provins (Second Row) Dr. Walter Brown, Theresa DeCoursey, Catherine DeCoursey, Kim Chambers, Michele Pettek, Tracey Pavlicin, Margot Ricci, Amy Evans

JV Team Picture: (First Row) Cora Provins, Theresa DeCoursey, Amy Evans, Swathi Rachoor, Sandy Huiyh (Second Row) Heward Tesfai, Irina Belinsky, Julie Le, Amanda Starke, Aliya Stateyeva
Cheerleading begins in August, as both the varsity and junior varsity squads work hard to prepare for an extensive camp at Pine Forest Sports Camp in the Poconos. During these four days of camp the girls undergo extensive classes in stunting, cheering, and dancing. Up at 6:30 am each day begins with a hearty breakfast and workout, followed by hours of training.

Each school year they return to West as All-Star Award winners, as well as ribbons and trophies recognizing them as superior squads. Their hard work continues back at school as they continue to work hard to put together their routines. The cheerleaders have the opportunity to cheer both the fall and winter seasons, which enables them to do more difficult and creative cheers, stunts and dances. They are a hard working group of girls, and we are proud to have them represent West.

3. Alaina Cara balances perfectly in mid air: 4. Varsity Cheerleaders watch the football action from the sidelines.

1. Liz Sosi stands tall with a little help from Melissa Driscoll, Lauren Hood and Jillian Fischetti.

(Front Row) Tami Williams, Christina Staltieri, Alaina Cara, Christina DeFlavis (Second Row) Rina Lebowitz, Amanda Brown, Jeanette Simms, Lindsay Burbank, Vanessa Vodges, Caitlin Morin (Third Row) Angelo Biggs, Cathy Slater, Katie Mayo, Jessica Cybulski, Kara O'Rourke, Theresa Hrivnak

(First Row) Kristen Wood, Loni Hollins, Caitlin Catanella, Samantha Calladay (Second Row) Lauren Hood, Natalie Hinger, Corey DeFrates, Anna Kassabian, Liz Sosi (Third Row) Donna D'Andrea, Stephanie Faehnner, Jillian Fischetti, Melissa Driscoll (Fourth Row) Ashley Basford
1. The Varsity team shows their West spirit. 3. Julia Vigna, Amanda Brown, Angela Biggs and Tami Williams are all smiles.

2. Caitlin Catania and Melissa Driscoll prepare to lift Kristen Woods into the air. 4. Lauren Hood reaches for the sky in a perfect mount. 5. Varsity Cheerleaders perform for the crowd. 6. Junior Varsity Cheerleaders show their spirit at the pep rally. 7. Senior Angela Biggs moves her arms in perfect precision. 8. Lauren Hood’s energy is contagious.
1. Steve Billen hands off the ball to John Bond. 2. The team proudly runs onto the field. 3. Steve Billen anxiously looks for an open player as Ed Tsygansky sips water on the sidelines. 4. No one can catch John Bond.

2. Tony Owings protects John Bond as he sprints towards a touchdown. 4. Kevin Nikirk, Steve Billen and Ryan Wilcox celebrate a West touchdown. 5. Wayde Wilson punts the ball as Manny Ortiz runs for the return. 7. West players will emerge from this pile-up victorious! 9. Coach O'Connor instructs them on the game plan. 10. John Bond takes the tackle but maintains control of the ball.
The 2001-2002 Cherry Hill West football team accomplished many goals this past season. They overcame a 10 game losing streak at their season opener against Paul XI. These victories and more successes were led by senior captains John Bond and Tony Owings. As a small team they developed a strong camaraderie on and off the field. The biggest accomplishment this season was the defeat of West’s rival, Cherry Hill High School East. The game was led by All Conference Players Mike Tucker, Ed Broome, Alex Stith, Wayde Wilson and Matt Slater. Throughout the season the West boys worked hard and brought honors to the school.

1. Ed Broom, John Bond and Tom D’Ambro set up the next play in perfect precision.

3. Either John Young or Matt Slater is sure to catch this pass. 4. Alex Stith looks at the man with the ball with determination. 5. Another amazing snag for Ed Broome.

Abdul Samadi and Coach O’Connor celebrate the team’s success!

Team Picture (Front Row) Ed Tsygansky, Drew Gardner, Khulm Khasse, Justin Llera, David Bosch, Jamil Morgan (Second Row) Dave Armento, Tim Mikolaczyck, Eppie Gregg, Brian Foley, Tim Bastford, Manny Ortiz, Andrew Coligan, Ryan Wilcox, Terrell McLean, Jon Young (Third Row) Coach Principato, Coach O’Connor, Steve Douglas, Tommy D’Ambra, Michael Tucker, John Bond, Jayson Rodriguez, Keith Long, Coach Scebo, Coach Geisel (Fourth Row) Kevin Nikirk, Alex Stith, Matthew Slater, Tony Owings, Wayde Wilson, Steve Billen, Ed Broome, Coach Koester
The 2001-2002 Field Hockey team is a group of West’s most talented and focused students. Led by Coach Schwartz, Coach Brunswick and Coach Cohen this year’s team achieved 6 wins or ties. Many individual successes were achieved by members of this team. Senior Abby Zbikowski received the distinct honor of being on the All South Jersey Second Team, the All Star Team and the All Conference First Team. Seniors Ashley Childs and Laura Topf were also members of the All Conference First Team. All Conference Second Team Members were Jackie Stone, Danielle Stone and Liza Marianni.

Besides their expertise in field hockey, the girls showed their pride and patriotism by wearing flag T-shirts in support of the rescue personnel involved in September 11. Field hockey has taught these girls pride in themselves, their teammates, and their country.

1. Laura Topf brings the ball down the field.
2. Coach Schwartz carefully watches over the varsity team.
3. Danielle Stone defends the goal.
4. Waiting to spring into action at the sound of the whistle.

JV Team Picture: (Front Row) Kristen Meidt, Stephanie Rashidi, Leslie Gilman, Kirsten Thomson (Second Row) Shannon Dolan, Caitlin Lore, Jesse Burnett, Marissa Wisniewski, Katelyn Hoffman, Laura Wyczyn (Third Row) Lauren Graeb, Angela DeBantis, Alison Williams, Natalie Poole, Lisa Hermans, JV Coach Rita Cohen

Varsity Team Picture: (Front Row) Liza Marianni, Jenny Judge, Corinne Rollin, Danielle Stone, Cynthia Mello (Second Row) Jackie Banta, Lindsey Ford, Elizabeth Lind, Marsa Wisniewski, Laura Topf, Dina Hughes, Jackie Stone (Third Row) Head Coach Robin Schwartz, Gen Kopil, Ashley Childs, Lindsa Childs, Abby Zbikowski, Carolyn Dunser Stephanie Yellin, Kirsten Thomson, Assistant Coach Heidi Brunswick
1. Stephanie Yellin stops the ball from hitting the golf cart. Mr. Laird is happy. 3. The varsity team gathers and listens to instructions from Coach Schwartz.

2. Elizabeth Lind's strategy is to quickly untangle herself from the tangle of opponents. 4. On your mark, get set, go! 5. Assessing the action, Dina Hughes gets ready to make her move. 6. Lindsay Childs lunges to get the ball. 7. Liza Marianni waits patiently for game action. 8. Goalie Abby Zbikowski shares some laughs with her teammates.
1. Jeff Sochacki uses a little muscle to get past the defender. 3. Flynn Kaplan prepares to run with the ball. 6. Mike Zeitz slides in order to get a better handle on the ball. 8. Adam Zuckerman watches his kick as the ball speeds away.

2. A high kick helps Mike Kwasniewski control the ball. 4. Colin O'Neill decides which teammate can put the ball in scoring position. 5. Matt Ollis considers his options before dribbling the ball down the field. 7. All eyes are on the sky as the players wait for the ball to hit the ground. 9. Augie Conte should use his head in this situation. 10. The boys listen to the coach for words of encouragement.
With eleven wins or ties the boy's soccer team proved their skills on the field. So many goals were scored by this group of guys that they qualified for the New Jersey State Tournament. Several players qualified for the Patriot Division All Conference First Team. Colin O’Neill, Matt Ollis, and Flynn Kaplan received this distinction. Jeremy Turner, and Andrew Bergman achieved Second Team honors. The West boys scored with a successful season!

1. Rick Kleine is sure to win this one on one battle with his opponent.

3. Jason Sapp expertly defends the goal. 4. Even though he is being double teamed by the opponent, Jon-Erik Stamatos manages to slip through. 5. Larry Agottah supports his team from the sidelines.

Team Picture: (Front Row) Mike Camarote, Brian Callaway, Jared Kelner, Dan Zagorski, Dylan O’Hearn, Matt Dykstra, Afzil Ali (Second Row) Jim Shakespeare, Chris Kleine, Bob Podlinski, Jon-Erik Stamatos, Erik Berkery, Sean Ferguson, Siavash Azarnia, Eric Stutsky, JV Coach Mr. Estrada

Team Picture: (Front Row) Jeff Sohanchak, Mike Zeitz, Adam Zukerman, Jason Sapp, Mike Kwasnieski, Matt Ollis, Rick Kleine (Second Row): Head Coach Mr. Steidl, Flynn Kaplan, Tim Mulhowney, Andrew Bergman, Jeremy Turner, Augie Conte, Colin O’Neill, Assistant Coach Mr. Longmore
Steadily striving for a goal in the game and in improvement this team really gave it their all. The hard work and dedication of the girl's soccer team have proved to be a successful combination for this group. The girls have made huge improvements and keep their focus and enthusiasm throughout every game. First Team All Conference Honors were given to Laura Heenan and Janean Gardner. Jackie Neiman, Kelly Boswell, and Amanda Lombard achieved Second Team All-Conference Honors. This young, devoted team has the potential to become a strong effective team.

2. Laura Heenan prepares to settle the ball.

1. Shawn Styles gets ready to score a goal.

3. A perfect thigh trap will put the ball in the right position for Ilene Lampitt. 4. Jenna Kelly prepares to deliver a powerful kick.

Team Picture: (Front Row) Shawn Styles, Georgia Castellano, Kristie Hildebrand, Jenny Heenan, Rachel Gordon, Ilene Lampitt, Vicky Jamrogowicz, Emily LeToureau (Second Row) Lindsay Wallin, Janean Gardner, Laura Heenan, Jenna Kelly, Amanda Lombard, Christine Meyers, Kelly Boswell, Kelly Richardson, Jackie Neiman, Coach Bridget Garrity-Bantine

Team Picture: (Front Row) Laura Tocco, Jill Bednarchick, Cheryl Becker, Janelle Jacques, Carly Galasso, Caitlin Quigley, Alex Friscia (Second Row) Krystin Castellante, Rebecca Hill, Nichole Dunphy, Amanda Tuckerman, Sarah Rowland, Amy Chick, Stephanie Ramakelawon (Third Row) Amy Zeitz, Kristi Shina, Jen White, Jen Gervon, Kasie Ryan, Nishtha Sodhik, Valerie Cioffi, Coach Bridget Garrity-Bantine
1. Ilene Lampitt puts up a good fight to keep the ball. 3. Hands off!

2. Jenny Heenan comes down the center. 4. Janean Gardner gets ready to score a goal. 5. Jenna Kelly works hard to defend the ball. 6. Jackie Neiman eyes her options downfield before she kicks the ball. 7. Jackie Neiman deflects the fist in her side and keeps control of the ball. 8. A head on collision is common with the cut throat soccer players.
Commitment is the only word that can be used to describe the 2001-2002 Boy's Cross Country Team. Led by Senior Captains Chi Lee, Tan Vu and Brian Englert, the boys' commitment and excellence in cross country is astounding. Running in six meets and many other large invitational and championship meets such as the Haddonfield Invitational and the South Jersey Open, this team has persisted in improving their skills. This improvement is typified by First Team All Olympic Conference participant Tim Pagano and Second Team All Olympic Conference participants Chi Lee and Harrison Miller. Through these achievements, it always seems West is sprinting towards the finish line.

3. Will Rodeffer tries to overtake the competition.
4. Harrison Miller looks to sprint. 5. Mr. Mitidieri has fun with his team.

Taking an early lead are Harrison Miller, Will Rodeffer, and Eric Kwok.
Girls Cross Country

An injured Coach O’Donnell and Jessica Lind watch West runners finish the race.

What the Girls Cross Country Team lacked in size, they made up for it in strength. The members of the girl’s cross country team were determined to succeed this season and strive for success. Led by Coach O’Donnell the team increased their running stamina and enhanced their capabilities during the fall season. Seniors Alison McKenzie, Jessica Lind, Karen Hiestand and Olga Sudakova led the team in their last cross country season.

1. On the trail Kim Hiestand stays well ahead of the other runners.

3. Lone runner Cat Mayers looks strong as she finishes the course.

2. Teresa Hansel works to keep ahead of the competition.

4. West runners dominate the finish line.

Team Picture: (Front Row) Lindsay Miller, Olivia Webster, Olga Sudakova, Laurey Williamson (Second Row) Jessica Lind, Kim Hiestand, Teresa Hansel, Alison McKenzie, Cat Mayers, Mr. O’Donnell

Say Cheese! Alison McKenzie and Cat Mayers pose for the camera after a long practice.
Girls Volleyball

Despite having only 2 returning varsity players, the 2001 Lady Lions posted a respectable 9-10 record. Seniors Dana Kratchman and Sam Pruna achieved first and second Team All-Olympic honors respectively along with First year varsity setter, junior Ashley McShay, the team's quarterback also being named Second team. Seniors Amany Elowedy, Jessica Chiu and Tina Shin also made great contributions in spite of performing new jobs for the team.

3. Jessica Kleeman shows excellent concentration. 4. The Varsity team watches the game while getting ready to go back on the court.

JV Team Picture: (Front Row) Peneli Lemalu, Melissa Mignone (Second Row) Danielle Korte, Michele Zakrich-Keating, Leckanne Estino, Eda Chen (Third Row) Antoinette Aguilar, Karen Hy, Michelle Virata, Nishita Desai, Kim Fox, Sung Yang, Coach Pinzur

Team Picture: (Front Row) Amany Elowedy, Sam Pruna (Second Row) Tina Shin, Jessica Chiu, Allaine Cueto, Katie Jaszczenki (Third row) Coach Sweeten, Sarah Kim, Chelsea Prior, Dana Kratchman, Ashley McShay, Jessica Kleeman
1. Dana Kratchman smiles as her team scores a point. 3. Katie Jastrzembski centers herself under the ball.

2. Chelsea Prior readies herself to receive the pass. 4. Tina Shin awaits the serve. 5. Awaiting the ball, Ailaine Cueto positions herself perfectly. 6. Lee Anne Estimo Stares down the opposing team. 7. The team smiles after a winning game! 8. Michelle Virata prepares to set up a team mate.
1. Jamil Morgan, Rob Fortunato, Coach Pagano and Coach Principato carefully contemplate strategies from the sidelines.
2. Junior Ben Saltzberg watches for an opening.
3. DeMarco Daniels searches for an open man.
4. Against a taller defender, Curtis Hall keeps his cool.

2: Curtis Hall is the man with the ball! Sophomore Rob Fortunato is surprised that someone would even attempt to challenge his basketball skills.
3: Collision on the court. Matt McClintock holds the ball.
4: He shoots the ball. He watches the defender fall on his behind as a result of Matt's mad basketball skills!
"Throw the Ball to Me" says Julius Umali.

The 2001-2002 Boys' Basketball team was a slam dunk. Sporting new moves and new sneakers, this team of young men took it to the hoop on every occasion. Coach Manful, the Varsity Coach is proud of this team’s accomplishments. Mr. Manful states, "It was a pleasure having the opportunity to establish relationships with these young men. They worked through adversity and embody the values that coaches try to instill in their team." Score for Mr. Manful and the Boys Basketball Team!

1. Sophomore Sean Gessner psyches himself up for the free throw.

3. Off the fingertips, against the backboard, nothing but net! 4. Sophomore Robbie Kates attempts a jump shot from the corner. 5. 1-2-3-4 GO WEST!

Team Picture: (First Row) John Womandorff, Curtis Hall, Chris Discher, James Williams, Jamil Morgan, Rob Fortunato, Matt McClintock (Second Row) Sean Gessner, Robbie Kates, Eric Morris, Afzal Ali, John King, Coaches Vince Principato and John Pagano

Team Picture: (First Row) Demarco Daniels, James Williams, Ben Saltzburg, Jamil Morgan, Curtis Hall, Julius Umali (Second Row) Jeff Chambers, Vince Amariello, Joe Dackett, Sean Gessner, Ian Mclaughlin, Mike Tiley
The JV girls Basketball program is on the rise. They have won their last 10 games. Hustle, desire and the will to achieve has made this team successful. The year 2001-2002 has been the best record for the JV program in the past 5 years.

The Varsity girls Basketball program is currently 13-8. They made the state tournament and face Washington Township in the first round. Diana Miller has led the lady lions both offensively and defensively. The varsity team should be congratulated on their dedication and hard work. The lady lions also beat Cherry Hill East for the second straight year.

3. All eyes are on the ball. 4. The JV team looks on from the sidelines.

Varsity Team Picture: (Front Row) Alison Estilow, Margot Ricci, Lisa Goins, Taylour Wallace (Second Row) Coach Bridget Garrity-Bante, Teresa Hansel, Diana Miller, Chelsea Prior, Dana Krachman

JV Team Picture: (Front Row) Vicky Janigrowicz, Cat Mayes, Madryia Graves (Second Row) Penel Lemuatu, Kelly Richardson, Bruanne Ely, Katie Mallowney (Third Row) Shawn Styles, April Blandford, Kristen McCargo, Allison Estilow, Reagan Williams, Kim Chambers, Coach Paul Koester.
1. Taylore Wallace breaks a move on the court.
3. Cat Mayers shoves past the opponent and drives towards the net.

2. Lisa Goins tries to recover the ball. 4. Chelsea Prior searches for an open player. 5. Alison Estilow handles the ball before making a move. 6. Team leader Diana Miller meets the opponent. 7. Margot Ricci fights off two opponents and still manages to keep control of the ball. 8. Dana Kratchman seems like she is in total control of the ball.
Winter Track

Who wants to run around outside in the freezing cold temperatures? The members of the 2001-2002 Winter Track Team don’t seem to mind. Often training outdoors in the winter months, the co-ed winter track team compete in a variety of events usually indoors. Speed, agility and strength are cultivated in each competitor as they sprint, jump or throw for a win!

Senior Laura Heenan can’t hide her happiness after winning a race!

1. Amanda Lomberg looks determined to launch the shot put into the air.

2.

3. Chi Lee looks to pass the opponent! 4. Nothing but long strides for Lee Collik. 5. Ashley Childs’ speed can’t tame that ponytail.

3.

5.

6.

7.

A step ahead of Oakcrest; another step towards victory.

Team Picture: (First Row) Katrina Dreyer, Heather McIlvaine, Olga Sudakova, Olivia Webster (Second Row) Chi Lee, Maura Heenan, Jenny Heenan, Lauren Heenan, Anna Maria, Ryan McClure, Kevin Pang, Holly Patel (Third Row) Coach Terry, Ashley Childs, Rob Gardiner, Lee Collik, James Trubin, Amanda Lomberg, Tim Pagano, Coach Bova
The West Bowling Team could "spare" another great season and "strike" with intensity and ability at the lanes. Both the boys and the girls team, led by Mr. Krantz, enjoyed many successes this year. The girl's team, led by co-captains, Amanda Pappas, Katie Saia and Christina Groh the placed second in the conference. Several bowlers including, Christina Groh, Katia Saia, Amanda Pappas, Christine Hoffman, Mike Groh, Joe Riel and Becki English accomplished All Star status. Becki Smith and Geo Bischof were the most improved bowlers and assests to the team. Overall, the boys and girls bowling team had a fun successful season.

Team Picture: (First Row) Walter Bischof, Jon Abramson, Ha Phan, Du Vu (Second Row) Mr. Krantz, Michael Groh, Joe Riel, Michael English, Alex Cabinian, Justin Plone, Anil Patel

Team Picture: (First Row) Deanna Chambers, Holly Hill, Melissa Lee, Kate Carr (Second Row) Mr. Krantz, Christine Hoffman, Amanda Pappas, Kathryn Saia, Christina Groh, Becki Smith
Wrestlemania 2001-2002 at Cherry Hill West was a success. Overall, the team had a great year and placed third in the Kittitiny Christmas tournament, fourth in the District Tournament and Second in the Conference with a final record of 15 wins and 7 losses. The wrestling team also had several All Conference and District Champs including Troy Hood, Jeff Sochanchak and Ryan Cunningham. Senior Ryan Cunningham also became the Regional MVP and State champ.

3. Steve Sochanchak pins his opponent for the win. 4. Sean Silverstein's gripping headlock clinches him a win.

Team Picture: (First Row) Craig Silverstein, Sean Silverstein, John Lynch, Joe Lynch, Tommy Cunningham, Scott Flancer (Second Row) Matt Rosner, Dustin Rafeal Gordon, Jessie Laimanna, Mike Peck (Third Row) Leslie Gilman, Jeff Coolihan, Liza Greer, Zack Russo, Evan Graham, Ryan Cunningham, Jeff Sochanchak, Troy Hood, Kirsten Thompson, Greg Coolihan, Keath Mahan
1. Joe Lynch gets ready to face his opponent. 3. Phineas Mead intimidates his opponent before the start of the match.

2. The Wrestling coaches encourage their players. 4. Another successful take down by Evan Graham. 5. Coach Coolihan gives Ryan Cunningham a few words of encouragement before he starts the match. 6. With a look of sheer determination John Lynch gets ready to attack. 7. Ryan Cunningham smiles after another victory. 8. The team intently watches a crucial match.
1. The girls warm up after a chilly dip in the pool. 3. The West Girls Swim team celebrate a victory. 6. Joe Madres catches a breath between strokes. 8. The West girls adjust their goggles and swim caps before the meet.

2. Julie Mitchell rehydrates after an exhausting race. 4. Jenny Kopil is a perfect example of the breaststroke. 5. Water just moves ut of Billy Baskinger’s way! 7. Wyatt Strutz eyes the finish line. 9. Gary Gaul fixes his goggles before the race. 10. Adam Zukerman is a fierce competitor in the pool!
Jump in! The water is fine! Especially when the Cherry Hill West swimming and diving teams are around. Both boys and girls trek to the pool everyday where they practice their flutter kicks, backstrokes and freestyle moves. During their amazing season Andrew Patrizzi broke three school records and swam the 200 Free Relay in 1:31.61 seconds along with Chris Childs, Fred Tanzio and Eric O'Neill. Also representing the amphibious West community are West divers that competed in Florida this year. Dan Cuilla, especially, had a great season. Coach Rogers and Coach Burr led these super students to a "swimmingly" successful season.

1. Liza Mariani gets beautiful height before executing a beautiful dive.

3. The diver reaches for his toes during another perfect dive. 4. CANNON BALL! 5. Caitlyn Ryan uses her arms to propel her body through the water.

Team Picture: (Front Row) Tim Breswick, Max Leventhal, Dan Cuilla, Brian Lind, Peter Zuckerman, Tim Hohwald (Second Row) Greg Hohwald, Eric Slutsky, Eric O'Neill, Chris Howard, Wyatt Strutz, Fred Tanzio (Third Row) Joe Madres, Skyler Cole, Chris Childs, Andrew Patrizzi, Dan Keck (Fourth Row) Mr. Rogers, Dave Fletcher, CJ Bulsak, Jeff Childs, Adam Zukerman, Austin Litteral, Jon Keck

Team Picture: (Front Row) Laurey Williamson, Caitlyn Ryan, Liza Mariani, Jenny Kopol, Tina Psaras, Liz Bastnagel, Ms. Burr (Second Row) Kelly Fletcher, Theresa DeCoursey, Amanda Bancroft, Stephanie Rashti, Sarah Litteral, Vanessa Rosa, Kristen Muscat, Catherine DeCoursey (Third Row) Kelly Howard, Christine Meyers, Jessie Burnett, Julie Mitchell, Shari Brown, Alex Dilba, Melanie Rolish, Allison Keck. (Fourth Row) Erin Decker, Jackie Neiman, Jessica Lind
PERFORMING
ARTS

This musician has
learned the
hard way.

It's a sunny day for West's
marching band to entertain the
football fans.

Scenes from practices are
sure to win a trophy to add
to their collection.

This choral group
enjoys warming up
while it

messaged.
PERFORMING ARTS
Altos, Sopranos, and Basses all join together to create the beautiful sounds of Vocal Workshop. Vocal Workshop is the entry-level music course for students wishing to join West's choral program. By learning the fundamentals of music and practicing their vocal skills, the students in Vocal Workshop shine during concerts for parents, friends, and classmates.

Mr. Muryan introduces the Vocal Workshop Singers including Abby Dahan.

Practice makes perfect for the Vocal Workshop Singers.
The Chansons ensemble stand proud in purple.

The Chansons chorale group, under the direction of Mr. Boeckle, rehearse a variety of classical and modern pieces daily. The all-female group had to pass auditions in order to become part of this melodic ensemble.

Chansons Members
2001-2002

Lindsey Burbank
Kim Chambers
Alexandra Dilba
Sarah Dryer
Kim Fox
Jessica Gray
Vernee Jones
Danielle Korte
Shanna Moodhard
Beverly Place
Millgrace Uy
Caitlin Catanella
Lindsey Ford
Hannah Girer
Lauren Graeber
Jessica Grey
Katelyn Hoffman
Lindsey Hyatt
Sibhan Kelly
Melissa Mignone
Kathleen Mull

Monica Shantfeld,
Blanca Skvirs
Amanda Still
Rachel Zoll
Antoinette Aguilar
Ashley Altman
Tori Caracciolo
Nichole Carvin
Jessica DiMatteo
Shannon Dolan
Carolyn Dunser
Nichole Dunphy
Jeanine Eliston
Kathryn Hallowell
Amanda Pauli
Emii Phillips
Jenna Saviisky
Julie Share
Janine Roraba
Stephanie Rambellawan
Jaclyn Neiman
The Concert Choir poses after another spectacular performance. Mr. Boeckle conducts the voices in the harmony. The Concert Choir pauses for a solo.

Concert Choir, made up of both male and female upperclassman, is a select group of singers that must audition for their spots. Led by Mr. Boeckle and Ms. Bass, the Concert Choir performs at the spring and winter concerts along with practicing on a daily basis.

**Concert Choir Members**

**2001-2002**

Lauren Berkey  
Amy Chick  
Angela DeSantis  
Jenna Gandy  
Jennifer Gervon  
Dina Hughes  
Dana Kratchman  
Penel Lemalu  
Julia Makofsky  
Cat Mayers  
Cynthia Mellitz  
Sara Speigleman  
Sherigrace Uy  
Ahava Zimmerman  
Michael Biren  
Sung Choi  

Ross Eddie  
Bobby Gordon  
Chris Harding  
Ryan Hughes  
Robbie Kates  
Daniel Keck  
Mike Levy  
Matt Miller  
Min On  
Bobby Sanborn  
Eric Slutsky  
Nick Tyler  
Sarah Barber  

Holly Hill  
Lauren Hood  
Rina Lebovitz  
Sarah Litteral  
Katie Matlack  
Kara O'Rourke  
Chelsea Pomponio  
Stefanie Rashiti  
Vanessa Rosa  
Anastasia Shimchick  
Tina Shin  
Becki Smith  
Jocelyn Stevens  
Heward Tesfat  
Kimberly Welding  
Jonathan Tilden  

Amanda Brown  
Alison Castro  
Daylyn DeAsis  
Melissa Driscoll  
Heather Hitchman  
Kristin McCargo  
Elizabeth Pagliarella  
Krina Riker  
Ashley Sikorski  
Asklee Strojan  
Raegan Williams  
Casey Cowen  
Mand DeSimone  
Susan Doose  
Laurie Kaplan  
Sung Zagon  

Kelly Lamon  
Mariened Pizarro  
Stella Pressman  
Rachel Norlund  
Kristin Samo  
Jesse LaManna  
Chris Agustin  
Ted Cohen  
Evan Israelsky  
Chris Keating  
Eric Garnett  
Tim Hohwald  
Jesse Katz  
Jason Maeng  
Daniel Segrest  
Brett Speesler
men of note

The acapella group, Men of Note, work hard to use their vocal skills in entertaining ways. A popular group, Men of Note’s harmonizing voices are sure to draw applause.

John Shimchick, Reid Briglia, Anthony Owings, Gabe Ruiz, Matthias Delgado,
Ted Serafeas, Bill Baskinger, Chris Keating, Jared Kelner, John-Michael Earwood, Rheno Choi

fermata

The female singers of Fermata show their exceptional talent in every song they sing. The Fermata singers show their love for music by their diligence, catchy rhythms, and excitement for music.

Erin Riley, Nicole Portik, Cassie Pierce, Samantha Pruna, Kristin McCargo,
Amanda DeSimone, Priscilla Williams, Liz Turner, Jen Dahan, Skylar Cole
The West Singers chorale group is for those students that want to increase their knowledge about music and to expand their vocal horizons. In order to be a part of this fast-paced group, students must audition and perform at several events and concerts throughout the year.
The poised Chamber Singers in dress concert.

The Chamber Singers are a group of extracurricular singers that enjoy singing all types of music. Besides entertaining West with their musical expertise, the Chamber Singers also perform at various functions throughout the community.

Chamber Singers
2001-2002

Alanna Blitz
Jenny Kopil
Tina Shin
Allison Silver
Cassie Pierce
Stefani-Ann Milanese
Suzanne Kerr
Tracy Portik
Christina Groh
Kim Heistand
Elina Maymind
Bill Baskinger

Chris Keating
John-Micheal Earwood
Gary De Furck
Chris Tjattas
Bobby Sanborn
Brian McGinnis
Dan Keck
Mike Janove
Paul Weinger
John Shimchick
Sarah Kim
Nick Hinger

The Chamber Singers give a “Titanic” performance at a school assembly.
The Symphonic Choir blends the styles of the West Singers and Concert Choir. When these two groups are together they make beautiful music.
The 2001-2002 Wind Ensemble catches a breath after a concert.

Mike Kwasniewski and Brian Foley concentrate on their sheet music.

Stand and take a bow!

2001-2002

Wind Ensemble

Shaina Lorr
Mona Wu
Alice Drafahl
Bill Sanborn
Bart Caterino
Nicole Portik
Curtis Hall
Jeremy Becker
Brandon Wilcox
Tim Galen
Alex Cowperthwaite
Julie Strasser
Dominique McNulty
Sarah Naughton
Stacey Hall
Ralph Dashow
Kate Jastrzembski
Samantha Bowen
Amanda Orliner
Mollie Kirk

Chris Mucci
Andrian Bondad
Melissa Fast
Paul Weinger
Jordan Berger
Tyler Case
Brian Foley
Will Einhorn
Dan Pagano
Devon Wilcox
Jamie Trubin
Iris Howley
Mike Zeitz
Chris Markos
Jon-Erik Stamatos
Adam Zuckerman
Andrew Maggio
Anthony Badarraco
Dan Zagoren
Mike Kwasniewski

Mr. Yurko introduces his talented students.
The 2001-2002 Symphonic Band members.

2001-2002
Symphonic Band

Dan Neblock
Melissa Lee
Cary Gaul
Editha Sacdalan
Jason Maeng
Nicole Portik
Noah Knox
Kelly Richardson
Suzanne Kerr
Sarah Rowland
Shannon Durning
Brianne Ely

Amy Evans
Shaun Kelly
Brandon Wilcox
Jenna Gandy
Angela Ting
Kevin Fisher
Mike Groh
Dan Segrest
Liz Coulter
Casey Ryan
Bryan George
Niki Jirak
Cordie Russ

Liz Colter, Jenna Gandy, and Angela Ting play the flute in perfect unison.

Mike Groh and Casey Ryan have their clarinets poised for performance.
Jazz Band members hope a catchy tune will help the new auditorium take shape faster.

Dan Pagano tries not to smile while playing his sax.

Iris Howley uses the trombone to add a little soul to the Jazz Band.

2001-2002
Jazz Band

Jordan Berger
Tyler Case
Anthony Badarraco
Ryan Buchs
Dominique McNulty
Dan Pagano
Kate Jastrzembski
Talib Bond
Jamie Trubin

Ryan Hughes
Mike Groh
Iris Howley
Paul Weinger
Chris Mucci
Tim Galen
Bart Caterino
Jeremy Becker
Bob Sanborn
Steve Lombardi
Jeff Hirn
Nicole Portik
The 2001-2002 Marching Band and Color Guard.

The Color Guard and Marching Band are extracurricular groups that combine to entertain during half-time at football games. Besides using their musical and dance expertise on the football field, these groups travel to compete in several competitions throughout the year. A major accomplishment for the two groups this year is winning the U.S. Scholastic Band Competition.

Jeremy Riehl, Andrew Sundell, Chris Puche, and Devin Wilcox in their orange jumpsuits play in front of a backdrop of trash.

Kevin Fischer stands with his trumpet ready to dazzle the crowd.
Paul Weinger and Sarah Naughton combine the saxophone and the flute in this number.

Katie Puche takes out the trash in this unique Color Guard routine.

Another beautifully executed move for Cara Stanzilis

2001-2002
Marching Band & Color Guard

Cara Stanzilis
Lisa Stanzilis
Ashley Riehl
Jamie Campagna
Kelly Mull
Katie Puche
Brandon Wilcox
Jenna Deacon
Steven Sundell
Erin Rockhill
Devin Wilcox
Chris Puche
John Kane
Sarah Barber
Adam Barber
Shaun Kelly
Kristen Sleister

Jeremy Riehl
Andrew Sundell
Laura Megerthal
Dan Segrest
Shira Jaspan
Caitlin Lechner
Alice Drachfahl
Sarah Naughton
Dominique McNulty
Jordan Berger
Paul Weinger
Dan Pagano
Kevin Fisher
Tim Galen
Iris Howley
Laura Lautenslager

We are the CHAMPIONS!!
Dedication, practice, and talent are just some of the qualities all of the musicians featured possess. Whether they are singers, pianists or flutists, these musicians all have worked hard to achieve the distinction of All South Jersey Chorus, All All South Jersey Orchestra or Select Strings. These musicians are proof that practice makes perfect, and the West community is proud of their accomplishments.

All South Jersey Chorus: Samantha Bowen, Erin Levine, Brian McGinnis, Christina Groh, Abby Dahan, Chelsea Pomponio, Chris Tjiattas, Bill Basking, Kevin McGinnis, Suzanne Kerr, Casey Ryan, Alicia Chao, Jen Dahan, Chris Keating, Mike Janove, Cassie Pierce, Gabe Ruiz, Paul Weinger

Select Strings: Jennifer Carter, Sarah Powers, Jesse Norr, Chris Mucci

All South Jersey Orchestra: Paul Weinger, Alex Cowperthwaite, Chris Barth, Nicole Portik, Jordan Berger, Chris Mucci, Gary DeTurk, Anthony Badaracco, Katie Matlack, Billy Shin
The String Instruments provide a beautiful backbone to this orchestra.

The 2001-2002 Orchestra

The violinists concentrate on making a melody.

2001-2002 Orchestra

Erica Anas
Jordan Berger
Samantha Boden
Kelly Fletcher
Christina Groh
Eric Kwok
Philip Migdalias
Toni Montoya
Jesse Noar
Lisa Phuong
Nicole Portik
Samantha Bowen
Ralph Dashow
Tim Galan
Sarah Powers
Erin Rockhill
William Shin
Jamie Swartz
Chris Barth
Gary DeTurk
Jessica Fast
Katie Matlack
Paul Weinger
Alex Cowperthwaite
Mollie Kirk
Amanda Orliner
Sarah Naughton
Pit Singers Cassie Pierce, Suzanne Kerr, Samantha Pruna and Tina Shin made the Wiz wonderful with their background melodies.

Paul Weinger's saxophone provides the Wiz with some soul.

The trombone is just one instrument that the talented Tyler Case excels in.

Jessica Fast and Samantha Boden have their bows poised in perfect precision.

2001-2002 Pit Orchestra

Jenny Kopil
Samantha Pruna
Nicole Portik
Tina Shin
Suzanne Kerr
Cassie Pierce
Jessica Fast
Samantha Boden
Lisa Phuong
William Shin
Sara Naughton
Melissa Fast
Mr. Kevin Akinskas

Paul Weinger
Alex Cowperthwaite
Dan Pagano
Alice Drayfahl
Amy Evans
Dominique McNulty
Tim Galan
Jeremy Becker
Tyler Case
Steve Lombardi
Jordan Berger
Erin Rockhill
Chris Mucci
Sara Naughton’s fingers fly fluently over her flute.

Alex Cowperthwaite’s clarinet helped the cast “Ease on Down the Road.”

Jordan Berger grooves to the Wiz tunes.

Erin Rockhill ends the song with a clash of the cymbals.

The members of the Pit Orchestra look to their fearless and dedicated leader, Mr. Mark for instruction.
Broadway Night 2001

The dancers step into the spotlight for Broadway Night.

Brett Speesler and his mother sing together in a mother and son bonding session.

Put a little love in your heart on Broadway Night!

Monica Shanfeld and Mom revisit the sixties.

Broadway Night 2000-2001

The lights shined on the West community for a May visit to Broadway. A collaborative effort that consists of the entire West vocal department, this year’s Broadway Night, *Old Oldies and New Musicals* was a treat for the whole family. Parents, students, and teachers relived the past in this production of sound, light, and beautiful voices.

The lights of Broadway shine on West Singers.

Mr. Boeckle knows how to get his singers pumped up to give a stupendous show.

Students sing to the crowd and deliver an awesome show, dressed in their old oldies attire.
Linda Allen takes center stage and “wow’s” everyone with her beautiful solo.

Karen Tenorio lets out an amazing solo.

Men of note give the crowd another stellar performance.

Jossie Gray shows the crowd her smile!

Billy Baskinger sings to the very impressed audience.

Broadway night students join together with their parents to have a jolly good bonding time.
Row 1: Caitlin Lore, Bridget Doyle, Julia Vigna, Julie Strasser, Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu, Michael Biren, Sung Choi.
Row 2: Kid Colter, Katie Saia, Peter Cherfane, Tara Halpin, Lauren Berkey, Nicole Schwarz, Katie Hallowell, Lauren Capresecco.
Row 3: Danielle Korte, Andrea Herrero, Allison Sargent, Mike Janove, Danielle Deacon, Bobby Sanborn, Chris Tjiattas, Pete Zuckerman.
Row 1: Julia Vigna, Skylar Cole, Julie Strasser, Mona Wu, Tara Halpin.
Row 2: Mitul Kanzaria, Tina DiFedele, Andrea Herrero, Abby Zbikowski.
Row 3: George Millili, Alissa Carroll, Mike Janove.
Not Pictured: Devin Wilcox
Raggedy Andy (Senior Steve Moffet) tries to impress Raggedy Ann (Julia Vigna) with his stuffed muscle.

Baby dolls come home just in time for bed. (Sophomore Ashley Strojan and Junior Jessica Dahan)

Goody-bag (Nick Hinger) weeps as his friends to console him.

Gabe Ruiz plays the Camel with the wrinkled knees, along side Witch wigglewart (Julie Makofsky), gasp in surprise.

Babette offers flowers to her love.

Julia Vigna lights up the crowd with her delightful smile, as she plays Raggedy Ann in this year's children's show.

Julia Vigna, Jessica Dahan, and Ashley Strojan put on a spectacular performance.

Raggedy Ann and Andy continue on their journey, and go on their merry way.

The Bald Headed Whizzer (Chuck Stroup) whispers a secret to King Koo-Koo (Justin Kirk).
It’s been a long day for Miss Raggedy Ann.

Babette (Kirsten Farkas) seeks for her silver hair brush.

Cast of the 2001-2001 Childrens show

Bottom: Rob Sanborn, Ashlee Strojan, Jessica Delahon, Eash Cumulusray, Mike Birin, Julia Makofsky, Julia Vigna, Steve Moffet
Middle: Justin Kirk, Nick Hinger, Kirstin Farkas, Nate Makinoff, Matt Miller, Gabe Ruiz, Mandy Desimone, John Hoff, Heather Hitchman, Chick Stroup
Top: Greg Shoaf, John Burlage, Samantha Boden, Danielle Deacon, Bill Sanborn, George Milioti, Jen Carter, Kaitie Hallwell, Peter Cereja, Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu

The Camel with the wrinkled knees (Gabe Ruiz) models his apron for the audience.
The Wiz

Billy Baskinger shoos away those crows!

Dancing is fun! Just ask Junior Lindsey Burbank.

The citizens of Emerald City anxiously await the arrival of the Wiz.

Mike Janove can’t be happy without a heart.

The Cowardly Lion hopes a song will give him courage.

Skylar Cole with her magic wand.

Dorothy comforts the Cowardly Lion.

Dan Keck-- otherwise known as The Wiz and Evangelist!
The Wiz Cast
Priscilla Williams
Tara Halpin
Skylar Cole
Billy Baskinge
Michael Janove
Juan Gabriel Ruiz
Daniel Keck
Jennifer Dahan
Michael Biren
Tracy Portik
Dorothy
Aunt Em
Addaperle
Scarecrow
Tin Man
Lion
The Wiz
Evillene
Tornado
Glinda

The Wiz Crew
Lauren Becica
Mary Beth Burlage
Danielle Deacon
Jenna Deacon
Katie Hallowell
Andrea Herrero
Mitul Kanzaria
Mollie Kirk
Andrew Maggio
Mark Marinzoli
George Millili
Chris Puche
Katherine Reilly
Katie Saia
Allison Sargent
Jocelyn Stevens
Devin Wilcox
Julie Strasser
Mona Wu
Abigail Zbikowski
Mike Zeitz
Dance Captain
Co-House Manager
Co-House Manager
Asst. Production Manager
Props Mistress
Co-Stage Manager
Business Manager &
Playbill Designer
Asst. Stage Manager
Co-Production Manager
Asst. Production Manager
Crew Chief
Head Lighting Engineer
House Crew Manager
Set Designer
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Gabe Ruiz tries to convince the audience that he is a Mean Ole Lion.

The Flying Monkeys are out on the prowl.

Jen Dahan as Evillene wants NO BAD NEWS!

Freshman Abby Dahan makes way for the Wiz's grand entrance.
The beautiful poppies have a powerful effect.

Addaperle belts out a good news tune for Dorothy.

After leaving Oz, the Wiz may have a future in cheerleading!

Follow the Yellow Brick Road dancers to the Wiz.

Munchkin Kate Puche welcomes Dorothy to Munchkinland.

If he only had a brain.....
Point and laugh.

Dan Keck and Stefani-Ann Milanese as the Puberty Game show hosts.

No cheating!

Gabe: blah blah blah
Everyone: ...

You got a problem?
Erin Riley, Tara Halpin, and Lauren Berkey lounging on stage sharing an intimate moment.

Married couple, John Michael Earwood and Skylar Cole, arguing.

The pimplies: Mary Beth Burlage, Swathi Rachoor, Tara Halpin, and Dana Kratchman.

Becky Smith gives the audience a great performance.

By the look of their performance, the senior victory was well deserved.

Gabe rehearsing his lines while Chelsea directs.
Dan Keck knows just how Dr. Brown would act if put into this situation, so he makes sure that Mr. Dr. Brown has all the same mannerisms.

The antics that go into an actor’s performance at West are absolutely incredible.

Whenever a theatrical event happens, the actors are the ones who usually receive all the credit. However, without the crews (like the makeup crew) the actors would be nothing but washed out faces on stage.

And what would the show amount to without stage crew?! These people never get enough credit for all the hard work and numerous hours they put in.

Jeff Sochanchak gets in touch with his American Indian roots during this year’s Mr. West.
It's all smiles for Dan Keck, Mr. West of 2002.

Mr. SNL, Lew Gorman, shows off his black fro.

Mr. American Pie, Billy Baskinger, boldly takes the runway with his escort, Laurie Kaplan.

I think he could be the next backstreet boy.

Such gracefullness.

Larry Agbottah puts on a great performance as Mr. Dance.

“Like, wuatever!”

Mr. Abercrombie, Wayde Wilson, sports a mafia style suit, escorted by Dana Kratchman.
I hope I don't crack.

Eric Blitz: Mommy, I'm scared~

He could do that?

Mr. Mix-A-Lot, Ben Saltzberg, has to be brave to walk in those tights.

Alumni and former Mr. West, Carl Woodford, returns to hand over his crown.

Flynn Kaplan as Mr. Algar

Andrew Maggio as Mr. Tightness.

Chris Agustin as Mr. Teddy Bear.

Oh my~ a girl is touching me.
Talent Show

Sophomore Brittany Watts sings the spiritual "Amazing Grace."

Senior Katie Saia shows her bass playing skills in the group Chestnut Ave.

The dance ensemble Caliente amazes the audience.

Sophomore Chuck Stroup and junior Justin Kirk perform an ode to the late Dave Thomas.

Junior Tyler Case plays an original composition.

Senior Mike Janove sings a tune accompanied by Reid Brigia.

Sophomore Lisa Phuong plays the piano during the instrumental portion of the talent show.
The exceptional baton twirling of junior Lindsey Burbank excites the audience.

Sophmore Tracy Portik sings a soulful rendition of “At Last.”

The winners of the dance portion of the talent shows, Aznsync, dances to popular songs from N’sync.

Senior Nicole Portik impresses the audience with her stylings of a Fiona Apple song.

The musical ensemble Chestnut Ave. adds variety to the talent show.

Junior Reid Briglia concentrates on playing his guitar.

Senior Benny Lam shows his piano talent with Beethoven's “Moonlight Sonata.”

The dance from the popular movie “Center Stage” is recreated by sophomore Rachel Zoll.
Ted Serefeas has no problem smiling while walking through the halls of West. Perhaps senioritis has fully kicked in and everything has suddenly become "all good".

Liz Turner has encountered many problems throughout the course of her four years at West; however, not all of them were as difficult as trying to get this drawer open in photography class.

Shannon Dunn has learned a very important lesson in her four years at West... never let school stress you out to the point where you can't just sit back and relax.

Katie Mayo and Chris Hutchinson spend most of their Physics class debating which subject is more disastrous senior year... Calculus or Physics. What ever happened to easy courses senior year?

Lew Gorman explains the importance of a life-saver in high school to Alena Bitz (left) and Jen Dahan. "Not only is it a mint for your well-being, but having bad breath in high school will guarantee that you never become popular."
Two Thousand Two

Our senior class government has completed many important projects over our four years at West. The class advisor, Mr. Owings, has developed and fostered our class's growth and maturation. Julia Vigna, the governor, and Sarah Parisi, have led the government for four years. The government organized many important events, such as the class trip to the Bahamas, the proms, and the adoption of a park. The multiple fundraisers, such as the car washes, the lip-sync competition, and the concessions, have allowed the senior class to participate in many activities. The government, through strong leadership and hard work, have led the class of 2002 to a successful high school career.
Clara H. Barton
Top Row: Eric Carrera, Ted Serefeas, Bill Przychowicz, Shaun Dolan, Monique Lewis
Middle Row: Adam Shampine, Flora Tkachuk, Alanna Blitz, Kevin Pang
Bottom Row: Krista Gorman, Alyssa Kozak, Yianni Kourmas, Ashley Sikorski, April Johnston

Kingston School:
Top Row: Steve Beri, Ryan Cotter
Middle Row: Colin O'Neill, Scott Rosenman, Nicole Massi, Scott Gans
Bottom Row: Christina Staletti, Dan Leone-Zwillinger, Joe Smith, Ryan Sims, Greg Lumnis

James H. Johnson:
Top Row: Diana Miller, Bree Allen, Andrea Pallies, Evan Graham
Middle Row: Erin Rockhill, Megan McLaughlin, Jessica Lind, Sara Speigleman
Bottom Row: Jeff Hainsworth, Ryan Seragg

Russell Knight:
Top Row: Julie Galiszuski, Adam Zuckerman, Andrew Patrizzi
Middle Row: Bill Bachelet
Bottom Row: Dina Hughes, Will Dean, Alison McKenzie, Corinne Rollin, Lori Yellin
Yesterday's the past, tomorrow's the future, but today is a gift. That is why it is called the present.

*Bil Keane*
Two Thousand Two

When you have completed ninety-five percent of the job you are half way there.

Japanese Proverb

Ralph M. Dasbow
Sean Davis
Dyllyn DeArte
Danielle DeFrazia
If you don't make mistakes, you aren't really trying.

Coleman Hawking
Two Thousand Two

I hear and I forget.
I see and I remember.
I do and I understand.

Confucious
No one ever achieved greatness by playing it safe.

Harry Gray
I don’t know the key to success, but the key to failure is trying to please everybody.

Bill Cosby
The present time has one advantage over every other—it is our own.

Charles Caleb Colton
It’s not your blue blood, your pedigree or your college degree. It’s what you do with your life that counts.

Millard Fuller
2002

If you think you can, you can. If you think you can’t, you’re right.

Marykay Ash
Two Thousand Two

When one door closes, another opens; but we often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door that we do not see the one which has opened for us.

Alexander Graham Bell
Yesterday is not ours to recover, but tomorrow is ours to win or lose.

Lyndon B. Johnson
Two Thousand Two

"Destiny is no matter of chance. It is a matter of choice: it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.

William Jennings Bryan"

Josette V. Simms
Ryan M. Sims
Catherine J. Slater
Jacqueline J. Sleeth
Real generosity toward the future lies in giving all to the present.

Albert Camus
True Happiness is being able to define a moment— not by looking into the past or the future, but by shining brightly now.

Cameron Koo
Two Thousand Two

Camera Shy

Pedro Costa
Ed M. Dippolito
Eli Evans
Andrew Friedman
Sean D. Guzy
Lee E. Kernke
Casey Litton
Israel Ramos
Matthew H. Solomon
Daniel Soto
Lindsey Stenton
Alexy J. Still
Linda Tauch
Alfred Vitarelli
Crystal A. Worthington
Alexander J. Wrase
Girls State Delegates
Cheryl Becker, Danielle Schwarz, Irina Belinsky, Jackie Sleeth, Julie Strasser

Rotary Delegates
Meghna Desai, Will Dean, Andrew Maggio, Paul Weinger

Boys State Delegates
Mitul Kanzaria, Marc DaCosta, Matthew Spino, Adam Zuckerman, Mike Kwasniewski

Governor's School Attendees
Irina Belinsky, Meghna Desai, Lauren Becica, Amanda Fredericks, Sean Rainey, Diana Miller, Marc DaCosta, Janine Cosico
1. The homecoming nominees gather together for an intimate moment.
2. Dr. Brown’s long lost twin... Dan Keck?
3. Eat! Eat! Eat!

LAURA HEENAN

LAURA TOPF

ANDREA STAMPER

IRINA BELINSKY

SMILE ABBY, YOU WON!
A look inside the homecoming dance.
2002's Homecoming queen, Abby Zbikowski.

Friends give support for the homecoming nominees.

Laura Heenan escorted by her brother.

Irina Belinsky escorted by Adam Makary.

Laura Topf escorted by Troy Hood.

Andrea Stamper escorted by Jeffrey Potter.
Row 1: Sara Hahn, Cheryl Becker, Jana Semel, Christina Sharer, Rhett Choi,
Danielle Schwartz, Dina Hughes, Lori Yellin, Stephanie Yellin, Jonathan Camboa,
Row 2: Swathi Raechoor, Julie Strasser, Elizabeth Lynd, Ashley Childs, Elina Maymind, Meghna
R. Desai, Irina Belinsky, Jennifer Rieth, Kirsten Kemp,
Row 3: Andrea Herrero, Allison Sargent, Jackie Sleeth, Marc DaCosta, Mitul Kanzaria, Dean
Tripolitis, Cindy Do, Julia Vigna, Sandy Huynh
Row 4: Will Dean, Matthew Spino, Paul Weinger, Stephen Sundell, Dan Pagano, Chelsea
Gusin, Jamie Campagna, Lew Gorman
Row 5: Steven Moffett, Andrew Magano, Mike Kwasniewski, Ian McLoughlin, Diana C. Miller
Adam Zuckerman, Ericson Carrera, Dan Roszkowski, Mike Zeitz
Not Pictured: Samantha Pruna
Order of The Lion

Meghna Desai

Adam Zuckerman

Irina Belinsky
1. Jackie Sleeth receives her award.
2. Mitul Kanzaria receives his award from Dr. Dempsey.
3. PAVAS officers: Kate Wojcik, Meghna Desai, Nicole Portik, Julie Strausser, Jackie Sleeth.
4. Sam Pruna sings during the PAVAS induction ceremonies.
5. Abby Zbikowski performs a beautiful dance routine.
6. Julia Vigna shows her acting talents.
7. Tara Halpin sings during the PAVAS inductions.
Nicole Portik and Christina Groh sing a beautiful music piece.

Tara Halpin sings a great duet with her brother.

The happy smiles of a PAVAS inductee, Meghna Desai.

Abby Zbikowski gets inducted into PAVAS.

PAVAS inductees line up to be appreciated for their works during their high school careers.

Yianni Kourmas accepts an award from Dr. Dempsey.

Jackie Sleeth makes a speech after receiving her award.

The PAVAS ceremony begins.

PAVAS officer, Meghna Desai, receives a gratifying award from Dr. Dempsey.
Agbottah, Larry
DECA (Reporter); Project Graduation 11; SECO 12; Varsity Club 12; Concert Choir 10; Mr. West 12; Talent Show, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Boy’s Soccer 12.
“When a person with experience meets a person with money, the person with experience will get the money. And the person with the money will get some experience.” -Leonard Lauder

Agustin, Chris
328 Windsor Drive 08002
DECA 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Vocal Workshop 12.
“Cherish the friends and memories you have now, for they will have prepared you for life.”

Aiello, Holly
317 Cambridge Road 08034
House Office Aides 11; Latin Club/JCL 12; Main Office Aides 11; Renaissance 9, 10; Chansons 10; Lighting Crew 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9.
“The dreams of today are the memories of tomorrow!”

Aparin, Kiril
606 Cooper Landing Road, Apt. B-37 08002
Russian Club 12.
“Life gives a lot of opportunities and we have to use them.”

Aquino, Rachelle
102 Knollwood Drive 08002
Asian Culture Club 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DEC 12.
“As someone once said, ‘I can hold you above the water, but I can’t hold you there forever ...’ Now that we are on our own, we cannot depend on anyone to help us succeed. We have to grow up and succeed on our own.” Congratulations Class of 2002!

Atcheson, Jason
218 Wilbur Avenue 08002
DECA 11; Boy’s Track 10, 12; SGO, 12.
“Everyone’s a goober!”

Bachelor, Bill
135 Pearlcroft Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Boy’s Tennis 9- All-Conference 10-MVP, 11-1st Singles, 12; Bowling 12; SG 11, 12.
“I’ll always remember the class of 2002.”

Becica, Laura
12 Coles Avenue 08002
Dance Club 12; French Club 9, 10; Chansons 10; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12 (Dance Captain); Talent Show 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; FOP 11, 12; Governor’s School for Dance.
“Crazy as I may make my way through this world, it is for no one but me to say what direction I should turn in now, cause I am the Captain of this ship, curious hands and finger tips, same as it was and will remain until I’m done and gone.” -DMB

Becica, Megan
44 Sheridan Avenue 08002
Nurses’s Aide 9, 10, 12; Student Act.

Becker, Cheryl
3 Maple Terrace 08002
Renaissance 9, 10, 12; Varsity Club, 9, 10, 11; NHS 11, 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Community Service 12; Visions 11; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 11, 12; Girl’s State; French Club 10, 11, 12.
“Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice. It is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved.” -William Jennings Bryan

Belinsky, Irina
836 Cooper Landing Road Apt. 305E 08002
Russian Club 11, 12 - Vice President; SECO 12; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12 - Secretary; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Children’s Show - Makeup Crew 9; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Lion’s Roar 11, 12 - News and Art Editor; Girl’s Tennis 12; SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12.
“You see things and you say, “Why?” But I dream things that never were and I say, “Why Not?”” -George Bernard Shaw
Berkey, Lauren  
22 Crofton Commons 08034  
Latin Club/JCL 11; PAVAS 11, 12;  
Thespian Society 12; Chansons 10,  
Class One Acts 9-Director (Best Newcomer Director Award), 11, 12;  
Concert Choir 11, 12; Mr. West Escort 12;  
Spring Musical 11, 12; Spring Musical  
Makeup Crew 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9;  
Field Hockey 9, 10; Class Government 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12; A-Chord Officer 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.  
“I’m only this far and only tomorrow  
lead my way. I’m coming waltzing  
back and moving into your head.” - #41  
Dave Matthews Band

Biggs, Angela  
39 North Syracuse Drive 08034  
Cheerleading 10, 11, 12; SGO 12.  
“Don’t let the look of the eye deceive  
the way of the heart.”

Blitz, Alanna  
329 Windsor Court 08002  
Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; SADD 10,  
11, 12; Latin NHS 11, 12; Chamber  
Singers 11, 12; Concert Choir 10;  
Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12;  
Spring Musical 11; Vocal Workshop 9;  
West Singers 11, 12; House Crew 10;  
Aspects 10, 11, 12.  
“Life is all memory, except for the one  
present moment that goes by you so  
quickly you hardly catch it going.” -  
Tennessee Williams

Bonfiglio, Marc  
1106 Hollis Avenue 08002  
“You’ll never hear the buffalo coming  
unless you put your ear to the ground.”

Bowman, Janeen  
401 Cooper Landing Road Apt 22A  
08002  
Latin Club/JCL 11; Concert Choir 10;  
Vocal Workshop 9; Girl’s Lacrosse 10,  
12; Class Government 9, 10, 11.  
“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile  
because it happened.”

Brand, Josh  
132 Springhouse Road 08002  
House Office Aides 11; Boy’s Cross  
Country 9, 10; Class Government 11, 12.  
“The greatest trick the devil ever  
pulled was convincing the world he  
doesn’t exist.” - Kevin Spacey - “The  
Usual Suspects”

Bridgelal, Omarie  
505 Park Boulevard Apt 136 B 08002  
DECA 11, 12; PAVAS 11; Class Gov-  
ernment 10, 11; Volunteer Work at  
Cooper Hospital and New Seasons  
Nursing Home.  
“The best things in life never come  
without a fight.”

Brooks, Rebecca  
411 King George Road 08034  
Italian Club 9, 10; Latin Club/JCL;  
Renaissance 10; Spanish Club 10;  
Chansons 10; Children’s Show 10, 12;  
Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew  
9; Vocal Workshop 9, 11; FOP 9.  
“To dance is to dream in motion.” -  
Paige Arden

Broughtman, Brian  
966 Park Boulevard #13 08002  
Chess Club 9, 10; Computer Techs. 9,  
10; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12.  
“The good times never last.”

Brown, Alison  
1005 Jefferson Avenue 08002  
Softball 9, 10.

Burlage, Mary Elizabeth  
406 Cornwall Road 08034  
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Poetry or Popu-  
lar Music 12; Renaissance 10; SECO  
11; Spanish Club 10; Children’s Show  
10; Class One Acts 11; Concert Choir  
10; Community Service 9; Outdoor  
Colorguard 11; Spring Musical House  
Crew Manager 10, 11, 12; Talent Show  
11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers  
11, 12; Class Government 11, 12; FOP  
9, 10, 12.  
“Consider this: whoever shows sparingly  
will also reap sparingly and whoever  
shows bountifully will also reap  
bountifully. Each must do as already  
determined, without sadness or com-  
pulsion, for God loves a cheerful giver.” -  
2 Corinthians, 9, L. 6-7

Burunchenko, Dmytro  
159 North Mansfield Boulevard  
08034  
Computer Techs. 10, 11; Science Club  
10; Community Service 9.  
“I think everyone should go to college  
and get a degree and then spend six  
months as a bartender and six months  
as a cabdriver. Then they would really  
be educated.”

Callaghan, Stephanie Marie  
814 Johns Road 08034  
Dance Club 12; Nurse’s Aide 9; Student  
“The day is breaking now, it’s time to  
go away. I’m so afraid to leave, but  
more afraid to stay.”

Camba, Jonnalyn  
226 Wilbur Avenue 08002  
Asian Culture Club 11; House Office  
Aides 9; Library Aides 12; Renaiss-  
ance 9; NHS 11, 12; French NHS 11,  
12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12;  
Bowling 9; Girl’s Tennis 12; Softball 9;  
Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10; Rotary Inter-  
act.  
“Nothing great in the world has been  
accomplished without passion.” -  
George Hegel

Campagna, Jamie  
337 Union Avenue 08002  
Guidance Office Aide 12; Latin  
Club/JCL 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10;  
NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12;  
Indoor Colorguard 9; Marching Band  
10, 11, 12; Outdoor Colorguard 10, 11, 12;  
FOP 10.  
“Always remember: The sun rises in  
the east and sets in the west, unless, of  
course, you’re on the other side of  
the world. Then it rises in the west and sets  
in the east.”
Candelaria, Veronica
1200 East Marlton Pike 08034
“You can either love me or hate me but, no matter what, I will always be me and succeed.”

Centofanti, Vinnie
600 Cooper Landing Road Apt. B56
08002
“In the memory you’ll find me, eyes burning up. The darkness holding me tightly, until the sun rises up.” - Chester Bennington, Linkin Park

Choi, Rheno
836 Cooper Landing Road #612 W
08002
Lab Aide 10; Asian Culture Club 10; Guidance Office Aide 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; SECO 11; Spanish Club 11; Latin NHS 11, 12; JHS 11, 12 (President); Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Student Council 12; Concert Choir 11; Men-of-Note 12; West Singers 12;

Carrara, Ericson M.
100 Park Boulevard #75D 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; Latin Club/JCL 12; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President); PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 10, 11; Talent Show 12; Costume Crew 10, 11; Lip Sync 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Boy’s Volleyball 10, 11, 12.
“You think you know, but you have no idea.”

Childs, Ashley
12 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12 (Maxima Cum Laude on National Spanish Exam); Latin NHS; SECO 11, 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12 (Officer); NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Children’s Show 10; Stage Crew - Musical 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11 (Second Team All-Conference), 12 (Captain, 1st Team All-Conference); Winter Track 9, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11 (Captain, 1st Team All-Conference, All South Jersey Honorable Mention), 12 (Captain); Class Government 9; School Beautification 9, 10, 11.
“Sports do not build character. They reveal it.”

Caruso, Stefanie
302 South Lincoln Avenue 08002
Dance Club 12; Nurse’s Aide 9, 10, 11; Project Graduation 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11 (JV Captain); Girl’s Soccer 9.
“Always remember to hold your head up high and definitely stay sweet.”

Chiu, Jessica
17 Wagon Lane 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Guidance Office Aides 12; Library Aides 12; Project Graduation 12; Chansons 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 9; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 12.
“If you judge people, you have no time to love them.” - Mother Teresa

Castro, Christina
4 Forage Lane 08003
Latin Club/JCL 10; Project Graduation 12; West Web Weavers 11; Community Service 9; Mr. West Escort 12.
“There’s no time to lose I heard her say - catch your dreams before they slip away dying all the time. Lose your dreams and you could lose your mind - ain’t life unkind?” - Rolling Stones

Castro, Alison
133 Edison Avenue 08002
Chansons 10, 11 (Section Leader Soprano 2’s); Concert Choir 12; Vocal Workshop 9.

Choudhry, Myra
208 Drake Road 08034
DECA 12; House Office Aide 10; Library Aide 9; Main Office Aide 12; SADD 9, 10; Class One Acts 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 12; Girl’s Tennis 9, 12; SGO 9, 10.
“Commitment is the road from dreams to reality.”

Colter, Shameeka
434 Woodland Avenue 08002
African-American Club 9, 10, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 10, 11, 12; Lions Roar 12; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Track 12; Class Government 9, 10.
“I’m not looking at you, I’m looking past you, I thought I told you, stop hating can I live.”

Conneen, Jillien
320 Woodland Avenue 08002
Nature Defense 11; Nurse’s Aide 12; PAVAS 9, 10; Gym Aide 12.
“It can’t rain all the time.”

Cosico, Janine
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; Vocal Workshop 10; Bowling 12.
“Friendship never has any regrets, for if things are done out of love there is never a need to say ‘I’m sorry’.”

Costa, Pedro
912 Kings Croft 08034
African-American Club 12; Chess Club 12; Spanish Club 12; Jazz
Ensemble 9, 10; Boy's Basketball 9, 10, 11; Boys Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy's Volleyball 9, 10, 11; Class Government 10, 11; Student Union 10, 11 (Governor-Brazil)

"The smart man is that who knows small thing in all and all in small things."

Cotter, Ryan
120 West Riding Road 08003
Chess Club 11, 12; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12;
Children's Show 9; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9.
"Me fail English - that impossible ... I bent my wookie."

Cowperthwaite, Alex
405 Burning Tree Road 08034
Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 10, 11; Lab Aide 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11; Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12 (2001 All-State Symphonic Band).
"Ni! The knights who say ui."

Crockette, Candeece
507 Hastings Road 08034
African-American Club 11, 12; House Office Aide 11; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 10, 11.
"To the class of "02" - Wherever life takes you, I wish you Good Luck in whatever it is you choose to do!"

Cummings, Tamaira
318 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
African-American Club 10.

Cunningham, Ryan
14 Silvertop Lane 08002
DECA 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; PAVAS 9, 11; Football 10, 11; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Life is too short to give a damn!"

DaCosta, Marc
7 Gately Court 08002
Greek Scholars 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; SEC0 11, 12 (Founder, President); Science Club 11, 12 (Treasurer); NHS 11, 12 (Vice-President), Lions Roar 9, 10, 11, 12 (Editor-in-Chief).
"Destiny is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a thing to be achieved."
-William Jennings Bryan

Dahan, Jennifer
36 Knollwood Drive 08002
Renaissance 10 (Sang "Star Spangled Banner" at People's Choice Awards; Spanish Club 9; 10; Class One Acts 10 (Best New Coming Actress Award); 11 (Best Actress in a Supporting role Award), 12; Concert Choir 10; Femerata 12; Spring Musical 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; All-South Jersey Chorus 9, 10, 11; All-State Chorus 12; All-Eastern Chorus 12; Class Government 9.
"Lift up your eyes upon this day breaking for you. Give birth again to the dream."
-Maya Angelou

Dashow, Ralph
345 Lincoln Avenue 08002
Guidance Office Aide 12; Community Service 11; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10 (Best Section, Best Soloist); Marching Band 9, 10; Pit Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10; Wind Ensemble 10, 11, 12.

Davis, Sean
77 North Syracuse Drive 08034
PAVAS 10, 11; Community Service 11; Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 12.

Deacon, Danielle
116 Fieldstone Road 08040
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12 (Tribune); Chansons 10; Children's Show 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (House Crew Co-Manager); Stage Crew 12 (Production Manager Red Ribbon Play); Vocal Workshop 11; Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10; Class Government 10, 11, 12.
"Semper ubi sub ubi"

Dean, William
106 Split Rail Drive 08034
Greek Scholars 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 11 (Historian), 12 (President); Poetry or Popular Music 12; Latin NHS 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10; Symphonic Band 9, 10; Aspects 12; Lions Roar 10, 11.
"I've had a wonderful time, but this wasn't it." -Groucho Marx

DeAsis, Daylyn B.
915 Longwood Avenue 08002
Chansons 10, 11; Concert Choir 12; Vocal Workshop 9.
"Daylyn is my name. Diane is my nickname. But Lester is my favorite name."

DeGrazia, Danielle
216 Woodland Avenue 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl's Soccer 11.

Desai, Meghna R.
315 Highgate Lane 08003
Mock Trial 12; Nature Defense 9; SECO 11, 12; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Visions 10, 11, 12 (Spanish Editor); Rampant 10, 11, 12 (Sports Editor); Field Hockey 9, 10 (Most Improved Player); Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
"Draw a crazy picture, Write a nutty poem, Sing a mumble-grumble song, Whistle through your comb. Do a loony-goony dance 'cross the kitchen floor. Put something silly in the world that ain't been there before." -Shel Silverstein

Dion, Jason
325 Hinchman Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10; Football 9.

DiTizio, Danielle Nicole
500 Park Boulevard Apt 151B 08002
"Curiosity killed the cat but the satisfaction brought him back."

Do, Cindy
421 Coolidge Road 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Library Aide 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; SECO 12; NHS 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10; Girl's Tennis 12; Rotary Interact Club 11, 12.
“Don’t let anyone destroy your spirit and ambition. Work hard now and the reward comes later.”

Dougherty, Pamela
400 Silver Hill Road 08002
DECA 12; Guidance Office Aide 11; Renaissance 9, 10; Community Service 11; Field Hockey 9, 10; Softball 9; Class Government 11.
“I am not who you think I am. I am who I know I am.”

Doughty, Dan
101 A Cherry Parke 08002
DECA 12; Forensics 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10.
“Everything breaks apart. Even the people who never frown eventually break down.”

Duford, Jon
Greek Scholars 9; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11; Renaissance 10; Science Aide 12; Baseball 9; Boy’s Soccer 9.

Dugay, Valerie
4 Bucknell Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11; Nature Defense 11; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; SECO 11; Science Club 9; Spanish Club 12; PAVAS 9, 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact Club 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“What lies behind you and what lies before you are nothing compared to what lies within you.”

Durning, Shannon
221 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
Nature Defense 9, 10; Poetry or Popular Music 10, 11, 12; NHS 12; Class One Acts 9; Community Service 10; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Greek scholars 10, 11, 12.

Elswedy, Amany
305 Columbia Boulevard 08002
Asian Culture Club 11; Dance Club 12; Gym Aide 12; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Community
Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11 (Varsity), 12 (Captain); Girl’s Lacrosse 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Before I dismiss I bounce with a kiss, Muahz!!!”

Englert, Brian
325 Covered Bridge Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL, Latin NHS (Vice-President); Boy’s Cross Country, Boy’s Track, Winter Track.
“It is better to remain silent and be thought the fool, than to open your mouth and remove all doubt.” - The Simpsons

Enoch, Dennis
703 Bruce Road 08034
Baseball

Fall, David
337 Society Hill 08003
Wrestling 9, 10.

Farley, Danielle
7 Wagon Lane 08002
Poetry or Popular Music 10; Indoor Colorguard 9; Outdoor Colorguard 9, 10, 11; Aspects 12; Lions Roar 9.
“Never underestimate the power of stupid people in large groups!”

Fasbinder, Kristen
Dance Club 12; Guidance Office Aide 11; Chansons 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Girl’s Basketball 9; Girl’s Soccer 9.
“People come and go in your life, but those that leave footprints on your heart will be with you for life.”

Fast, Jessica
206 Massachusetts Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 01; Poetry of Popular Music 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Chansons 11; Community Service 9; Mr. West 10; Spring Musical 11; West Signers 12; Aspects 12; Orchestra 9, 10, 11 (Concert Mistress 10, 11); Strolling Strings 9, 10; Student Lead Bible Study 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Lead 11, 12).
“Nails didn’t hold Jesus to the cross... Love did.” - Max Lucado

Febus, Lisette
104 Kresson Road 08034
“Holla back at me mah younngs and live ur life til the fullest!”

Flowers, Kevin
1115 York Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11.

Foster, Mike
415 Columbia Boulevard 08002
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10; Community Service 9; Golf 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Isn’t it strange that the man standing in front of me doesn’t have a clue why he’s waiting, or what he’s waiting for?”

Fredericks, Amanda
130 Valley Brook Drive 08002
DECA 11, 12 (Chapter President); Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 10; Stage Crew 10; Lions Roar 10; Softball 9, 10.
“Life is a waterfall. We’re one in the river, and one again after the fall.” - System of a Down

Freeman, Abby
4136 Liberty Bell Lane 08003
Yearbook 12.
“took the one less traveled by and that has made all the difference.” - Robert Frost
“Never let anyone tell you who you really are!” - Abby

Friedman, Andrew
205 Chanticlear Drive 08003

Galiszuski, Julie
1223 Forge Road 08034
Dance Club 12; DECA 12; Guidance Office Aide 11; Concert Choir 10; Community Service 9; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10; Girl’s Track 11; Varsity Club 9, 10, 11; Winter Track 12.

Gandhi, Manthan
401 Kingston Drive 08034
Chess Club 11, 12; Forensics 10, 11; Main Office Aide 12; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12 (Cadet Squadron Commander of
JROTC, National Purple Heart Award for Leadership; Children’s Show 9; Community Service, 9, 10, 11, 12; Indoor Colorguard 10; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12.

“If pigs had wings, just imagine how dangerous they’d be.”

Gans, Scott
113 Elkins Road 08034
Baseball, 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 11, 12.

“TURTLE POWER!”-Ninja Turtles

Garden, Scott
326 Evergreen Avenue 08002

Gessner, Shannon
19 Pebble Lane 08003
DECA 12; Renaissance 10; Spanish Club 9; Class Government 11.

“We may not have it all together, but together we have it all.”

Giardinelli, Amanda
306 Berkshire Avenue 08002
House Office Aides 9, 11; Varsity Club 11; Community Service 9; Softball 9, 10; FOP 9.

“Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in your heart.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

Gnesin, Chelsea
37 North Syracuse Drive 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; NHS 11, 12; Latin NHS 11, 12; Rampant 11, 12; FOP 9, 10, 11, 12.

Goins, Lisa
205 Ocean Avenue 08003
ROTC 11, 12; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Basketball 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 10, Girl’s Track 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12.

“Alone I can find wisdom, truth, and myself. But alone, I can not find happiness and enjoy love’s wealth.” -me

Gorman, Krista
118 Massachusetts Avenue 08002
Chess Club 9, 10; Italian Club 9; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; Chansons 11 (President, Section Leader); Concert Choir 12; Spring Musical 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 10, 11; West Singers 12; Music Aide 11, 12.

“This poem ... sucks”-Mike Myers

Gorman, Lew
116 Garfield Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 12; Nature Defense 9; NHS 11, 12; Concert Choir 11 (Section Leader); Mr. West 12; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 11, 12; Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon Play.

“Hard work beats talent when talent doesn’t work hard.”

Graham, Evan
1020 Salem Road 08034
DECA 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Project Graduation 12 (President); Renaissance 9, 10; PAVAS 9; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12 (1st Team All Conference); Football 10; Winter Track 11; Wrestling 11, 12.

“Don’t give up.”

Green, Jeff
121 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 9; Boy’s Tennis 10; Football 9.

Groh, Christina
122 Valley Run Drive 08002
Chamber Singers 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 9; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12; Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Select Strings 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Every new beginning comes from some other beginning’s end.”

Hahn, Sara
504 Covered Bridge Road 08034
Greek Scholars 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin NHS 11 (President), 12 (Treasurer); NHS 11, 12.

“When once you have tasted flight, you will forever walk the earth with your eye turned skyward, for there you have been, and there you will always long to return.” -Leonardo da Vinci

Hainsworth, Jeff
302 Provincetown Circle 08034
Asian Culture Club 11; DECA 11; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Ice Hockey Club 10, 11.

“We’ll be lucky if we get out of life alive.”

Hall, Stacey
27 Colwick Road 08002
Symphonic Band 9; Wind Ensemble 10, 11, 12.

“I don’t wanna grow up. I’m a Toys R Us kid!”

Halpin, Tara
1 Promenade Court 08034
PAVAS 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12 (Vice-President); Children’s Show 10 (House Crew), 11 & 12 (Make-up Crew); Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Fermata 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12 (Mistress of Ceremonies); Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12 (Secretary); Field Hockey 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon Play 11; A-Chord 10, 12.

“Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Some stay awhile and leave footprints on our hearts. And we are never, ever the same.” -unknown

Harris, Lauren
Dance Club 12; DECA 12; Project Graduation 12.

“If you judge people, you have not time to get to know them.”

Heenan, Laura
350 Borton Mill Road 08034
Dance Club 12; House Office Aide 11; Latin Club/JCL 11; Project Graduation 12; SADD 11, 12; Varsity Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10,
11, 12; Mr. West 12; Talent Show 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Track 11, 12; Winter Track 11, 12; Homecoming Court 12.

Heenan, Mark
350 Borton Mill Road 08034
African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Talent Show 12; Football 9; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 11; SGO 11, 12.

Heifetz, Laura
24 Shepherd Road 08034
House Office Aide 11; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11.
“Never let anybody tell you that your dream is unreal. If you work for it, it will come true.”

Hensel, Jordan
80 Crooked Lane 08034
House Office Aide 11.
“Please keep in my mind my name is spelled “an”, not “on” or “en”. And while we’re at it, it’s Hensel, not Hensen, alright.”

Herrero, Andrea
320 Berkshire Avenue 08002
NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12 (Secretary); Children’s Show 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11 (Asst. Stage Manager), 12 (Stage Manager); Concert Choir 10, 11; Community Service 9; Spring Musical 10, 11 (Asst. Stage manager), 12 (Stage Manager); Theatre Workshop 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Rampant 12; Field Hockey 9 (Manager).

Hiestand, Kimberly
117 Brace Road 08034
French Club 9, 10; House Office Aide 12; SADD 12; Varsity Club 11, 12; Chamber Singers 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Lions Roar 11; Girl’s Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Girl’s Track 9, 10.

“Take each breath and cry each tear, trust your friends, put aside all fears... live each day as if it is your last, live each moment and grow forward from your past.” -unknown

Hirn, Jeffrey
13 Eddy Lane 08002
DECA 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Main Office Aide 10, 11; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 9, 10; Science Club 9; West Web Weavers 11, 12; Community Service 10, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 12; Lions Roar 9; Boy’s Soccer 9; Boy’s Swimming 9; Boy’s Tennis 10, 11, 12; Bowling 9.
“Life’s battles don’t always go to the stronger or faster man. But sooner or later the man who wins, is the man who thinks he can.” -Vince Lombardi

Hong, Sun Ki
Asian Culture Club, Chess Club, Dance Club, DECA.

Hood, Troy
364 Kressons Road 08034
DECA 12; Renaissance 9, 12; Varsity Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Football 9, 10, 11; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12.
“The only pain that matters is the pain you inflict.”

Hrivnak, Theresa
1305 Shelly Lane 08034
Concert Choir 10, 11; Talent Show 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12 (Varsity); Softball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Varsity); Class Government 9.
“Live in the moment rather than dwelling on the past.” -Theresa Hrivnak

Hughes, Dina
109 Barclay Lane 08034
Renaissance 9, 10, 12; Varsity Club 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11; Concert Choir 12; Community Service 9; Make-up Crew 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Lions Roar 11; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; West Report 12.

“Aden cannot be begged, bought, borrowed or stolen, for it is something that is worth nothing to anyone until it is given away.”

Hutchinson, Chris
215 Chelten Parkway 08034
DECA 10; Latin Club/JCL 11; Class One Acts 12; Community Service 11, 12; Lighting Crew 11; Mr. West 11, 12; Talent Show 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“Senior Quotes are overrated.” -Ian McLaughlin

Huynh, Sandy
2805 Chapel Avenue 08002
French Club 9, 11; Renaissance 10, 11, 12; Science Club 11, 12; NYS 11, 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11; Marching Band 10; Girl’s Tennis 12.
“Good, better, best; never let it rest till your good is better and your better is best.” -Anon.

Hwang, Jee Yun
Asian Culture Club 11, 12.

Imbesi, Mike
215 Deland Avenue 08034
Baseball 9, Boy’s Track 11, 12; Wrestling 11.
“You never realize how good things are until they’re gone.”

Ito, Naomi
1009 Haral Place 08034
Asian Culture Club 10; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer); Guidance Office Aide 10, 11; PAVAS 11; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12.
“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.” -Anonymous

Johnson, Kensington
Vocal Workshop 9; Football 11.
Jones, Vernee
606 Cooper Landing Road 08002
African-American Club 10, 11, 12 (Coat Drive) (The Mind and the Heart); DECA 11, 12; Project Graduation; Spanish Club 11 (Adopt a Child) (Certificate of Appreciation), 12; Chansons 12; Spring Musical 12; Boy’s Basketball 11, 12 (Varsity Manager); People’s Choice Award 10; Certificate of Achievement 10; FOP 12; PAVAS (Step Show with African American Culture Club).
“To all I have encountered and those I have befriended, I will never forget you though our time together has ended. I love and will miss you all. God Bless.”

Kanzaria, Mitul
512 Doe Lane 08034
Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12 (Student Advisory Committee Leaders); SADD 11 (Secretary), 12; SECO 11, 12 (Founder and President); Science Club 9, 10, 11 (Vice-President), 12 (President); NHS 12; Thespian Society 11, 12 (Treasurer); Children’s Show 10, 11; Class One Acts 11, Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10; Mr. West 11; Talent Show 10, 11; Lions Roar 10, 11, 12; Rampant 10, 11, 12 (Senior Section Editor, Technology Editor); Boy’s Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12.
“I have nothing new to teach the world. Truth and non-violence are as old as the hills.” -M.K. Gandhi

Kaplan, Flynn
7 Clark Drive 08034
Chess Club 10; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; Spanish Club 9, 10; Varsity Club 12; Mr. West 12; Symphonic Band 11; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Tennis 12; Wrestling 10; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Beauty of whatever kind, in its supreme development, invariable excites the sensitive soul to tears.” -Edgar Allen Poe

Kaplan, Laurie
448 Suffolk Drive 08002
Renaissance 9, 10; Chansons 10, 11; Children’s Show 10, 11 (Make-up Crew); Class One Acts 9, 10, 11 (Make-up Crew); Concert Choir 12; Mr. West 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9 (Make-up Crew), 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; Theatre Workshop 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Field Hockey 9, 10; Softball 9; SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 11, 12; FOP 11, 12 (Chairperson).
“I’ll be there for you when the rain starts to pour, I’ll be there for you, like I’ve been there before. I’ll be there for you, cause you’re there for me, too.” -“Friends” theme song

Karimi, Gulalai
401 Cooper Landing Road Apt. 504 08002
“Finally, there, after all these years, the bottom line.”

Keating, Christopher
220 Ivins Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; PAVAS 11; Chamber Singers 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 12; Men-of-Note 10, 11, 12 (Student Director); Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader); A-Chord 12 (President); Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Full Orchestra 10; Ring of Chivalry 10.
“One day you’ll discover that you have dreams and desires which can inject strength and power into every action.” -Ralph Martson

Keck, Daniel
100 Ironmaster Road 08004
Latin Club/JCL 12; SECO 11, 12; PAVAS 11; Thespian Society 12; Chamber Singers 11, 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10 (Section Leader), 12; Mr. West (Mr. Dr. Brown); Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; West Singers 11 (Section Leader), 12; A-Chord 12 (Treasurer); Lip Sync 12 (Captain); Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12; Captain; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10.

Kelly, Jenna
107 East Chapel Avenue 08034
Varsity Club 11; Girl’s Soccer 9, 11, 12.

Kelly, Mary Jo (Josie)
414 Kennebec Road 08002
Latin Club/JCL 12; Nature Defense 12; Lion’s Roar 11, 12.
“If you think you’re too small to be of any significance, try sleeping in a room with a mosquito.”

Kelly, Shaun
1012 Chelten Parkway 08034
Indoor Drumline 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 12.
“I passed 12 grades and all I got was this lousy yearbook!?”

Kelmer, Josh
817 Johns Road 08034
DECA 11, 12; Renaissance 10; Baseball 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11.
“Life is full of many obstacles. Don’t just tackle one or two, conquer them all. Never give up!” -Josh Kelmer

Kemp, Kirsten
111 Harvest Road 08002
Guidance Office Aide 9; Renaissance 10; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11 (Secretary), 12 (President); Community Service 10, 11, 12; Rampant 12; House Crew Manager 10, 12; Make-up Crew 9.
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

Kemp, Lindsey
111 Harvest Road 08002
French Club 9, 10, 11; Guidance Office Aide 9, 10; Project Graduation 12; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Aspects 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11 (Varsity Manager).
“At no point in your rambling, incoherent response were you even close to anything that could be considered a rational thought. Everyone in this
room is now dumber for having listened to it; I award you no points, and may God have mercy on your soul.” - Billy Madison

Kernke, Lee
304 Randle Court 08034
“I can’t even think straight.” - Mr. Semar

Kim, Min H.
606 Cooper Landing Road A5D 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10; Project Graduation 12.

Klumph, Chris
1229 Forge Road 08034
French Club 9, 10; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11.
“Who cares?”

Kodrasov, Matt
216 Chelton Parkway 08034
Mock Trial 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Rampant 12; Boy’s Tennis 10, 11, 12.
“The best way to predict the future is to invent it.” - Alan Kay

Kourmadas, Yianni
1006 Mercer Street 08002
Latin Club JCL 12; Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12; NHS 12; Outdoor Colorguard 9; Rampant 11, 12 (Editor); Costume Crew 11; Freshman Orientation 11; Battle of the Bands 12.
“No one will ever build a time machine because they would have come back and we would have known about it.”

Kozak, Alyssa
731 Cooper Landing Road 08002
Football 11, 12 (Manager); Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Live for today because you never know what might happen.”

Kramer, Chris
903 Fulton Street 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Latin Club/JCL 12; Renaissance 10; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Ice Hockey Club 10, 11.
“It’s NERF... or NOTHIN’!!!”

Kratchman, Dana
2 Plumm Court 08002
Latin Club/JCL 11; Chansons 10, 11 (A-Chord Secretary); Concert Choir 12 (A-Chord President); Community Service 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12 (Make-up Crew); Theatre Workshop 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12 (Chairman 11 & 12); Blood Drive 11, 12; Class One Acts 9 (Make-up Crew), 11, 12; West Report 12.
“I know we’ll be friends for life, sharing our dreams together. As we walk down the road of life, we’ll never think twice—the memories are made forever. And though we’re off to different worlds, somehow we’re together, cause deep within our hearts these memories will last forever.”

Kuoch, Jason
414 Cherry Hill Boulevard 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Sleep is good. Be like a ninja.”

Kwasniewski, Mike
414 Narragansett Drive 08002
Renaissance 9, 10; Varsity Club 12; NHS 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Friday Football 11, 12; Boy’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain).
“Even a broken clock is right twice a day.”

Kwok, Eric
2 Silver Top Lane 08002
Asian Culture Club 9; Dance Club 12; Renaissance 10; Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10, 11 (Varsity), 12 (Varsity); Boy’s Track 9, 10 (Varsity), 11 (Varsity, 12 (Varsity); Winter Track 9, 10 (V), 11 (V), 12 (Varsity).

Lang, Nicole
24 Rose Lane 08002
DECA 12; Italian Club 10, 11; Renaissance 10; Italian NHS 11; Community service 9, 10, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 12.
“Celebrate we will, for life is short but sweet for certain.” - DMB

Laux, Monica
111 East Tampa Avenue 08034
House Office Aides 12.
“Imagine all the people sharing all the world...” - John Lennon

Lazar, Dana
14 Lantern Lane 08002
Activities Office Aide 10; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; Student Activities Office Aide 10; Latin NHS 12 (Ambassador); Concert Choir 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Never be bullied into silence. Never allow yourself to be made a victim. Accept no one’s definition of your life; define it yourself.” - Harvey Fierstein

Le, Julie
513 Valley Run Drive 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10; Russian Club 11; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President); PAVAS; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Stage Crew 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Aspects 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl’s Tennis 12; SGO 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; Rotary, Red Ribbon.
“You are the MASTER of your own DESTINY!” - author unknown

Lee, Chi
748 Hedy Avenue 08002
House Office Aides 12; Varsity Club 12; Eco Club 12; Boy’s Cross Country 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Boys’ Soccer 9; Boy’s Track 10, 11, 12; Winter Track 10, 11, 12.
“Cross Country rocks!”
Lee, Gary
13 Orchid Lane 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 12; Spanish Club 11; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12.

Leone-Zwillinger, Daniel
520 Park Road 08034
Activities Office Aide 12; Chess Club 9, 10; Computer Techs. 9, 10, 11 (Paid Tech., Backup Operator); Greek Scholars 11; Latin Club/JCL 11; SECO 11, 12; West Web Weavers 12; Community Service 9, 10; Stage Crew 12; Lions Roar 10, 11; Baseball 9; Football 9.
“The future is chaos and beyond that is paradise!”

Lepetich, Jessica
423 Hialeah Drive 08002
Renaissance 9, 10; SADD 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President); Trainer’s Aide 12; PAVAS 11; Baseball Manager 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Things can be broken down in this world of ours, you don’t have to be a famous person just to make your mark.” -No Doubt

LeTourneau, Emily
500 Park Boulevard #145B 08002
Varsity Club 9, 10; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 12; FOP 12.
“Stay positive and love your life.” -Nick Hexum

Levin, Lenny
3005 Chapel Avenue Apt. 8B 08002
Chess Club 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; ROTC 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9; Wrestling 9.
“I hope school taught me enough, so in the future I will not have to say, “Wait a minute, that’s not the wallet inspector!”

Lewis, Monique
315 Windsor Drive 08002
African-American Club 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 12; Latin Club/JCL 12; Project Graduation 12; SADD 12; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Spring Musical 10; Vocal Workshop 10; Girl’s Basketball 9; Girl’s Cross Country 11; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11 (Trailblazer, Conference Champion Triple Jump); 12 (Captain); Winter Track 10, 11, 12; SGO 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“One great thing about music is that when it hits you, you feel no pain!” -Bob Marley

Lind, Jessica
330 Provincetown Road 08034
French Club 9, 10; Guidance Office Aide 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Varsity Club 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10; Girl’s Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; West Report 11.
“The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams.”
-Eleanor Roosevelt.

Lipoff, David
322 Berkshire 08034
Wrestling 9.
“night”

Llera, Justin
801 Cooperlanding Road A505 08002
Football 12.
“Live life to the fullest. You only get one.”

Loney, Kristen
16 South Syracuse Drive 08034
Cheerleading 10; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Everything happens for a reason.”

Lummis, Greg
605 Elkins Terrace 08034
Chess Club 11, 12; DECA 10; Stage Crew 9, 10; Class Government 10.
“It’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get back up again.”

Lynch, Joe
133 Colwick Road 08002
Boy’s Cross Country 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Track 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Life is one big road with lots of signs, so when you are riding through the rush, don’t complicate your mind - flee from hate, mischief and jealousy; don’t bury your thoughts - put vision to reality.” -Bob Marley

Mac, Linh
1500 Maple Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 11, 12 (Regional Conference); Guidance Office Aide 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Community Service 10, 11; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Though the year is over, and we all go our separate ways, always remember that your friends will always be there for you, no matter where you are.”

Maggio, Andrew
26 Dean Lane 08034
Nature Defense 9; Renaissance 9, 10; Varsity Club 11; NHS 11, 12 (Treasurer); Community service 9, 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9; Golf 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (Treasurer).
“Yesterday’s are over my shoulder; so I can’t look back for too long. There’s just too much to see waiting in front of me, and I know that I just can’t go wrong with these changes in latitudes, changes in attitudes nothing remains quite the same. With all of our running and all of our cunning, if we couldn’t laugh, we would all go insane.” -Jimmy Buffett

Makary, Adam
110 Tamara Court 08002
African-American Club 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10; Rampant 12; Winter Track 12; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Homecoming Escort 12.
“My mother’s hysterical and my brother’s stuck in Brooklyn.”
Mako, Joseph
306 Chelten Parkway 08034
ROTC 9, 10; Baseball 12; Golf 9.
“Before you make fun of someone, walk a mile in their shoes. That way when you do make fun of them, you’ll be a mile away and you’ll have their shoes.”

Mansfield, Jessica
151 Cherry Tree Lane 08002
Forensics 12; Latin Club/JCL 11; Community Service 10, 12; Lions Roar 12; Class Government 12; Prom Committee 12; FOP Holiday Party 9, 12.
“I know I’ll see you again, whether far or soon, and I need you to know that I care, and I miss you.” -I miss you - Incubus

Mathew, George
224 Chelten Parkway 08034
ROTC.
“Proud to be in the program.”

Mayo, Katie
108 Nantucket Drive 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11 (Awarded “cum Laude” on National Latin Exam), 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Class One-Acts Props Mistress 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical Make-up Crew 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Rampant 12; Cheerleading 9 (Captain), 10, 11, 12; SGO 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“He has achieved success who has worked well, laughed often, and loved much.” - Elbert Hubbard

Mazahreh, Maurice
323 Hialeah Drive 08002
Activities Office Aide 12; House Office Aide 12; Football 11.
“If you want respect, what you have to do is earn it before you can get it. Therefore, the faster you earn it, the faster you can get it.” - MM

McClure, Shaun
1332 Wynwood Avenue 08002
Mock Trial 10; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 11; Community Service 11; SGO 11.

“Hated by some, loved by many, envied by most, yet wanted by plenty.”

McHale, Thomas
12 School Lane 08002
French Club 9, 10, 12 (President); Greek Scholars 10, 12; House Office Aide (B-I) 12; Italian Club 10, 12; French NHS 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact 12 (President); Student Council 12.
“Les seules personnes qui ne se trompent jamais sont celles qui ne font rien.” - Louis N. Fortin (The only people who never make mistakes are those who do nothing.)

McKenzie, Alison
217 Timothy Court 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Varsity Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Cross Country 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Class Government 10; FOP 10.
“For long you live and high you fly, and smiles you give and tears you’ll cry, and all that you teach and all you see is all your life will ever be.” - Pink Floyd

McLaughlin, Megan
208 Provosttown Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 10; Mr. West 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“To the world you may be one person, but to one person, you may be the world.” “I will go in this way and find my own way out. I won’t tell you to stay, but I’m coming to much more.” - DMB

McLaughlin, Ian
88 Maple Terrace 8002
Latin Club/JCL 11; NHS 11, 12; Mr. West 11; Talent Show 9; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“This is like deja vu all over again.” - Yogi Berra

McNulty, Jen
1005 Rumfort Avenue 08034
Renaissance 9; PAVAS 01, 11.
“Being nice gets you nowhere. Its being mean that gets you remember.” - me

Meade, Phineas
314 Lincoln Avenue 08002
DECA 11 (Made States), 12; Project Graduation 12; Football 9, 10; Wrestling 11.

Meneses, Noel
100 Park Boulevard Apt. 92C 08034
ROTC 12; Boy’s Soccer 10, 11.
“It is always fine to have a little change in your life.”

Mikiten, Michelle
638 Woodland Avenue 08002
Guidance Office Aide 11; Community Service 10, 11 (People’s Choice (For The Heart of Camden), 12; Lions Roar 9.
“Be prepared for the future, because you have no idea what it holds for you.”

Milanesi, Stefani-Ann
60 Overbrook Drive 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Chamber Singers 11, 12; Children’s Show 10; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Spring Musical 9, 10; Theater Workshop 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12.
“The grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love, and something to hope for.” - Allan K. Chalmers

Miller, Diana C.
256 Heritage Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; SECO 11, 12; NHS 11, 12 (Secretary); Spanish NHS 10; Latin NHS 10, 11, 12 (President); Community Service 11, 12; Girl’s Basketball - Varsity 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Girl’s Volleyball 10 (Varsity); Class Government 10, 11, 12.
“Kisses are a better fate than wisdom... Life’s no paragraph/ And death I think is no parenthesis.” - e.e. cummings
Miller, Jessica
117 Harvest Road 08002
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Poetry of Popular Music 12; PAVAS 12; Children’s Show 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 12; Talent Show 11, 12.
“And that’s when you realize that time is precious. Because it’s irrevocable. You can lose a girl, and perhaps win her back - or find another one. But a second - this second - once you lose it, it’s irrevocably gone.” -Valley of the Dolls

Miranda, Matt
18 Dayton Avenue 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 12; Spanish Club 12; PAVAS 12; Talent Show 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11 (Varsity, 12 (Varsity); Lip Sync 11 (First Place), 12.
“I’m not a tease. I’m just a reminder of what you can’t have.”

Moffett, Steve
812 Beechwood Avenue 08002
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 9; Renaissance 9, 10; SECO 11, 12; Science Club 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 12; Class One Acts 10, 11; Theatre Workshop 12; Boy’s Swimming 11; Class Government 10, 12.
“For once in my life I’d like someone to call me “Sir” without adding “You’re making a scene”.” -Homer Simpson

Mondel, Gabby
936 Kings Croft 08034
DECA 12; Project Graduation 12.
“As everything in our lives begin to change, hold onto your memories - they will stay as they were made.”

Moran, Kaitlin
810 Johns Road 08034
Dance Club 12; Guidance Office 9, 10, 11; Community Service 11, 12; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12.

Motson, Abby
417 Columbia Boulevard 08002
SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; Trainer’s Aide 12; Children’s Show 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Boy’s Basketball Manager 9, 10; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10; SGO 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12; Principal Advisory Board 12; Board of Education Alternate 12; District Wide Discussion 12.
“Be a first rate version of yourself, not a second rate version of someone else.” -Judy Garland

Motta, Jon
300 Portsmouth Road 08034
Football 10, 11.

Mull, Kathleen
204 East Miami Avenue 08034
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11; ROTC 10 (Flight Commander), 11 (Director of Training - Aerospace Science), 12 (The Daughters of the American Revolution Award, Public Affairs Officer); Chansons 12; Indoor Colorguard 9, 10; Outdoor Colorguard 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 11.
“Something I learned in school: the less you decide to fit in, the more fun you’ll have!”

Mullen, Jim
1016 Abington Road 08034
“Why do now what you can put off until later.”

Murray, Maureen
106 Hedgewood Drive 08002
Guidance Office Aide 9; Project Graduation 12; PAVAS 12; Community Service 11; Softball 9.
“Shoot for the moon. Even if you miss, you’ll be among the stars.” -Les Brown

Nasim, Nadia
4 Clemson Road 08034
DECA 11; PAVAS 12; Community Service 9; Vocal Workshop 8; International Club 9.
“I start (and end) in the name of Allah (God), the most beneficent, and the most merciful.”

Naughton, Sara
1111 Park Drive 08002
PAVAS 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 10; Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10.
“Is the world still there when you close your eyes? ... Yeah.” -Memento

Neiblock, Brian
112 Covered Bridge Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Boy’s Cross Country 10, 11; Boy’s Soccer 11; Boy’s Track-Varsity 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9; Winter Track 12; Wrestling 9; Class Government 11; Homecoming Escort 12.
“I’m mad as hell, and I’m not going to take this any more!”

Nichols, Adrian
100 Park Boulevard Apt 524 08034
African-American Club 10.
“I graduated, so now it’s time to start doing it like I’m doing it for T.V.” -Jada Kiss

Noll, Jeremy
101 Willow Way Place 08034
Mr. West 11; Symphonic Band 10; Boy’s Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9.
“What I’m looking for cannot be sold to me, ’cause what I want and what I need is and will always be free.” - Incubus

Nourse, Wayne
222 Wilbur Avenue 08002
Symphonic Band 10, 11; Boy’s Track 10.
“Livin’ it up cause I’ll get plenty of sleep when I’m six feet deep.”

Novack, Jessica
1218 Bedford Avenue 08002
No-Discipline Certificate 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Community Service 8; FOP 9; SGO 11.
“the world is round and the place which may seem like the end may also be only The Beginning.” -Joy Baker Priest
Nufable, Matt
304 Brentwood Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11; Boy’s Basketball 9; Boy’s Volleyball 10, 11, 12; SGO 10, 11.

O’Neill, Colin
228 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11; Mr. West 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Boy’s Swimming 9 (Varsity); Boy’s Varsity Track 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 10; Boy’s Volleyball 9; FOP 12.
“Yeah, maybe I do have the right ... What’s that stuff?” -Homer Simpson

Ollis, Matt
515 Columbia Boulevard 08002
Activities Office Aide 9; Guidance Office Aide 9, 10; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12.
“WOOHOO! I’m in college now! I won’t need my high school diploma anymore!”

Owings, Anthony
316 Brookline Avenue 08002
Varsity Club 11; Concert Choir 10; Men-Of-Note 11, 12 (Student Director); Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain, 3 year Varsity Letter Winner); Golf 9, 10 (Varsity); 12; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12.
“... Baseball might be America’s pastime, but Football is America’s passion.” -Howie Long

Pagliarella, Elizabeth
207 McIntosh Road 08003
DECA 9; Guidance Office Aide 9; Italian Club 10; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 10; Spanish Club 10; Chansons 10; Children’s Show 10, 11; Class One Acts 10; Concert Choir 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 9, 11; Class Government 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 12; Prom Committee 11, 12.
“Things aren’t the way they were before, you wouldn’t even recognize me anymore. Not that you knew me back then, but it all comes back to me in the end ...” -Linkin Park

Palashevsky, Adrian
11 Lloyd Avenue 08002
Community Service 9; Boy’s Tennis 9, 10; Wrestling 9.
“Great Spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds.” -Albert Einstein

Pallies, Andrea
1233 Shamong Road 08034
Dance Club 12; Italian Club 9; Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Children’s Show 9; Class One Acts 9; Mr. West 9, 10; Spring Musical 9; Wind Ensemble 9; Rampant 10; SGO 9.
“Light a candle for the sinners, set the world on fire.” -Brian Warner

Pang, Kevin
622 Jerome Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 9, 10; Nature Defense 12; ROTC 9, 10, 11 (Rocketry Commander, Flight Commander), 12 (Director of Operations, Vice Commander); Science Club 10, 11, 12; Outdoor Colorguard 10; Boy’s Track 9, 10 (Varsity); Football 11; Winter Track 9, 10 (Varsity), 11, 12.
“I conceal my tracks so that none can discern them; I keep silence so that none can hear me.” -Sun Tzu ca. 400 B.C.

Pappas, Amanda
419 Saratoga Drive 08002
Chess Club 11, 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Renaissance 10; Bowling 9, 10, 11, 12 (Varsity Letter). “A dream is a wish your heart makes.”

Parisi, Sarah
114 New Hampshire Avenue 08002
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10; French NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 12; Children’s Show Costume Crew 9, 10, 11, 12 (Costume Mistress); Class One Acts Costume Mistress 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical Costume Crew 10, 11, 12 (Costume Mistress); Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Class Government Lt. Governor 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Keep on dancing through the daylight ... greet the morning air with song.” -The Grateful Dead

Patel, Anil
500 Park Boulevard Apt 143 A 08002
Library Aide 9; Boy’s Track 9; Winter Track 10.

Patrizzi, Andrew
201 Pearlcroft Road 08034
Boy’s Swimming 9, 10, 11, 12 (Four-Year MVP, Captain, State Champion) “Champions are made when no one is watching.” -University of Pittsburgh
“I like to Mac in Maximas.” -Notorious B.I.G.

Pelliccione, Mike
3 St. Martins Road 08002
Italian Club 11; Renaissance 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Track 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; Ice Hockey Varsity 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Learn from the past. Live in the present. But work with your eyes in the future.”

Penn, Ryan
4 Colmar Road 08002
DECA 11; PAVAS 9, 11; Mr. West 12; Theatre Workshop 12; Baseball 10, 12; Wrestling 10, 11, 12.
“All these years of discipline, just to and up here at the end ... Can you please tell me what I’ve learned?”

Perl, Nicole
14 Knoll Lane 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Cheerleading 9.
“Hey, teacher, leave those kids alone.”
-Pink Floyd
“She thinks that happiness is a map that sits on her doorway.” -matchbox 20

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10, 11; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“I’ve looked at life from both sides now, from give and take and still, somehow, it’s life’s illusions I recall. I really don’t know life at all.”

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“I’ve looked at life from both sides now, from give and take and still, somehow, it’s life’s illusions I recall. I really don’t know life at all.”

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do.” -Mom and Dad

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do.” -Mom and Dad

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do.” -Mom and Dad

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do.” -Mom and Dad

Pettek, Michele
324 St. James Place 08002
Concert Choir 10, 11; Vocal Workshop 10; West Singers 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10.
“Don’t let your fears stand in the way of your dreams. If you try hard enough, you can do anything you set your mind to do.” -Mom and Dad

Polk, Jessica
110 West Chapel Avenue 08002
African-American Club 9, 11, 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; Chansons 10; Talent Show 12; Vocal Workshop 9; SGO 9; Class Government 10; Freshman Football Manager 9.
“I’m coming up so you better get the party started!”

Pollan, Dave
Library Aide 12; ROTC 9, 10.
“Think outside the big picture. Choose the roads that few people take. It might be the best decision you’ll ever make.”

Portik, Nicole Marie
419 Yorkshire Road 08034
Children’s Show 11, 12; Class One Acts 10, 11, 12; Fermata 11, 12; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Lighting Crew 11; Marching Band 9, 10; Mr. West 12; Pit Orchestra 9, 10; Sound Crew 11; Spring Musical 11, 12; Stage Crew 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 10, 11, 12; A-Chord 9, 12 (Vice-President); Orchestra 10, 11, 12.
“What in the world would I sing for if I had it all?” -Dave Matthews Band

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pottie, Jeff
113 Merion Road 08002
Spanish Club 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.

Pruna, Samantha
906 Orlando Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 12; Project Graduation 12; Spanish Club 12; NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Fermata 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 9, 10, 11, 12 (All State All-Star Team Conference); Class Government 10, 11, 12.
“Closing time-every new beginning come from some other beginning’s end.” -Semisonic

Rachoo, Swathi
836 Cooper Landing Road #505W 08002
House Office Aides 12; Library Aides 9; Main Office Aides 11; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12 (President); SECO 11, 12; Science Club 11, 12 (Secretary); NHS 11, 12; Class One Acts 11; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 10; Outdoor Colorguard 10; Visions 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Tennis 11, 12; Class Government 10, 11, 12; Lab Aide 12; House Crew 11, 12; FOP 10, 11, 12.
“Aerodynamically, the humble bee shouldn’t be able to fly, but the humble bee doesn’t know it so it goes on flying anyway.” -Mary Kay Ash

Radziak, Dave
632 Woodland Avenue 08002
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Football 10, 12.

Rafique, Mohammed S.
500 Park Boulevard #153A 08002

Raine, Sean
17 Lloyd Avenue 08002
DECA 11, 12; Mock Trial 9; Nature Defense 12; Renaissance 9, 10; PAVAS 11; Class One Acts 12; Lions Roar 9, 10; Rampant 10, 11; Bowling 9; Football 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Roller Hockey 11, 12; West Report 9, 10, 11, 12; Eco Club 12.

Reilly, Elizabeth
12 West Miami Avenue 08002

Reilly, Katie
Activities Office Aides 11, 12; SADD 11; Student Activities Office Aide 11, 12; Chansons 10; Children’s Show 9, 10; Community Service 9; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 9.

Richardson, Brandon
301 Brookline Avenue 08002
African-America Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 11, 12; Boy’s Basketball 9; Boy’s Track 9, 10.
“Want a lot of things, but it just ain’t affordable. After you gone, all that counts is what they thought of you.” -“Holiday” Styles Panaro

Ramirez, Linda
1501 Route 70 West 08002
DECA 12; ROTC 12; Spanish Club 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Community Service 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl’s Track 9, 10; Girl’s Basketball Manager, Scorekeeper, Timekeeper 9, 10.
“Viva Mexico!”

Ramos, Israel
100 Park Avenue 7-A 08034

Raroh, Kathleen
407 King George Court 08034
Nurse’s Aide 12; ROTC 10; Chansons 10; Community Service 10; Vocal Workshop 9; Bowling 10; Girl’s Basketball 9; Girl’s Soccer 9; Softball 9.

Reed, Dwayne
11 Liberty Lane 08002
African-American Club 12; Chess Club 12.

Reilly, Elizabeth
12 West Miami Avenue 08002

Reilly, Katie
Activities Office Aides 11, 12; SADD 11; Student Activities Office Aide 11, 12; Chansons 10; Children’s Show 9, 10; Community Service 9; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 9.
Richardson, Tom
115 Westfield Road 08034
Boy’s Cross Country 10; Boy’s Track 9; Football 9; Wrestling 9, 10.
“The road to hell is paved with good intentions.” -Karl Marx

Richman, Lindsey
925 Chelten Parkway 08034
Mock Trial 9; Class One Acts 9, 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Lions Roar 11, 12; Girl’s Tennis: Red Ribbon Play 11, 12.
“All people are created equal.”

Rieth, Jennifer
105 Westover Drive 08034
Renaissance 9, 10; NHS 12; Spanish NHS 11, 12 (Service Award); Aspects 12; Visions 11, 12 (Spanish Editor).
“Try your hardest, and hope for the best! Keep in mind, you try you get a fifty - you cry you get a zero.” -Jen Rieth

Riley, Erin
32 Plymouth Drive 08034
Renaissance 9, 10; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Thespian Society 12; Class One Acts 9, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Fermata 12; Mr. West 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9; Talent Show 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Girl’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Co-Captain); Girl’s Swimming 9; FOP 10, 11, 12; School Beautification 9, 10, 11; West Report 11.
“I know I must sound opinionated, maybe biased and quite possibly jaded. But sooner than later they’ll be throwing quarters at you on stage.” - Just A Phase by Incubus

Rockhill, Erin
523 Fern Avenue 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12 (Award and Participating Pin, “Cum Laude” on Natl’ Latin Exam); Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10 (Good Grades); Latin Honor Society 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12 (Certificate of Appreciation from Animal Orphanage); Indoor Drumline 7 (1st Place Best Percussion); Marching Band 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 (High placed Trophies); Pit Orchestra 11; Spring Musical 11; Symphonic Band 12; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10, 11; Orchestra 9, 10, 11, 12.
“How I wish, how I wish you were here. We’re just two lost souls swimming in a fishbowl, year after year. Running over the same old ground, what have we found? The same old fears. Wish you were here.” -Pink Floyd

Rodeffer, Will
16 Darby Lane 08002
Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12; Aspects 11, 12 (Editor, Contributor); Lion’s Roar 10, 11, 12 (Opinions Editor, Business and Managing Editor, Full-time Editorial Column - 1st time offered to student); Boy’s Cross Country 11, 12; Boy’s Track 11; Class Government 10, 11.
“Snooch to the nooch!”

Rodgers, Nicole
1198 Chapel Avenue 08002
DECA 12; Field Hockey 9; Softball 9.
“Dream as if you will live forever, live as if you will die tomorrow.”

Rollin, Corinne
129 Barcroft Drive 08034
Campus Police Aide 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 9; Cheerleading 9; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 9, 10, 11, 12 (Vice-President); Class Government 10, 11, 12.
“And then one day you find, then years have gone behind you; no one told you when to run, you missed the starting gun...” -Pink Floyd

Rosa, Vanessa
Campus Police Aide 9, 11; Dance Club 12; Project Graduation 12; Spanish Club 10; Chansons 11; Concert Choir 12; Community Service 9; Vocal Workshop 10; Girl’s Swimming 9, 10, 12 (Most Improved Swimmer, Varsity Letter, Captain).
“There is only one way to defeat the enemy, and that is to write as well as you can. The best argument is an undeniable good book.” -Saul Bellow

Rosenman, Scott
214 Avon Road 08034
Chess Club 10; West Web Weavers 11, 12; PAVAS 11.
“Be here now!”

Roszkowski, Dan
101 Cherry Tree Lane 08002
Nature Defense 9; Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Spanish Club 12; NHS 11, 12; Boy’s Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Treat people as if they were what they ought to be, and you help them to become what they are capable of becoming.”

Sacks, Eric
401 Cherry Hill Boulevard 08002
“Tired of lying in the sunshine staying home to watch the rain. You are young and life is long and there is time to kill today. And then one day you find ten years have not behind you - no one told you when to run, you missed the starting gun.”

Saia, Kathryn
10 Wagon Lane 08002
Chess Club 11; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 9, 10; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 11, 12; Lighting Crew 12; Outdoor Colorguard 9; Sound Crew 12; Stage Crew 9, 11; Varsity Bowling 10, 11, 12; Girl’s Volleyball 10.
“It’s all good!” -me

Saltzburg, Ben
10 So. Syracuse Drive 08034
Italian Club 11, 12; Community Service, 11, 12; Lighting Crew 11; Mr. West 12; Talent Show 12; Boy’s Basketball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 11, 12; Eco-Club 12; FOP 11, 12.
“If somebody tells you nothing is impossible, ask them to dribble a football.”

Samadi, Abdul
39 Clemson Road 08034
Boy’s Basketball 9, 10, 11; Football 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Some stars are just too far to reach. Your star could just be sitting in front of you.”

Santiago, Ricardo
1024 Abington Road 08034
Main Office Aide 11; ROTC 12.
“Free will cannot exist in the present when destiny lies in the past.”

Santino, Nicole
216 Wilbur Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 9; Nature Defense 11; Renaissance 9, 10, 11; SECO 11; Science Club 9; Spanish Club 12; PAVAS 9, 10; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Rotary Interact Club 11, 12; FOP 12.

“Whatever you do, take care of your shoes.” - Phish

Saraceni, Gary
20 Clemson Road 08034
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Football 11; Class Government 9, 10.
“You go, we go” - BackDraft

Sargent, Allison
104 Deerfield Drive 08034
Latin Club/JCL 10, 11; SADD 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Children’s Show 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; A-Chord Officer 9; Rampant 9, 10, 11 (Yearbook Clubs Editor), 12 (Yearbook Editor-in-Chief); Varsity Field Hockey 9, 10; Varsity Girl’s Lacrosse 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11; Make-up Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; FOP 9, 10.
“Anything worth doing is worth over-doing.” - Steven Tyler

Scarpitti, Nick
36 Coles Avenue 08002
Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.

“Exist on the best terms I can. The past is now part of my future, the present is well out of hand.” - Joy Division, “Heart and Soul”

Schaffner, Joe
905 Abington Road 08034

“Love is ours. We live it our way.” - James Hetfield
“I don’t wanna grow up. I’m a Toys R Us Kid!”

Scruggs, Ryan
308 Provincetown Road 08034
Renaissance 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10.
“No eternal reward will forgive us now for wasting the dawn.” - Jim Morrison

Seamon, Sharon
1200 East Marlton Pike #707 08034
African-American Club 9, 10, 12; DECA 10, 11, 12; House Office Aide 9; Trainer’s Aide 11; Lions Roar 12; Girl’s Track 12; SGO 9; Class Government 9; People’s Choice Award Recipient.
“A wise one told me, don’t argue with fools cause people from a distance can’t tell whose is whose...” - Jay Z

Sebastian, Robert
123 Edison Road 08034
Library Aides 9, 10, 11, 12.
“To all those who are doing drugs, don’t do it. Inject your soul with Liberty; it’s free. Salvation is free.”

Semel, Ilana
409 Old Towne Circle East 08034
French club 10, 11 (Treasurer), 12 (Vice-President); Guidance Office Aides 12; NHS 11, 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 11; Vocal Workshop 9; Rotary Interact 12 (Treasurer); Student Council 12.
“Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Sereif, Ted
1509 Martin Avenue 08002
Men-of-Note 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 10, 11, 12.

“Falling in love is falling asleep in his arms n’ waking up in his dreamz.”

Shampine, Adam
52 Harrison Avenue 08002
Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 10; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Yo chief, bac for life!”

Sharma, Monika
46 Hassner Road 08002
Nurse’s Aide 12; Renaissance 10; Spanish Club 10, 11, 12; Community Service 11, 12; Girl’s Track 9.

Sheikh, Mohammed
60 Douglas Drive 08034
Boys’ Soccer 9.
“All five fingers connected to the palm are not the same.”

Shin, Tina
56 Overbrook Drive 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11 (Treasurer), 12 (President); Latin Club/JCL 9; Spanish Club 10, 11 (Treasurer); Chamber Singers 12; Class One Acts 12; Concert Choir 10; Community Service 11; Spring Musical 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; (All-State Women’s Choir, All-Eastern Honors Choir); Girl’s Volleyball 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Volleyball Manager 11, 12.
“Have an excellent day and God Bless.”

Sikorski, Ashley
1328 Edison Ave.
Dance Club 12; Nature Defense 11; Nurse’s Aide 9, 10, 11, 12; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 9, 10; Spanish Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10; Concert Choir 11, 12; Out door Colorguard 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Class Government 9, 10, 11.
“The more lost you are, the more you have to look forward to finding.”

231
Silich, Tara
523 Woodland Avenue 08002
Nature Defense 9; SECO 11; Community Service 9, 10; Stage Crew 9.
“I’m not looking guilty. I’m looking caught.”

Silverstein, Shawn
419 Coolidge Road 08002
Renaissance 9; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12; Symphonic Band 10; Talent Show 11; Boy’s Tennis 9, 10; Wrestling 9, 10, 11 (First-Team All-Conference), 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11; Apollo Academy 9; Gemini Academy 10.
“There is only one success - to be able to spend your life in your own way.” - Christopher Morley

Simms, Josette
904 Birch Street 08002
DECA 12; Italian Club 9, 10; PAVAS 9, 10; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11; Softball 9.

Simms, Ryan
7 Sheperd Road 08034
ROTC 9, 10; Football 9.

Sleeth, Jackie
102 Barcroft Drive 08034
Guidance Office Aides 11; Latin Club/JCL 9; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Community Service 11; Lions Roar 9, 10 (Features Editor), 11 (Sports Editor), 12; Rampant 12; Boy’s Soccer Manager 9, 10, 11; Girl’s Basketball 9, 10; Girl’s Track 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 9, 10, 11; Latin NHS 10, 11, 12; Make-up Crew 11, 12; Girls State Delegate 12; Fellowship of Christian Athletes 9, 10, 11, 12 (Leader); Student Led Bible Study 9, 10, 11, 12.
“Faith is to believe what we do not see, and the reward of faith is to see what we believe.” - Saint Augustine

Slevin, Megan
203 Barlow Avenue 08002
DECA 12; PAVAS 11; Softball 9; SGO 11.

Smith, Joe
2 Eddy Lane 08002
Student Act. Office Aide 12; West Web Weavers 11; Spring Musical 11; Talent Show 11; Bowling 9; Class Government 12, Mascot 12.

Sochanchak, Jeff
2 Coles Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11, 12; Lions Roar 12; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Wrestling 9, 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 12; Red Ribbon Play 12.
“If you can talk, you can sing. If you can walk, you can dance.”

Spatucci, Dan
1345 Elmhurst Avenue 08034
DECA 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10; Project Graduation 12 (Public Relations Manager); Varsity Club 11; Football 10, Wrestling 11, 12.
“If confusion is the first step to knowledge, I must be a genius.” - Larry Leissner
“Hatred is a toxic waste in the river of life.” - Miquon

Spiegleman, Sara
101 White Oak Road 08034
Dance Club 12; DECA 12; PAVAS 11; Chansons 10, 11; Class One Acts 9, 11, 12; Concert Choir 12; Spring Musical 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Cheerleading 10; FOP 11, 12; House Crew 9; Make-up Crew 10.
“Reach for the moon. If you fall short, you’ll land on a star.”

Stafyeveva, Alia
132 Greensward Lane 08002
Russian Club 9, 10, 11; PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Homecoming Court 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Visions 10; Girl’s Tennis 12; Class Government 9, 10.

Stalteri, Christina
602 Elkins Terrace 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Varsity Club 11; NHS 11, 12; Children’s Show Make-up Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9; Mr. West 12; Spring Musical Make-up Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 10; Latin Honors Society 11, 12; Cheerleading 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Softball 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 11, 12.
“You’ll find that life is still worth while if you just smile.”

Stamper, Andrea
504 West Chapel Avenue 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl’s Lacrosse 9, 10; Homecoming Court 12.
“Just because I am happy doesn’t mean my life’s perfect. I just try to look past all its imperfections.”

Stevens, Christian
African-American Club 9, 10; Football 9.
“Holla at your boy, and I’m gone.”

Stevens, Jocelyn
216 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
French Club 9, 10, 11, 12 (Secretary); Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; French NHS 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 12 (House Crew Manager); Class One Acts 11 (House Crew Manager), 12; Concert Choir 10, 11, 12 (Section Leader); Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical House Crew 12; Talent Show 12; Theatre Workshop 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Visions 10.
“Little faith will bring your soul to heaven; great faith will bring heaven to your soul.” - Charles H. Spurgeon
Stith, Alex
123 Granville Drive 08034
Football 9, 10, 11, 12 (Three Year Varsity Letter); Wrestling 9, 11.
"Make your time"

Stone, Christopher
704 Harvest Road 08002
Boy's Soccer 9, 10, 11; Boy's Track 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9, 11, 12.
"The early bird might get the worm, but the second mouse gets the cheese."

Stone, Jacqueline
27 Knollwood Drive 08002
Latin Club/JCL 12; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 10, 11; Varsity Club 12; PAVAS 9; Field Hockey 9, 10 (Varsity, Most Improved Player, 11, 12 (Captain); Softball 9, 10 (Varsity, Most Improved Player), 11, 12; SGO 10, 12; FOP 10, 12.
"Procrastination is the biggest dream killer; nothing happens until you take action."

Stout, Marjorie
135 Park Drive 08002
Chess Club 11; House Office Aide 10, 11, 12; Main Office Aide 11; Community Service.

Strasser, Julie
808 Brighton Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12 (President); Children's Show 11 (Publicity Director), 12 (Props Mistress); Class One Acts 10 (Director), 11 (Director); Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 11 (Co-Assistant Stage Manager), 12 (Co-Stage Manager); Symphonic Band 9, 10; Theatre Workshop 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 11, 12; Lions Roar 10, 11, 12; Rampant 10 (Baby Ads), 11 (Music Editor), 12; Field Hockey 9, 10; Girl's Lacrosse 9; Class Government 9; Girl's State Delegate 12; Rotary Interact International 11, 12.
"He not busy being born is busy dying." -Bob Dylan

Strojan, Ed
122 Harvest Road 08002
DECA 9, 10; Forensics 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11 (Vice-President), 12 (President); Model Congress 12; Italian NHS 10, 11, 21; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12 (Coordinator for Italian Club); Community Service 11, 12; Rotary Interact 11, 12.
"Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow. The important thing is to never stop questioning." -Albert Einstein

Sudakova, Olga
801 Cooper Landing Road Apt. B101 08002
Guidance Office Aide 11; Russian Club 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Girl's Cross Country 12; Girl's Track 12.

Sundell, Stephen
117 Greenvale Court 08034
Greek Scholars 12; Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12 (Historian); Mock Trial 9; Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12; Renaissance 10; Latin Honors Society 11, 12; NHS 12; Marching Band 10, 11, 12; FOP 10, 12.

Swander, Crystal
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12.
"It's not what you've done in life that counts, it's what you will do."

Tauch, Linda
I felt the air rise up in me, live down to clear the stone of leaves. I wonder around where you can't see inside my shell. I wait and bleed." -Slipknot

Taylor, Shawn
331a Lincoln Avenue 08002
DECA 10, 12; Project Graduation 12; Renaissance 9, 10.
"You never know what tomorrow will bring, so live everyday to the fullest and enjoy every last minute because it could be your last."

Tkachuk, Flora
70 Bryce Lane 08002
DECA 10, 11 (Advanced to States), 12; Renaissance 10, 11; Russian Club 11 (Vice-President), 12 (President); Spanish club 10, 11 (Vice-President), 12 (President); PAVAS 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Talent Show 11; SGO 10, 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; International Rotary Club 11, 12.
"Study and in general the pursuit of truth and beauty is a sphere of activity in which we are permitted to remain children all our lives." -Albert Einstein

Tocco, Kevin
310 Third Avenue 08002
DECA 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Nature Defense 12; PAVAS 9, 10, 11, 12; Baseball 9, 10; Bowling 9, 10, 11; Football 9, 10; Wrestling 10.
"Sean Callaway, Shaun Dawson, Vin Rispo, Chuck Perry, Dave Premiano, Marc Desibio."

Tocco, Nick
1019 Mercer Street 08002
DECA 10; Baseball 9, 10, 11, 12; Football 9.
"For every life's situation, emotion, right or wrong, there is at least one song."

Topf, Laura
409 Pelham Road 08034
Varsity Club 11, 12; Community Service 10; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl's Basketball 9, 10; Girl's Lacrosse 9, 10, 11, 12; SGO 10; FOP 12; Homecoming Court 12.
"Never regret anything that ever made you smile."

Tripolitis, Constantine
3106 Church Road 08002
Greek Scholars 9; SECO 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 21.
"The covers of this book are too far apart." -Ambrose Bierce
Trishchenkov, Yevgeniy
636 Cooper Landing Road #4118
08002
Russian Club 12.

Tsai, Shou-Hsun
411 Kennebec Road 08034
Asian Culture Club 12.

Turner, Liz
109 Farmington Road 08034
French Club 11; Greek Scholars 10, 11, 12; Italian Club 9; Latin Club/JCL 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 12; PAVAS 12; Thespian Society 12; Children’s Show 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11; Community Service 10, 11; Fermata 11, 12; Spring Musical Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 12; Aspects 12; National Latin Honor Society 11, 12 (Secretary).
“I don't know my future after next weekend and I don't want to.” - Björk

Ullrich, Alexander J.
421 State Street 08002
A.V. Aide 11; Chess Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12; SECO 12; Science Club 12.
“Hell froze over and now I’m ice skating.”

Ulrich, Christopher
116 Old Carriage Road 08034
Marching Band 7, 8; Baseball 9, 10; Football 9, 10, 11.

Uy, Sherigrace
211 Garfield Avenue 08002
Asian Culture Club 9, 10, 11; Guidance Office Aide 11, 12; Renaissance 9, 10; Spanish Club 9, 10; Concert Choir 10, 11, 12; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Bowling 11; Girl’s Tennis 12; Rotary Interact.
“The only thing you take with you when you’re gone is what you leave behind.” - John Allton

Uy, Millgrace (Millie)
211 Garfield Avenue 8002
Chansons 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 11, 12; Work at Macy’s.
“Life is a melody. Don’t let your lyrics ruin it…” - unknown

Vigna, Julia
346 Windsor Drive 08002
Italian Club 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Italian NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 10, 11, 12; Children’s Show 9, 10, 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12; Talent Show Mistress of Ceremonies 11, 12; Theatre Workshop 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 10; Cheerleading 9, 10, 11, 12; Softball 9; Class Government Governor 9, 10, 11, 12; Red Ribbon Week Play 10, 11, 12.
“If you hold on tight to what you think is your thing, you may find you’re missing all the rest.” - Dave Matthews Band

Viguers, Jill
104 Granville Drive 08034
Dance Club 12; DECA 12; Nature Defense 12; Jazz Ensemble 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 11, 12 (Section Leader); Latin Honor Society 11, 12 (Historian); All South Jersey Band 9, 10, 11, 12; All State Choir 12; All Eastern Choir 12.

Walton, Jackie
317 Surrey Road 08002
Greek Scholars 10; Latin Club/JCL 10, 11, 12; Poetry or Popular Music 11, 12 (President); SECO 11; Class One Acts 9, 10; Stage Crew 9; Aspects 12.
“I hold on hard, so something between my teeth when I’m sleeping. I wake up, and my jaw aches and the earth is full of earth quakes.” - An DiFranco

Walvoord, Stephanie
120 Lenape Road 08002
Italian Club 9; SECO 11; Children’s Show.

Warren, Dave
1007 Abington Road 08034
“Success: little to do with speed, much to do with direction.”

Weiner, Paul
30 Fountain Court
Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Science Club 9, 10, 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; PAVAS 12; Chamber Singers 11, 12 (Student Director); Class One Acts 11, 12; Concert Choir 10; Jazz Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Marching Band 9, 10, 11, 12; Pit Orchestra 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 9; Vocal Workshop 9; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; West Singers 11, 12 (Section Leader); Latin Honor Society 11, 12 (Historian); All South Jersey Band 9, 10, 11, 12; All South Jersey Choir 9, 11, 12; All State Choir 12; All Eastern Choir 12.

Wells, Erica
369 Kresson Road 08034
DECA 11; Latin Club/JCL 11, 12; Nature Defense 12; Chansons 10; Class One Acts 9; Vocal Workshop 9.
“I seem to recognize your face... cannot find a candle of thought to light your name... all these changes taking place... I change by not changing at all... hearts and thoughts they fade away.” - Pearl Jam
Wheeler, Nakita A.  
102 Kresson Road 08034  
African-American Club 9; Dance Club 12; DECA 11, 12; Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Project Graduation 12 (Co-Chairperson); PAVAS 9, 10, 11; Chansons 10; Community Service 9; Talent Show 12; Vocal workshop 9; Boy's Basketball Manager 9, 10; Cheering 9, 10; Field Hockey 9, 10; SGO 9, 10, 12.  
“Keep ya' eye on life, cause baby if you blink you'll miss it.”

Justin Wilcox  
108 Tarlton Court 08034  
Chess Club 10, 11, 12; Greek Scholars 9.

Williams, Priscilla  
3 Pepper Mill Drive 08002  
African-American Club 9, 10, 11 (Treasurer), 12; Dance Club 12; DECA 12; House Office Aide 9; Children's Show 10; Class One Acts 10; Concert Choir 10; Fermata 11, 12; Spring Musical 101; Talent Show 11; Vocal Workshop 9; West Singers 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; Ballet; Jazz.  
“You can do all things through Christ.”

Williams, Tami  
133 Wisteria Avenue 08002  
House Office Aide 12; Spanish Club 12; Community Service 9; Cheerleading 9 (JV Captain), 10, 11, 12 (Captain).  
“To be great is to be hated.”

Willis, Rozelle  
African-American Club 9, 10, 11, 12; DECA 12; Theatre Workshop 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10, 11; Class Government.

Wilson, Wayde  
1005 Abington Road 08034  
Renaissance 9, 10, 12, Varsity Club 11, 12; Mr. West 12; Football 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Volleyball 9.  
“All I want to do is go the distance. Seeing that bell rings and I’m still standing. I’ll know I’m not just another bum from the neighborhood.” -Rocky

Wojcik, Kate  
316 Sheffield Road 08034  
French Club 9, 10, 11; Renaissance 9; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Stage Crew 9, 10; Rampant 9, Baby Ads Editor 10, 11, 12; Softball 9, 10.  
“Everyone here is mad, you may have noticed I’m not all here myself.” -Cheshire Cat

Yellin, Lori  
1312 Beaverbrook Drive 08034  
Latin Club/JCL 11; NHS 11, 12; Community Service 10, 11, 12; Mr. West 11; SGO 11, 12; Class Government 9, 10; FOP 11, 12.  
“The most important thing is to enjoy your life - to be happy - it’s all that matters.” -Audrey Hepburn

Yellin, Stephanie  
1316 Paddock Way 08034  
Renaissance 9, 10, 11, 12; Varsity Club 10, 11, 12 (President); NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11, 12; Chansons 10, Children's Show House Crew 10, 11; Makeup 12; Concert Choir 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical Makeup Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9, 10, West Singers 12; Field Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12; Girl's Basketball 9, 10; Softball 9; Girl’s Lacrosse 10, 11, 12; Co-Leader Bible Study 10, 11, 12; FCA 10, 11, 12; Student Council 12; Principal’s Advisory Team 11.  
“Is it impossible for someone who drinks water we know nothing about and who even calls each star by name, to be capable of giving the incomprehensible gift - saving grace?”

Yuritch, Geoff  
237 Hadleigh Drive 08003  
Football 9; Ice Hockey 9, 10, 11, 12.

Zbikowski, Abigail Lynn  
806 Johns Road 08034  
Dance Club 12; French Club 9, 10, 11, 12; Latin Club/JCL 12; PAVAS 9, 11, 12; Thespian Society 11, 12; Class One Acts 9, 10, 11, 12; Concert Choir 10, 11; Lighting Crew 9, 10, 11, 12; Spring Musical 10, 11, 12 (Dance Co-Captain); Talent Show 11, 12; Vocal Workshop 9; Mr. West 11, 12; West Singers 12; Rampant 10; Field Hockey 9, Varsity 10, 11 (First Team All-Conference), 12 (Captain, First Team All-Conference, Second Team All-South Jersey, South Jersey Senior All-Star Team); Girl’s Track 9, 10; Class Government 9, 10, 11, 12 (Head of Homecoming Float Committee); Homecoming Queen 12.  
“Everybody’s dancin’ in a ring around the sun... nobody’s finished... we ain’t even begin.” -The Grateful Dead, “The Golden Road”

Zeitz, Mike  
22 Ambler Road 08002  
Nature Defense 9; Renaissance 9, 10; Varsity Club 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Thespian Society 12; Class One Acts 11; Spring Musical 9, 10, 11, 12; State Crew 9, 10, 11 (Assistant Production Manager), 12 (Head Production Manager); Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12 (Captain); Boy’s Tennis 9, 10, 11, 12.  
“One day the world will be ready for me and wonder how they didn’t see...”

Zeplin, Chris  
116 Ironmaster Road 08034  
“Now Bart, since you broke Grandpa’s teeth, he gets to break yours.” -Homer J. Simpson

Ziejewski, David  
103 South Lincoln Avenue 08002  
Latin Club/JCL 11; Varsity Club 12; Boy’s Basketball 11; Boy’s Tennis 11 (Most Improved Player), 12; Winter Track 10, 11, 12.  
“I’ll never forget... what’s his name?”

Zippel, Paul  
18 McPhelin Avenue 08034  
Italian Club 9, 10, 11; Trainer's Aide 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12.  
“I hear they have the internet on computers these days.”

Zuckerman, Adam  
115 Fenwick Road 08034  
SECO 11, 12; NHS 11, 12; Spanish NHS 10, 11; Community Service 9, 10, 11, 12; Wind Ensemble 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Soccer 9, 10, 11, 12; Boy’s Swimming 10, 11, 12 (Captain).  
“Is it... safe?” -Randall
Abby Motson

We are so proud of who you are and all you have accomplished. Reach for the stars ... success will be yours! We love you.
Mom, Dad, Eric, and Kevin

Anthony Owings

Tony,
From the day you were born, through your first day of school to your last day of school; we've been proud of you every step of the way. Congratulations on your graduation. We love you!
Mom, Grandma Owings, & all your aunts, uncles, and cousins
Matt Spino
Keep in touch with your dreams. They'll become your reality.
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, LeAnne, Sugar, Mysty, and Tigger.

Wayde G. Wilson
We're proud of you.
Love Dad, Mom, Ryan, Justin, and Jena.

Erin Riley
Continue to follow Your Yellow Brick Road ...
Much Love to Our Shining Star!
Mom, Dad, Matt, and Kellyn

Jocelyn Stevens
You'll always be our baby. May God bless you in all you do.
Love, Mommy, Nonna, and Bryan.
Nicole Marie Portik

You've filled our house with music, and our hearts with love.
Here's hoping you always make your own rules.
Viva la vie Boheme!
Love, Tracy, Mom-mom, Pop-pop, and Your Mom

Allison K. Sargent
Aim for the stars for they are for the taking!
You have the determination to achieve what what you choose.
You are on your own and you know what you know ...
You are off to great places!
You're off and away!
Love, Dad, Mom, and Amanda

Chris Hutchinson
3 down 1 to go!
Always have fun in life and follow your dreams,
Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, Katie, Tim and Pat
Lindsey and Kirsten Kemp

Dear LJ and Kiki,
Thank you for the love, laughter, and happiness you have brought into my life. I have truly been blessed. I am so very proud to be your mom.
Go for your dreams. You have to believe. I hope you dance ...
I love you. Sweet dreams. Je t'aime. As you wish. XOXO
Mom
Remember as the two of you go forward in life, the love and trust you share with family and friends are the most true and rewarding experiences in life.
Love, DAD
Evan M. Graham
We saved the best for last! Congratulations Evan—
We wish you a future of happiness.
Love, Dad, Mom, Ryan ('98), Brienne ('01)
and Grandparents

Lauren Harris
You have given us much joy over the years.
We pray you will always be happy in everything
that you pursue.
Our love and support are with you.
Love, Mom, Dad, Matt and Tito.

Ian Michael McLoughlin
You have turned out to be a wonderful young man.
You deserve all the best in life. Keep making those around you smile.
Congratulations!
Love, Dad, Mom, Mandi, and Shane.
Katie Mayo
Your smile, laughter, and quiet determination will take you far.
You are limited only by your dreams.
May your life be filled with joy and happiness.
It happened again ...
The one and only ...
We love you,
Mom and Dad

Michael Foster
To the greatest son and brother-
We’re so proud of you!
May all of your dreams come true and
May you meet with success and
Happiness in all that you do.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Dayna
Danielle and Jacqueline Stone
You will always be our little sweethearts!
Love, Mom & Dad.

Elizabeth C. Turner
Elizabeth
We wish you happiness and success in your future.
Love, your family

Julie Strasser
Julie-
You make us proud and inspire us daily.
Good luck with all of your future plans.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nick, Grandmom, Grandpop,
Aunt Karen, Emma, and Muffy

Gregory William Lummis
You have come so far in your young life, but the best is yet to come,
If you follow your dreams.
Remember that we will always be there for you.
Congratulations.
Love, Mom, Dad, Marc and Alan
Monica Laux

Congratulations. We love you and are very proud of you. Love, Mom and Dad
Andrew Maggio

Advance confidently in the direction of your dreams and you will soar to heights unimaginable. Enrich the lives of others as you have enriched ours. We are very proud of the young man you have become.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, and Matthew

Ashley Sikorski

Our precious little bunny.
Lady in waiting.
Sending you out in the world
With Love and Peace in your heart.
We're so proud of all that you do.
*(1 4 3)*

Love always,
Mom, Daddy, Mom-Mom,
Grammie, and Grampy
Brian Neblock

Congratulations Brian! You have grown from our little boy into a remarkable young man. Always remember we love you.
Your family

Amanda Pappas

You started out in life six weeks early, and grew into an intelligent, beautiful young woman. We are very proud of you.
Love, Mom, Dad and Nicole

Elizabeth Lind

Elizabeth Atizabeth, Bubby, B-you are a great daughter, sister, and friend. We are so proud of you and all of your accomplishments. Your determination and spirit will take you far-the sky is the limit!!!
Love always-
Mom, Dad, Emily, and Craig
Laura and Mark Heenan

When given the chance to just sit it out or dance, we hope you dance! How you do anything, is how you do everything.

Nicholas Tocco

Congratulations, Nick! We are all so proud of you! Best wishes for continued success. Love Always, Mom, Dad and Laura

Danielle Deacon

You've got a special star shining on you-reach for your dreams. Be happy! Our Love, Mom, Brett, and Jenna
Michael Kwasniewski
Best of luck Mike!
With all our love,
Mom and Dad

Elizabeth Pagliarella
Bethy,
You've come a long way, Baby.
We loved each step,
God bless you, Sweetie.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Nanas Paula and Grace

Angela Biggs
Hard worker,
good student, cheerleader
- we're so proud.
Love, Everyone

William T. Dean
Good luck Will!
Mom, Dad, Tom and
Jen
Candece Crockettte

Congratulations Candece!
Life lessons can be tough, know that there’s always a first step.
Always put God first. We are proud.
Love, Mommy and Daddy

Sister,
I am very proud and happy that you’ve achieved such an important goal. Keep setting them and follow your dreams. I am truly blessed to have such a beautiful, intelligent and kind hearted individual as a sister.
I hope you have some of your best years in college.
Love, Crystal and Susan
Never stray from your goals and never forget your roots.
Paul Zippel

Paul, you arrived early and grew up too fast. So much so, you are the tallest in our family. We are so proud of you. Good luck and keep smiling.

Love
Mom, Dad, Ron and Regina, Matt and Madison

Alanna Blitz

Congratulations Alanna! God blessed us the day you arrived and you have continued to bless us each day with your spirit, determination and how you've grown into such a fine young woman. We know you'll have a bright and wonderful future. We love you!

Mom, Dad and Eric
Maureen Murray
You brighten our lives with your smile and poetry.
Love, Mom, Dad, Diane, Denise, Colleen, and Michelle

Paul Weinger
You make us proud.
Your many talents define who you are and who you will become.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Ilene

Jill Viguers
To our pride, joy, and sunshine!
Best wishes for a long and successful future.
Love, Mom, Dad, Traci, and Timothy

Bubs,
From the baby I pushed in my carriage to the woman who was my maid of honor in my wedding.
We love you!
Traci, John, and Johnny
Kaitlin Moran
Congratulations Kate. We're cheering for you! Love, Mom, Dad, and Boys

Abraham Helfman
It's all good Abraham. Love, Mom

Jessica Mansfield
Jess, to us Janie. Live happy, love and be loved. We're very proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, and Buddy

Stephanie Yellin
We love you so much and wish you the best of everything. We honor all your accomplishments. You will succeed in whatever you choose to do because of your ability, knowledge, and caring for mankind.

Mom, Dad, and Jason
Kathryn N. Saia

Katie! For all the lives you have touched and will touch,
For all the moments of every second of every day,
May you always carry with you the love of life, family, and friends.
Your energy and beauty of spirit and you
will forever be here to make this world complete!

Forever with love and awe,
Mom
Dana Kratchman

May your life be filled with dreams come true and joy beyond your wildest expectations.
You are our hearts’ delight.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Michael

Flora Tkachuk

Flora,
We are very proud of you,
And would like to always see you happy!
Love Always,
Mom, Dad, and Fiene

Amanda Giardinelli

Listen to your heart,
follow your conscience,
pursue your dreams.
May our love provide a
pillar of strength for you.
Mommy, Daddy, Lisa, and Heidi
Alyssa Dawn Kozak
The oldest
and
the smartest.
Love Gram and Grandpop

Laura Becica
Look both ways.
Congratulations!
We love you,
Mom & Dad, Ivo & Mary

Jeffrey L. Hirn
Remember your hopes and dreams ....
For without them, there is no future.
We are very proud of you. Always be proud of yourself.
Love you. Hugs and kisses.
Mom and Dad
Danielle Farley
It seems like only yesterday, we held your hands as you took your first steps. Now you step into a future bright without possibilities, never forget how proud of we are of you.
Our love and support are with you always.
Mom and Dad

J. Nicholas Scarpitti
You have been our shining star since the day you were born! Congratulations.
We Love You,
Mom, Dad, and Mary Jo
Lori Yellin

You have a wonderful future ahead of you,
full of promise and possibilities.
We are proud of all that you do, all that you will become.
Most of all, we love you.
Mom, Dad, & Christine
Diana C. Miller
Diana,
Follow your dreams. Make a difference in all that you do.
Love, Mom, Dad, Eric, and Lindsay

Brian Englert
Brian,
Congratulations on your graduation! We are very proud of you. We know you will be successful in all you do.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Mike

Kimberly Hiestand
To our "Kimmy,"
You bring us so much joy and make us so very proud.
Congratulations!
There is so much to look forward to and remember -
"if you get the choice to sit it out or dance .... dance!"
Love, Mom, Dad, and Kelly
Dina Hughes
Congratulations Peanut!
We are so proud of your success at West.
Even more, we are proud
of the beautiful, caring, and loving
person you are.
Love Mom, Dad & Kyle

David Warren
Congratulations Dave.
We are proud of you.
Love Mom, Dad, Pam, Matt, Grammy, Doug,
Nancy, Bridgette,
Chelsea, Alexis, Randy, Debbie, Alyssa, Greg,
Christine, Corrina,
Victoria, Alexandra, Brad, Lisa, Zach, Cindy,
Bob, Dillon, Amanda, Collin, Yolanda, Dan,
Dante & Derrick.
Corinne Rollin
Congratulations Corinne! You deserve all the best in life and that’s what you’re wished now and always. Lots of hugs and kisses. Love, Mom and Dad

Ilana Semel
Congratulations Ilana! We wish you a lifetime of joy, success, and happiness. We are very proud of you. We love you very much! Mom, Dad, and Gran.
Flynn B. Kaplan

One singular sensation! Hold fast to dreams for if dreams die, life is a broken bird that cannot fly ...... Langston Hughes.
Love, Mom, Dad, Brandon, Troy, and Brittany
Megan McLaughlin

Meggie, it's worth a tear and a smile that we watch you graduate.
We're so proud of you! Continue to believe in yourself and follow your dreams ...
soon they will be realities.
Love, Mom, Dad, Kristie, and Kevin

Ben Saltzburg

Ben, we are so happy that you are ours. Your wit and your humor keep this family laughing.
We know you can accomplish anything that you want to do so ...
may all your dreams come true.
All our love, Mom, Dad, Katie, & Alex
Michael Zeitz

Born in Texas where skies are so blue,
Who'd ever guess that would be your
hair color, too.
From QPS, soccer, tennis and stage,
You're ready to turn life's next joyful
page.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, Chris and Amy

Holly Aiello

Congratulations, Holly. We are proud of you.
We love you! Never give up on your dreams!
Love, Mom, Dad & Jodi

Dana Lazar

Dana Mama Wheezer Squeezer Peaches
Nicole Lazar

Christopher C. Keating

Congratulations Chris!
We are always very proud of you.
Love always, Mom & Pat
Julia Vigna

Julia,
Your gifts are our blessings.
Keep shining!
Love always. Mom, Dad, and
Ben
Kate Wojcik
Katie.
Your wonderful spirit shines through your smile.
Don’t ever give up on your goals. There is no
limit to the dreams
a heart can hold.
I love you,
Mammadukes

Abby Zbikowski
To Abigail,
Our tap-dancing, guitar-playing,
float-painting, goal-stopping goalie,
What a great beginning to your life!
We loved every minute of it! What’s next?
Mom, Dad, Stephanie. Dyan and Michael
“Here comes the sun, here comes the sun and I
say it’s all right.” - G. Harrison

Jackie Sleeth
Jackie
We are so proud of all your accomplishments. You have brought so much joy and fun to our
lives. May our Lord continue to bless you as only He can.
Love, Dad, Mom & Will
Scott Gans
Our blue-eyed boy, with his soccer, baseball, and GTI.
May you continue to grow, make us proud, and make us laugh.
With much love & sledding,
Mom, Dad, Stef, Sherry, Oma & Sluggie

Katie Reilly
Katie, We're very proud of you.
Love Mom and Dad

David P. Radziak Jr.
To our superstar! May you reach all your goals.
Love Mom Dad Jen Kate

Sara Ilyse Hahn
Our High Flyer
Mom, Dad, Michael, Diablo

Danielle Schwarz
Congratulations, Danielle! You have grown from an adorable, effervescent sweetheart to a mature, cultured, beautiful young woman.
But you'll always be our Daniella Wella, Joanna Banana.
We are infinitely proud of you.
We love you, Mom, Dad, Galit and Raja

Ryan Scrugg
Congratulations Ryan.
No one could have done it as well as you!
Jessica Lauren Novak
We have watched you grow with qualities of Love, Sensitivity, and Humor. You have been a wonderful daughter and friend. We now stand beside you as you evolve into a Beautiful, Independent woman, striving to your goals.
Love "U"
Mom & Dad

Stefani-Ann Milanese
Stefani-Ann, congratulations! You’ve done a wonderful job and you’ve made us very proud. We love you very much and you will always be our little princess.
We wish you happiness and success.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Raymond.
Jessica Lind

From a sweet little girl to the kind hearted young woman, you have filled our lives with much joy. Best of luck in the future.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Dave, Brian, and Nana

Tami Williams
To our beautiful Princess. Tami, you are our shining star. We are very proud of you.
Love always, Mommy & Daddy

Julie Galiszuski
Jules- You always have been and continue to be a pure delight.
Keep on singing, dancing, and loving life.
We love you, Mom & Harry
Jessica Lynn Lepetich

Congratulations Jesse! Born in Seattle, raised in New Jersey ... where you'll wind up is now up to you.
Love always, Mom, Dad and Andrew
“Little Miss Magic, What you gonna be?”

Ashley Childs

God has blessed you with many talents. As you venture out past our doors of nurturing, take each day one at a time. Use your intelligence, strength and humor to make the most out of life’s experiences. We are so grateful to have you as a daughter and sister.
We love you! Mom, Dad, Lindsay, Ryan & Aerial
Krista Gorman

Congratulations to a mature, responsible young woman. God blessed us when he sent you. Your love, laughter and spirit leave joy with those whom share it. Your determination to achieve and discover provide us with endless pleasures. You are God's greatest reward. May all your dreams and wishes come true. As you go forward, remember where you came from. You go girl... shine baby shine... and make it happen. Best wishes also to Ted, Lew, Liz, Tom, Yianni and Nicole in all you do.

We love you all, Pati and Ned
Stacey Hall
Dearest Stacey,
We wish you a bright future and much happiness
with whatever you choose. Listen to your heart.
Love, Mom and Dad

Kristen Fasbinder
With pride for all you’ve been
With joy for all you are
With hope for all you’ll be...
Love, Mom, Dad and Lauren

Christina Stalteri
"Makin’ your way in the world today takes
everything you’ve got..."
Cheers! We’re proud of you always.
Live, love, laugh -
Mom, Dad, and Teresa

Yianni Kourmasas
Congratulations Yianni!!!
We’re all so proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Christopher
Daniel Roszkowski
We are very proud of you. Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, John, and Grandmom

Jim Mullen
Jim,
We are very proud of you. Best wishes for the coming years!
Love, Mom, Dad, and Jen

David Zieciowski
Dave,
God blessed us with a beautiful baby boy 18 years ago. You have
grown up to be a handsome young man with a good head on his shoulders.
Remember, we always love you. Strive for excellence!
Love, Mom and Dad
Michael Janove
The "best giggle in the world" evolved into a beautiful, booming baritone!
We have loved every minute of listening to you and
watching you become the incredible person you are.
With pride and much, much love from your Mom, Dad, and Dave

John E. Bond, Jr.
John,
God created you to be someone special and has a special purpose for your life,
"I will instruct you and teach you in the way you should go.
I will guide you with my eye" (Psalm 32:8). Congratulations, we are proud of you son.
Love, Mom and Dad
Daniel Keck
Aloha! Make the best of what life has in store for you. Congratulations!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jon, Allison, and Kathleen

Cousins Michael Pelliccione and Amanda Giardinelli
As you go through life, take the road less traveled, do things differently, and always follow your dreams.
Love, your parents

Alyssa Kozak
My dear Alyssa,
What a wonderful young woman you've become. Raising you, my only child, has brought me the greatest happiness I will ever know. You make me proud every day.
I love you always,
Mom
Alison McKenzie
To a wonderful daughter and sister,
May your future be
filled with love, happiness, and success.
All our love,
Dad, Mom, and Kevin

Nicole Chojnacki
Beautiful, strong, independent,
happy ... we are so proud!
We know you'll be successful
in whatever path you choose.
Much love, Mom, Dad, and Steven

Sarah Ashley Litteral
We are so very proud of you! We've watched you grow from an adorable little girl into a beautiful young woman both on the inside and on the outside.
Your loving heart, sense of humor, and intelligence will guide you along whichever path you may choose. So, reach for the stars!!!
Love, Dad, Mom, DeAnn, and Austin
Nakita Wheeler

You have given me much love, laughter, and happiness through the years.
I pray God blesses you throughout your life. Keep your eyes lifted up into the hills from whence cometh your help. Remember your help cometh from the Lord, and Nakita shall proceed in life.

"God blessed me with a daughter in my middle years. He gave her beauty, brains and charms, which shines among her peers. I'm proud to be her mother. In life she will go far. My child, my dear Nakita, you are my shining star."
Alyssa Kozak
Alyssa,
You will always be my princess. I am proud to be your father.
Love Always,
Dad

Edward Strojan
To Edward, Parents and grandparents always pray that their children will grow to be kind, generous, loving adults, as well as prospering and achieving their goals in life. From the day you were born you were one of the best things that has happened to our lives and you have make us very proud. Keep moving forward in your path, and know we are beside you always.
Love Mom, Dad, Mom Mom, Pop Pop, Ashlee and Annie
Giselle Canilao
Everyone is in your heart cheering you on, hoping that whatever kind of life you choose will bring you success and happiness you deserve so much. May you always have an angel on your shoulder and a smile in your heart.
Congratulations & good luck!
Love Daddy, Mommy, Kuya Randy, Ate Karen, & Justin

Beby
I am very proud of you. You finally made it through. It was a tough road to take, but you being strong, you did not break. In the future, I wish you the best in all you do and hand in hand, we will make it through.
I love you, Mike
Tara Halpin
Our sweet little girl has become a beautiful and talented young woman!
Tara, You are the joy of our hearts and we are so very proud of you.
Your ever-present enthusiasm, determination, and loving heart will ensure your success always.
Love, Mom, Dad and Adam

Vernice Jones
Jessica Polk

I know the plans I have for you, declares the Lord, plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to give you hope and a future. Jessica, Congratulations and all our love and prayers for your future.

Keep dancing, keep loving, keep smiling. God bless you always.
Love Mom, Dad, Felicia, Erika, Kristina, Mom-Mom and family.

To my baby Jessica,
I wish you the best in the future.
Love always, Julis your Dark Papi.
Michele Pettek

Michele,
May you continue to excel in all you do!
Love, Mom & Dad

Purple Patrons

Miss Lisa Amoroso
Mrs. Carol Boswell
Sra. Halina Brown
Kathleen Chase
Dennis, Elaine, and Toby Davidow
The Deacon Family
Mary Anne Deandrea
Sue Duffy
“Aunt” Jane French
Mr. and Mrs. A. Gargas
The Roger Graham Family
The Janove Family
Charlene Kronk
Dianna and Ernie Laux
Mrs. Cheryl Melleby

Miss Celeste T. McMenamin
Derrick Owings (Dad)
Michelle Pryor
Mrs. B. Rakoczy
Mrs. Jane Rickansrud
Andrea Savidge
Ellen Shinn
Stanley and Denise Sikorski
Phil and Anita Spino
Miss Allison Staffin
The Strasser Family
Pat and Jerry Vigna
Mychael
Mr. and Mrs. Ron Zippel
Best Friends

Jessica Novak & Amanda Giardinelli

Amanda Giardinelli & Jessica Novak

Dara Slich & Jeff Cressman

Ilana Semel, Christina Stalteri, Kim Hiestand, Katie Mayo, Jessica Lind

Kim Hiestand, Elizabeth Lind, Katie Mayo

Sara Hahn & Becky Brooks
Katherine Reilly and Joe Smith

Colleen Voiles and David Anthony

Tracy Portik and Nicole Portik

Carolyn Dumser and Dina Hughes

Meghna Desai, Pamela Dougherty and Shannon Gessner

Cindy Do, Jonnalyn Camba and Sherigrace Uy
Best Friends

Trish Chamberlain, Chris Hunter, Nichole Kates and Rosalba Tabile

Amany Elswedy and Giselle Canilao

Megan McLaughlin and Lori Yellin

Jennifer Rieth, Mitul Kanzaria, Chelsea Gnesin, Swathi Rachoor, Sandy Huynh, Jamie Campagna

Clare Creelman and Ashley Childs

Sarah Parisi and Julia Vigna
Lori Yellin, Dana Kratchman, Megan McLaughlin, Sarah Parisi, and Julia Vigna

Alanna Blitz and Dana Lazar

Cat Mayers and Teresa Hansel

Jessica Mansfield and Lauren Parks

Katie Hallowell and Christina Casto
TRAVELLEADERS

A National Full Service Travel Management Company
THE TRAVEL AGENCY OF:

CRUISIN' 2002

GOOD LUCK SENIORS!

Barbara Kozak
Travel Consultant
Village at Cambridge Crossing
4310 Dearborn Circle
Mt. Laurel, N.J. 08054
(856) 222-0292  (888) 890-3434
THE LION'S PRIDE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE THE GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 2002. WE WISH THEM A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE. KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LION'S PRIDE!

www.lionspride.com

Congratulations Nick Scarpitti and THE CLASS OF 2002

The World Is Yours, Go For It!!!

Congrats Class of 2002 From the Class of 2005
Thanks for the memories,
You are a hard act to follow.

All the best to the
CLASS OF 2002

From the
CLASS OF 2003

Good Luck
To
The Class of
2002

From the Class of 2004

Best Wishes
and Success

to the
Class of 2002

Ignarri-Lummis Architects and Planners, PA
Cherry Hill, New Jersey
AEROSPACE SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS
Major Kevin B. Shelly, USAF (Retired) – Senior Aerospace Instructor (SASI)
Chief Master Sergeant Al Gargas, USAF (Retired) – Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI)

SKILLS MANY COMPANIES LOOK FOR
TEAMWORK
LEADERSHIP
PROBLEM SOLVING
PERSONAL/CAREER DEVELOPMENT
RESPECT
DISCIPLINE
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS
ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
GOAL SETTING/MOTIVATIONS
CREATIVE THINKING
LISTENING

ARE FOUND IN OUR JUNIOR ROTC PROGRAM

*** THERE IS NO MILITARY OBLIGATION ***

GIVE US A CALL OR CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE AT
“http://www.chlive.org/home/NI_781”

We build better and more productive citizens!

THEATER WORKSHOP

Congratulations the CLASS OF 2002.
From the Children’s shows
to One-Acts, to the musicals.
“ALL the World’s a stage.”
Accomplished Musicians 152
A-Chord 82
AFJROTC 96-97
African American Culture Club 75
Aides 86-88
Asian Culture Club 76
Aspects 64
Baby Ads 236-281
Baseball 100-101
Best Friends 282-285
Bowling 133
Boys' Basketball 128-129
Boys' Soccer 120-121
Boys' Tennis 112
Boys' Volleyball 106-107
Broadway Night 106-107
Chamber Singers 145
Chansons 141
Cheerleading 114-115
Chess Club 89
Children's Show 160-161
Color Guard 150
Community Service 67
Concert Choir 142
Cross Country 124-125
DECA 90-91
Faculty, Staff, Administration 14-27
Field Hockey 118-119
Football 116-117
Forensics 79
French Club 70
French Honor Society 70
Freshmen 30-39
Girls' Basketball 130-131
Girls' Soccer 122-123
Girls' Tennis 113
Girl's Volleyball 126-127
Golf 103
Greek Scholars 73
Homecoming 210-211
Italian Club 72
Jazz Ensemble 149
Juniors 50-59

Lacrosse 104
Latin Club 73
Latin Honor Society 73
Lions Roar 68
Marching Band 151
Men of Note 143
Mock Trial 81
Mr. West 170-171
National Honor Society 212
Nature Defense 80
One Acts 166-167
Order of the Lion 213
PAVAS 214
Pit Orchestra 154-155
Poetry of Popular Music 85
Project Graduation 92-93
Rampant 62-63
Renaissance 65
Russian Club 74
School Store 65
Science Club 66
SECO 77
Senior Directory 216-235
Senior Government 176
Senior Portraits 177-208
SGG 84
Softball 102-103
Sophomores 40-49
Spanish Club 71
Spanish Honor Society 71
Spring Musical 162-165
Swimming 136-137
Symphonic Band 148
Talent Show 172-173
Theater Workshop 158
Thespian Society 159
Track and Field 108-111
Varsity Club 83
Visions 69
Vocal Workshop 140
West Singers 144
Wind Ensemble 147
Winter Track 132
Wrestling 134-135
A portion of the proceeds from all World Beat sales will go directly to the September 11 Jostens Disaster Relief Fund.
“We will rally the world to this cause by our efforts, by our courage. We will not tire, we will not falter and we will not fail.”

—President George W. Bush
World

- California residents endure drastic electricity shortages in the fall. To support energy conservation measures, Jay Leno stages an "unplugged" episode of NBC's "The Tonight Show."

- Democrats gain majority control of the Senate for the first time since 1994 when Vermont Senator James Jeffords leaves the Republican Party because of his opposition to President Bush's agenda.

- Argentina's economy collapses, sparking deadly anti-government protests and looting as the country reaches an unemployment rate of 18% and a budget deficit of $11 billion.

- During a year marked by economic recession, Americans open their hands, and wallets, to much-anticipated IRS rebate checks.

- Russian President Vladimir Putin and President Bush agree to cut nuclear missile arsenals by nearly two-thirds. Later, Bush unilaterally pulls out of the 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty to pursue a missile defense system.

- Americans face armed guards and tighter check-in procedures as airport security restrictions are heightened following the terrorist attacks on September 11.

- Japanese Crown Princess Masako gives birth to a baby girl in December. The birth generates fresh debate about male-only succession to Japan's throne.

- Americans face another form of terror when anthrax-laced letters are sent to members of Congress and the media. Five people are killed in the attacks, and clean-up of government buildings costs millions of dollars.
Former Yugoslav leader Slobodan Milosevic faces the International Tribunal in The Hague for U.N. war crimes, including the murder and persecution of ethnic Albanians in Kosovo.

American Airlines Flight 587 crashes into a Queens neighborhood in New York City on November 12, killing all 255 people on board. Structural failure of the plane's tail assembly apparently causes the tragedy.

Convicted Oklahoma City bomber Timothy McVeigh is executed by lethal injection for destroying the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building in April 1995, killing 168 people.

After Houston energy giant Enron collapses, thousands lose their life savings, accounting firm Arthur Andersen encounters accusations of unethical practices, and the General Accounting Office sues the Executive Branch for confidential transcripts in its investigation of the scandal.

U.S. and allied forces mount Operation Enduring Freedom in Afghanistan, driving the repressive Taliban regime from power.

President Bush establishes a new cabinet position, Director of Homeland Security, to coordinate the fight against domestic terrorism. Former Pennsylvania governor Tom Ridge becomes the first incumbent.

As Operation Enduring Freedom begins, the U.S. military airdrops food rations to the starving people of Afghanistan.
In November, stargazers are treated to a spectacular shooting star display as the Leonid meteor shower returns after a 33-year absence.

Combination PDAs and cellular phones take portable communication to the next level of convenience.

American surgeons in New York perform the first remote control surgery. Signals sent through fiber-optic lines enable robotic surgical arms to operate on a gallbladder patient in France.

Researchers at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota, unveil a new technology that uses facial heat patterns to detect lying. Blood flows to the face when a person lies, causing dramatic changes in heat patterns.

Scientists at Massachusetts General Hospital discover that beauty triggers a brain response in men that is similar to reactions to cocaine and money.

President Bush approves stem cell research, but only on cells already extracted. The research is highly controversial because extracting the cells kills human embryos.

Scientists report that vast fields of carbon dioxide ice are eroding from the poles of Mars. Over time, this could possibly prompt the return of water to the Red Planet.

Welcome to Cranmore!

Enough with summer, let's have some snow.

Winter weather buffs are left out in the heat as Americans experience record warm temperatures across the country in December and January.
On November 7, the supersonic Concorde airplane flies for the first time since the July 2000 crash that killed 113 people. Flight 002 travels from Paris to New York in just under four hours.

Dr. Judson Somerville donates his own DNA to researchers who produce the first cloned human embryo.

Scientists in Argentina discover several 80-million-year-old unhatched dinosaur eggs with petrified dinosaur embryos inside.

Apple releases the sleek new iPod, allowing users to store up to 1,000 digital songs files for on-the-go enjoyment.

The MR2 camera pill allows doctors to examine the inside of the human intestine without surgery. Patients swallow the "pill," which transmits digital images to a data recorder.

A new class of giant squid is discovered. The new squid can grow to lengths of 25 feet, and has fins and 10 spindly arms with elbows.

The Sagway Human Transporter, a gyro-controlled scooter invented by Dean Kamen, is tested by police and postal workers in several states.

The AbioCor, the world's first fully implantable artificial heart, is given to 59-year-old Robert Tools. Sadly, Tools passes away in December from unrelated causes.
The American economy enters a recession in March 2001, and the situation worsens significantly after September 11. Unemployment rises to its highest rate in six years.

Winnie the Pooh, fondly known by countless children and adults as "theubby little cubby all stuffed with fluff," celebrates his 75th birthday.

Popular shoemaker Vans releases a shoe of a different color—white shoes that turn yellow, pink or blue in the sunlight.

Summer camps that teach skills to prepare children for the business world become popular with career-conscious kids and parents.

M&M/MARS acknowledges the growing Hispanic American population with a new M&M's flavor "dulce de leche," the caramelized sweetened condensed milk mixture popular in Latin America.

Hollywood pledges support for New York after the September 11 terrorist attacks by making a variety of "I Love NY" fashion statements.

Reacting against sexuality in advertising, music and the arts, young men and women across America join the "true love waits" movement.

In the new arcade game Dance Dance Revolution, players watch a dance pattern on screen and duplicate the moves on a corresponding dance floor.
Hoping to perpetuate its mystique with motorcycle fans, Harley-Davidson unveils the V-Rod, its first new "hog" in a half-century.

Teens across the country are on a roll with retro style roller skates and the newest fat, shoes with retractable wheels.

Bobbleheads make a comeback, representing not only sports figures but also pop music superstars such as *NSYNC.

Topps releases an "Enduring Freedom" card set featuring portraits and bios of many leaders involved, including President Bush and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld.

At 10:45 a.m. September 11, Fox News Channel introduces the headline ticker. Other networks follow, creating a non-stop flood of headlines. Each "craw" rotates nearly 80 headlines in a 7- to 15-minute loop.

The American flag shows up anywhere and everywhere as patriots across the country display their support for U.S. troops battling in Operation Enduring Freedom.

Extreme soda drinkers receive another huge jolt of caffeine as Mountain Dew introduces its newest beverage—cherry flavored Code Red.
Entertainment

Shrek and Donkey, voiced by Mike Myers and Eddie Murphy, hit the theaters to teach a valuable lesson about true love in Shrek.

MTV, the first television network devoted exclusively to popular music, celebrates its 20th anniversary.

CBS’s “Late Show with David Letterman” helps people cope with their emotions in the weeks after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Russell Crowe receives his third straight Oscar nomination for Best Actor with his challenging role as a paranoid-schizophrenic in A Beautiful Mind.

1970s Swedish band Abba enjoys revival in the Broadway smash hit Mamma Mia! The musical features three intertwined love stories and over 20 of Abba’s greatest hits.

The Emmy Awards for Best Actress and Best Supporting Actress in a Comedy go to CBS’s “Everybody Loves Raymond.” Stars Patricia Heaton and Doris Roberts.

The WB scores a flyaway hit with Smallville, the story of Superman’s high school years. The show stars newcomer Tom Welling as the young Superman.

Actor Josh Hartnett solidifies his role as a leading man in Hollywood with a pair of blockbuster war movies: Pearl Harbor and Black Hawk Down.
Entertainers and major TV networks come together in historic fashion for the “America: A Tribute to Heroes” telethon, raising over $150 million for September 11 relief efforts.

Nintendo's Gamecube and Microsoft's X-Box enter the video game market to compete with Sony's smash-hit PlayStation 2.

The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring, the first movie of J.R.R. Tolkien's fantasy trilogy, receives 13 Oscar nominations including Best Picture.

Steven Spielberg and Tom Hanks collaborate to produce the 10-episode HBO World War II epic Band of Brothers, based on the best-selling book by Stephen Ambrose.

Kiefer Sutherland stars in Fox's Golden Globe award-winning series "24." The show is delivered in two dozen real-time episodes based on the life of fictional CIA agent Jack Bauer.

Popular WB TV series "Buffy the Vampire Slayer" receives rave reviews for presenting an entire episode as a musical.

The highly anticipated movie Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone sets records for opening weekend, and first, second and third place single-day box-office totals.

Sony Pictures, Warner Bros., Universal, MGM and Paramount movie studios discuss the joint creation of Moviefly—the first Internet-based downloadable movie rental system.
The music from the hit movie *O Brother, Where Art Thou?* becomes country music's top-seller for 2001 and receives a Grammy nomination for Album of the Year.

Poplar rapper Ja Rule is nominated for the 2002 NAACP Image Awards Outstanding Hip-Hop/Rap Artist for the song "Livin' It Up."

Singer/actress Aaliyah is killed in a private plane crash in the Bahamas. During her eight-year career, Aaliyah released three hit CDs and appeared in several feature films.

Musicians join together for several concerts, including The Concert for New York City, to pay tribute to the victims and raise money for recovery efforts after the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Neil Young's song "Let's Roll" celebrates the spirit of the passengers who overthrew hijackers on Flight 93 in Pennsylvania on September 11.

Colombian music sensation Shakira brings her high-energy Latin pop to the U.S. with her first English-language album, *Laundry Service*.

To benefit AIDS research and September 11 relief efforts, U2's Band recruits musicians to record Marvin Gaye's "What's Going On." Participating artists include Nelly Furtado, Fred Durst, Gwen Stefani, Moby and many more.

Modern rock group Incubus storms onto the music scene with the release of the widely acclaimed album *Morning View*. 
Irish rock group U2's Elevation Tour is the top-grossing tour of the year, earning U2 the title of Band of the Year from both Spin and Rolling Stone magazines.

Fatboy Slim wins six MTV Video Music Awards for his video for the song "Weapon of Choice," featuring a dancing Christopher Walken.

Alicia Keys wins two American Music Awards for Favorite New Artist in both the Pop/Rock and the Soul/R&B categories for her debut release Songs in A Minor.

Country singer Tim McGraw wins five Billboard Music Awards, including Country Album of the Year for Greatest Hits.

Limp Bizkit guitarist Wes Borland leaves the band to pursue his own musical career.

Legendary Beatles' guitarist George Harrison, the so-called "Quiet Beatle," dies after a three-year battle with cancer.

Rock bands like P.O.D. use their faith to help bring the Christian rock-pop music message into the mainstream music scene.

Australian female string quartet Bond reaches the top of the U.S. classical album charts — despite being blacklisted from the U.K. chart for sounding too similar to pop music.
Sports

The 14-point underdog New England Patriots shock NFL viewers by kicking a dramatic last-second field goal to upset the St. Louis Rams 20-17 in Super Bowl XXXVI.

Michael Jordan, 38, returns to the NBA with the Washington Wizards. Jordan fills assassins nationwidt and propels the previously doormat Wizards to instant respectability with an over-500 record.

Swedish golf superstar Annika Sorenstam wins the 2001 money title, eight tournaments and Player of the Year, and sets over 30 LPGA records, including the all-time low score of 59.

The Arizona Diamondbacks stun the New York Yankees to win the World Series with a two-run rally in the bottom of the ninth inning of Game 7.

San Francisco's Barry Bonds makes baseball history with 73 home runs and an astounding slugging percentage of .863—both all-time records.

After her team loses only five games all season, playoff MVP Lisa Leslie leads the Los Angeles Sparks over the Charlotte Sting to win the 2001 WNBA Championship.


In July, Dale Earnhardt Jr. wins the Pepsi 400 in Daytona, Florida. Ironically, Earnhardt's victory comes on the same track where his father died just five months earlier.

In November, NASCAR superstar Jeff Gordon wins his fourth Winston Cup Championship.
Former Georgia high school homecoming queen Ashley Martin becomes the first female to score in Division 1-A college football by kicking three extra points for Jacksonville State.

The Colorado Avalanche skate to victory in the 2001 NHL Finals against the New Jersey Devils marking the first Stanley Cup win for 20-year veteran Ray Bourque.

Future Hall of Famers Tony Gwynn, Mark McGwire and Cal Ripken Jr all retire from major league baseball at the end of the 2001 season.

In 2001, superstar Kobe Bryant and Shaquille O'Neal propel the Los Angeles Lakers to their second straight NBA title.

The NFL season begins on a tragic note when Minnesota Vikings tackle Korey Stringer collapses at practice and dies a day later from heatstroke complications.

America welcomes athletes from all over the world to Salt Lake City, Utah, to compete in the 2002 Winter Olympics.

On their way to an undefeated season and undisputed NCAA Football national championship, the Miami Hurricanes roll over the Nebraska Cornhuskers 37-14 in the 2002 Rose Bowl.

In the first Saturday night women's U.S. Open final, tennis ace Venus Williams defeats her younger sister Serena 6-2, 6-4.
An estimated 360 search-and-rescue dogs brave fire, dehydration, toxic fumes and rubble collapse as they comb the World Trade Center wreckage for survivors and victims.

Terrorist mastermind Osama bin Laden tops the FBI's most wanted list for his role in the September 11 terrorist attacks.

Sarah Jane Olson, once known as Kathleen Soliah, is charged with domestic terrorism as a member of the Symbionese Liberation Army in the 1970s and sentenced to 20 years to life.

New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani makes many public appearances in an effort to make New Yorkers and all Americans less afraid to return to normalcy after September 11.

Hired as campus spokesmen for First USA Bank, New Jersey high school seniors Chris Barrett and Luke McCabe become the first students to finance their college educations through corporate sponsorship.

Actress/singer Jennifer Lopez marries dancer/chooregrapher Cris Judd in September.

Wendy’s founder and familiar television figure Dave Thomas succumbs to liver cancer at age 69.

John Walker Lindh, a 20-year-old California native, becomes a prisoner of war after he is found in Afghanistan fighting for the Taliban forces. As a U.S. citizen, Walker may face charges of treason.

NBC’s TV game show “The Weakest Link” gains popularity thanks to the assertive demeanor of British hostess Anne Robinson.

The future king of England, Prince William of Wales, 19, enters the University of St. Andrews in southeastern Scotland.